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The style recommended by MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, ed. 
Joseph Gibaldi and Walter S. Achtert, 2nd ed. (New York: MLA, 1984) is adopted in 
the present thesis. Where romanization of Chinese characters is necessary, the pinyin 
system is used. In the text, English translations of Chinese terms or titles precede 
transcriptions in parenthesis for easier reading, while in footnotes, English translations 
follow the romanized words for the reader's convenience in tracing sources. All English 
translations are mine except otherwise specified. A list of the romanized words and 
phrases with corresponding Chinese characters is attached at the end of the thesis for 
reference. When Chinese and Japanese proper names are mentioned, surnames precede 
given names. 
Han Shaogong's book titles are abbreviated as follows: 
a. FGLT Feiguo lantian [Flying Across the Blue Sky] 
b. YH You/mo 考惑 (Lure) 




It is no exaggeration when Wang Meng, prefacing a book entitled Main Trends 
in Literature of the Last Decade (1976-1986) {Shinian wenxue zhuchao) by Song Yaoliang, 
writes: "Sometimes, I feel that the past decade seems to be a compressed literary history 
of -- say, Europe. A highly condensed one. It is a miniature of China and the world as 
well."i Indeed, the past decade, from 1976 to 1986，especially the period after 1985，has 
witnessed an unprecedented boom of Chinese literature in a comparatively free political 
milieu since 1949. 
By means of traditional realism and romanticism, writers of three generations^ 
explored various aspects of reality with sincerity and courage, disclosing the individiial，s 
agony and the seamy side of a socialist regime which were once totally denied by 
socialist realism.^ Along with the introduction of European Modernist literature in the 
1 Song Yaoliang, Shinian wenxue zhuchao [Main Trends in Literature of the Last 
Decade (1976-1986)] (Shanghai: Shanghai wenyi, 1988) 6-7. 
A brief explanation is necessary here. The first generation refers to old writers 
who became known between the 20's and 30's; the second generation to those who 
emerged in the 50，s，now in their middle-age; the third generation to the new blood of 
the 70，s. For a comprehensive list of these writers，see Li Zhongyue, "Recent 
Developments in Contemporary Chinese Literature," Cologn-Works hop 1984 on 
Contemporary Chinese Literature, ed. Helmut Martin (Koln: Deutsche Welle, 1986) 
435-440, especially notes 1，2 and 3. Also see Zhang Guangnian, ”Xin shiqi shehuizhiiyi 
wenxue zai kuabu qianjin" [New Period Socialist Literature Making Great Strides], 
Zhon^uo wenxue yanjiu nianjian 1985 [Almanq.c of Chinese Literary Studies 1985' 
(Beijing: Zhongguo wenlian, 1986) 116-135. The latter is slightly different from the 
former. 
3 Cf. Michael Duke, Blooming and Contending: Chinese Literature in the Post-Mao 
Era (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1985) 59-97, 182-208. 
2 
late seventies and Latin American Magical-realist fiction in the early eighties/ writers 
of a younger generation began testing different literary approaches in their creative 
writing to express their own voices. What is more important is the mushrooming of 
numerous journals and magazines across the country from 1978 to 1982, which provided 
new and challenging opportunities for writers. All these factors contributed to a lively 
4 According to Anne Wedell-Wedellsborg's study, the first major open discussion 
on mainland China about Western modernism took place in Canton at a meeting 
convened by the Foreign Literature Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 
from November 25 to December 6, 1978. Widespread and vehement discussions 
continued in the ensuing years，especially 1980-1982. See "Chinese Modernism?" in 
Martin 98. Major official conferences on Latin American literature began in 1979，when 
a "Symposium on Spanish, Portuguese and Latin American Literature" was convened in 
Nanjing. The first nation-wide conference on Magical Realism was held in Xi'an from 
May 5 to 11, 1982. The conference was entitled "Symposium on G a r a a Marquez and 
Latin American Magical Realism." For a report on the conference, see Waiguo wewcue 
fo r e ign Literature] 6 (1983): 95. Moreover, it is note-worthy that between 1978 and 
1984，the total number of journals on foreign literature increased considerably from 1 
to 30, newly published translation of literary works reached a total of 2,500. See Liu 
Dezhong, Zhongguo wewcue hiannianlu [Chronicle of Chinese Literature] (Shanghai: 
Zhishi, 1989) 275. Also see my discussion in Chapter 3. 
5 See David S. G. Goodman, "PRC Fiction and its Political Context, 1978-82: To 
Write the Word of 'Man' across the Sky," in Martin 127. Major official literary gazettes 
and magazines resumed publication in 1978，such as Wenyi bao [Literature and Arts 
Gazette]. Major new magazines like Zhongshan [Zhong Mountain] (Nanjing) and 
Shiyue [October] (Beijing) were brought out in that year. Huacheng [Flower City" 
(Guangzhou), Changcheng [The Great Wall] (Shijiazhuang), Chunfeng [Spring Breeze: 
(Shenyang), Dangdai [Contemporaneity] (Beijing), Qingming [Clarity and Brightness: 
(Hefei), Baihua zhou [Islet of Flowers] (Nanchang) and Hongyan [The Red Rock: 
(Chongqing) started publication in 1979. Furong [Lotus] (Changsha) and Liuquan ；Willow Spring] (Jinan) came out in 1980. Mangyuan [Wild Land] (Zhengzhou), HaLxia 
T h e Channel], Dangdai wenxue [Contemporary Literature] (Guangzhou), Minzu weivcue 
；Ethnical Literature] (Beijing), Wenxue bao [Literature Gazette] (Shanghai), Zuopin yu 
zhengming [Literary Works and Polemics] (Beijing) and Qingnian zuojia [Young Writers' 
(Chengdu) did not come into being until 1981. Kunlun [Kunlun Mountains] (Beijing) 
was brought out in 1982. For more details, see Liu Dezhong 265-70. For the 
appearance of "unofficial publications," see Bonnie S. McDougall, "Writers and 
Performers, Their Works, and Their Audiences in the First Three Decades," Popular 
Chinese Literature and Performing Arts, eel. Bonnie S. McDougall (Berkeley: U of 
California P，1984) 301-2. Such a boom in literary periodicals, to quote Li Zhongyue, 
"has not been witnessed since the new literature pnoduced by the May Fourth Movement 
in 1919." The stupendous increase in magazines certainly stimulates creative writings. 
According to Li's estimate, more than 500 novels were produced between 1977 and 
The total output of the period "exceeded that of the seventeen years prior of the 
Cultural Revolution and was ten times higher than in the years of the Cultural 
J 
and kaleidoscopic literary scenery which attracts many commentaries both at home and 
abroad. 
1976 -- the year of the dragon -- is no doubt one of the most important 
watersheds in contemporary Chinese history. Incidents occurred in that year had 
far-reaching impact on many aspects of life in China，and literature, to be sure, was no 
exception. That is the year when Mao Zedong died. And in no less than a month, his 
epigonic followers, including Madam Mao, all known as the "Gang of Four；' were 
arrested in a dramatic and sweepingly successful palace coup. 
After Mao's dynasty had toppled down, the new leadership, in order to establish 
their legitimacy, allowed writers to rewrite the past by condemning the Gang - and for 
the time being the Gang only - and at the same time preparing a brave new story of 
tomorrow to keep the country from disintegration after the death of a charismatic figure. 
However, Mao and the Cultural Revolution were not under direct attack yet. The 
Chinese people had to wait until 1977 before the so called "New Period" {xin shiqi) 
actually began. 
In that year, the Cultural Revolution was officially declared over, policies in force 
during that period were denounced, and the infallibility of Mao was questioned.^ 
However, it was not until the end of 1978 that the new leadership felt secure enough 
to call for reform and "emancipation of the mind within the framework of 
1 
Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought." And it takes them another year to offer 
a "thought liberation" policy/ On the occasion of the Fourth Congress of Writers and 
Revolution." See "Recent Developments in Contemporary Chinese Literature," Martin 
435-37. j 
J： i 6 Cf. Duke 3-4. Also McDoiigall 302. 
7 Joseph S. M. Lau, "The Wounded and the Fatigued: Reflections on Post-1976 
Chinese Fiction," Martin 20. 
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Artists and The Third National Congress of the Writers Union convened in October 
1979, Deng Xiaoping had this to say: 
In the areas of artistic and literary creation as well as 
criticism, administrative directives (from the Party) will be 
abolished. . . . With regard to the question of what to 
write, this shall remain the decision of literary and artistic 
workers: they alone will provide the solutions as they explore 
and practice their craft.® 
It is not surprising at all for Deng to take such an occasion to deliver the 
message of literary autonomy. For the communists -- or at least the Chinese 
communists -- are so adept in manipulating "instruments of public opinions" iyulun 
gongju) to "create public opinions" {zhizao yulun) before taking any action that there 
was hardly any campaign which was launched without official adumbration or 
announcement. Writers, considered by the communists as the most influential social 
groups in affecting public opinions, have always been taken care of by the Party in a 
special way. On the one hand, the party compels them to strict orthodoxy; on the other, 
it tries to stimulate them to work productively for the Party's new lines. Thus, since 
1949，the fate of Chinese intellectuals has been vacillating between persecution and 
rehabilitation, all depending on the "policies" in accordance with the ups and downs of 
political factions.^ Now that Mao's regime was over and the legitimacy of the new 
8 Quoted by Lau, see Martin 20. 
9 For a more detailed discussion, see Merle Goldman, China's Intellectuals: Advise 
and Dissent (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1981). 
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leadership had yet to be affirmed, a relaxed political atmosphere is needed before 
intellectuals can feel save to work for the project of four modernizations, and writers 
can express their grief in the past and their hope in a bright future. However, since this 
kind of generous freedom for creative writings had never been offered by the Party 
since Mao's Yan'an Talk in 1942, the writers, who had survived the harsh Anti-Rightist 
Campaign and the Cultural Revolution, could hardly believe that they might take off 
their ideological straightjackets. To avoid "making mistakes" while exposing the 
darkness of society, they adhere to stereotypes gingerly. Liu Xinwu's short story, "The 
Schoolmaster" (Banzhuren), published in November 1977, is an example. 
Authentic expose literature only came into existence in August 1978, almost two 
years after the fall of the Gang, with the publication of a short story "The Scar" 
(Shanghen), written by Lu Xinhua, a young cleriisticated student of Fudan University. 
It is in this sense that Joseph Lau, when comparing the historical significance of the 
story with that of "The Schoolmaster," infers that the former is far more important "as 
a seminal story," since it ushered in "a host of subsequent works that deal with the 
suffering, injustice, and injuries inflicted upon the Chinese people during the Cultural 
Revolution.”"* 1 Now seen from our historical vantage point, we have to admit that it is 
the publication of "The Scar" and many other subsequent outspoken stories, now 
regarded as the "Scar Literature," that heralded the Literature of the New Period. 
In that same year, there were other significant events that had direct bearings on 
the shaping of contemporary Chinese literature: First, the derustication of educated 
Jl 
J 
10 Actually the story was printed with the approval of some of the leadership. The 
next such story, "The Scar," was brought out after some difficulty. See McDougall 302. 
” Lau, in Martin 22. 
G 
youths after twelve years in the countryside;^^ Second, the rehabilitation of the 
”Rightists" after an official annulment of a governmental document issued in 1966 under 
the title of "Minutes of the Liberation Army's Forum on Literature and Arts" {budui 
wenyi gongzuo zuotanhui jlyao) which blacklisted many innocent writers as "persons with 
black connections" {heixian renwu).^^ 
When these newly rehabilitated writers resumed their normal social status and 
plunged themselves into writing, they wrote meditatively and with sincerity. With their 
artistic subtleties and an internal drive to exorcise their complex feelings of grief, guilt 
and humiliation, they penned some remarkable literary works. Suffice it to mention a 
few examples: Ba Jin's Random Thoughts (Suixianglu), Gao Xiaosheng's "Li Shunda 
Building a House" {Lishunda zaowu), Rii Zhijiian's "A Story Misedited" {Jianji cuole de 
gi^shi), Zhang Yigong's "The Story of the Convict Li Tongzhong" (Fanren litongzhong 
de gushi), and Liu Bingyan's "Man or Monster?" {Ren yao zhijian). The literary works 
brought out during this second wave of the Literature of the New Period is called by 
many critics as "Reflection Literature." They are broader in scope and deeper in 
meditation. Being discontent with the superficial ascription of the national disaster to 
the Gang's viciousness, which is a usual practice of their immediate precedents, they 
venture to discuss the common corruption of the once infallible communist cadres, the 
irrationality of recurrent campaigns and the values of humanity. Their attempts tend 
to be more philosophical than sociological, as one critic aptly observes.^^ However, 
12 Jean Philippe Beja, "Chinese Writers as Spokesmen for Society since 1979 “ 
Martin 192-3. ’ 
13 Liu 266, 259. 
‘ K 
I 
14 Ye Zhiying, ”Dcingqian dalu wenxue sichcio shkarf [A Tentative Study of 
Contemporary Literary Thoughts in Mainland China], Dangqian dalu wenxue ；Contemporary Literature in Mainland China], ed. Wenxun zazhishe (Taipei. Wcuxwi 
zazhlshe, 1988) 2-21. "‘ 
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their reflections were temporarily interrupted in 1983 when an "Anti-Spiritual PolJution" 
campaign was launched to attack Modernism, humanism and the theory of alienation 
under socialism, all considered by the leadership as hazardous to Socialism. As a 
result, the ensuing year, 1984，witnessed a stagnant scene of literature, although a new 
young generation of writers, mainly deriisticated youths who returned to the cities and 
attended universities, were gathering momentum for a breakthrough. 
It is at this point, when the entire career of the Literature of the New Period 
seemed to be at its lowest ebb, that Han Shaogong, a young novelist of Hunan origin 
who began his career in 1974, published his programmatic article, "The Roots of 
Literature" {Wenxue de gen).��The article sparked enthusiasm. Responses from young 
writers were positively w a r m � 6 In a few months, discussions on the problematic of 
"seeking cultural roots" and incorporating cultural essence in literary works swept over 
the literary circle in China. A prestigious official periodical, Literature and Arts Gazette 
{Wenyi bao), even assigned a special column for open debate. Young writers began to 
go back to their rusticated areas or hometowns to look for their "spiritual roots" and 
consequently published many remarkable stories and novels. The root-seeking rush 
lasted for nearly two years and proved itself a very fruitful movement. However, the 
movement faded out in early 1987 when a political campaign against "bourgeois 
liberalization" was officially declared. Outspoken intellectuals like Wang Ruowang and 
Liu Binyan were expelled from the Communist Party, while Hu Yaobang had to resign 
his post as the Party's Secretary General. Wang and Liu's expulsions ushered in a 
15 See Zuojia [Writers] 1 (1985): 2-5. 
i 
16 Apart from Han Shaogong's essays, major contributions came from A Cheng, 
Zheng Yi, Li Hangyu, Jia Pingao and Zheng Wanlong. Cf. Ye Zhiying 2-21. Also Cao 
Wenxian, Zhongguo hashi nianclai wenxue xicuvciang yenjiii [Studies in the Phenomena of 
Chinese Literature in the 1980] (Beijing: Peking UP, 1988) 234-250. 
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series of purges. During the campaign, the head of the CCP's Propaganda Department, 
Zlni Houze, who had been adopting a laissez-faire literary policy since his appointment 
in 1985, was soon replaced by Wang Renzhi, the deputy chief editor of the conservative 
Red Flag {Hongqi).^^ The development of the New Period literature came to a 
temporary halt in 1987. Some critics even describe that year as "boring."''® 
When reviewing the New Period Literature in the last decade, critics of Chinese 
literature tend to view its development in three phases: Scar Literature (1976-1979); 
Reflection Literature (1979-1982); and Root-Seeking Literature (1985-1986).^^ If 
Reflection Literature represents the new achievements of the first and second 
generations of modern mainland Chinese writers, some critics believe, the Root-Seeking 
Literature heralds the maturity of the third generation which holds more promise.^° 
Han Shaogong, born in 1953, belongs to the third generation of Chinese writers 
who were brought up in a socialist country and emerged in the seventies after their 
derustication. Han made his debut in 1974 with two rather simple and propagandistic 
stories.2i In 1978, after his return to Changsha from a rural area called Nilo County 
17 Sylvia Chan, "Chinese Literature Since Mao," China: Modernization in the 1980s, 
ed. Joseph Y. S. Cheng (Hong Kong: The Chinese UP, 1989) 629, 638. 
18 See Huang Ziping's preface to Zhongguo xiaoshuo 1987 [Chinese Fiction 1987], 
ed. Huang Ziping, Li Tuo (Hong Kong: Joint Publishing, 1989) 1. Also Xi Xi's preface 
to Baozha [Explosion], ed. Xi Xi (Taipei: Hongfan, 1988) 1. 
19 Cf. Ye 2-21. Xi Xi also holds that there are three phases in the development 
of Literature of the New Period, see the preface by Xi Xi, Hong gaoliang [Red 
Sorghum], ed. Xi Xi (Taipei: Hongfan, 1988) 1. 
Cf. Liu Zaifu, "Jin shinian de zhongguo wenxue jingshen he wenxue daolu” [The 
Spirit and Courses of Chinese Literature in the Last Ten Years], Renrnin wefvcue 
(People's Literature) 2 (1988): 115-128. \ 
2 i ''Honglu shangshan” [Moving The Red Forge Up Unto the Mountain], Xiangjiang 
y^enyi [Literature and Arts of Xiang River] 2 (1974): 26-31. "7/ tiao pang liyu” [A Bi^ 
Carp], Xiangjiang wenyi 3 (1974): 66-67. ^ 
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where he had spent ten years, Han attended Changsha Normal University to study 
Chinese literature. In 1979，he joined hand with Gan Zhengwen to write a biography 
of Ren Jueshi, a Chinese communist.^^ But it was not until 1980 that he claimed 
national attention. His short story, "Looking Westwards at the Cogon Land" {Xiwang 
maocaodi), earned him the first National Award for Excellent Short Stories. In 1981, 
he won another National Award with "Flying Across the Blue Sky" (Feiguo lantian). 
Both stories deal with the theme of sentdown youths: the former about how a devoted 
young student is disillusioned by the failure of a communal reform; the latter about a 
rusticated young man's unsuccessful attempt to leave the countryside for his native city 
through bribery. Both are written in a realist way, though not without a romantic touch. 
In the following years, Han published many realist stories, some giving objective 
description of the rural life he was so familiar with, others depict the rapidly changing 
urban life and bureaucracy. "Suona Blowing in the Wind" {Fengcui suonashengf^, a 
story about a deaf-mute peasant published in 1981，is another immediate success. 
However, Han is a fictionist who is never content with his success. In 1985, after 
his controversial manifesto, "The Roots of Literature," had caused a considerable stir on 
the mainland, he published a series of "root-seeking" stories and novellas with a 
completely different style and vision, which made some perspicacious critics frisk but 
stunned the reading public. 
Among these works, "Return" {Guiqulaif\ "Papa-pa"^^ {Bahaba) and 
22 Ren Jueshi (Changsha: Hunan renmin chubanshe, 1979). 
23 For an English translation of the story, see "Deaf-Mute and His，Suona,，" trans. 
Song Shouquan, Chinese Literature Jan. 1983: 7-33. , . 
24 An English translation of the story is available. See "Return," trans. Alice Chilcis, 
Chinese Literature Summer 1989: 29-44. ” 
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subsequently "Woman Woman Woman" {Nu ml nu) deserve close studies. These stories 
mark Han's new attempt to create a reality drastically different from his previous ones. 
In his well-known earlier short stories such as "Yuelan" {Yuelan), "Looking 
Westwards at the Cogon Land； "Echoes" (Huisheng) and "Flying Across the Blue Sky； 
the narrated world in the story (histolr) is seen as a unified and rationally knowable 
reality. Thus the narrator can rely on the narrated events as reliable facts and gives 
comments in the text (reclt). 
This kind of epistemological stance has completely changed in many of Han's 
post-1985 stories, especially the "root-seeking" ones. For example, in "Return，" the 
narrator-participant of the story, who is mistaken (?) by the villagers for someone else, 
can not find out who he himself is and thus confused by the realities around him. 
Reality breaks down with the disintegration of the protagonist's ident i ty .“ 
In "Papa-pa," the detached, observant narrator is telling us an unreliable story. 
It is very apparent that the narrator does not know very much about the "facts" and is 
dubious of what he is relating. Again, the reader is presented with a reality on shaky 
grounds. All these seem to challenge the knowability of reality. As the narrations 
provide the reader with only a way of knowing reality, hypothetical perspectives are 
indicated. Such a hypothetical stance has a modernist look in itself. 
In the novella "Woman Woman Woman" which came out in 1986, the tension 
between the knowable mundane reality in the city and the remote and totally 
unknowable primitive reality of the narrator-protagonist's home-village has intensified 
to an unbearable extent. Although knowable, urban life is nihilistic and full of ennui. 
Not unlike "Papa-pa； which handles a people's ignorance and backwardness in an 
K 
i 
The English title, "Papa-pa," is Cai Yuanhuang's (Yuan-huang Tsai) translation. 
See "The Second Wave: Recent Developments in Mainland Chinese Literature “ Issues 
& Studies 25.8 (August 1989): 21. ‘ 
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ambivalent and grotesque way, "Woman Woman Woman" also deals with the primitive 
aspects of human existence in such an absurdly atavistic way that one can not but read 
it allegorically. 
Throughout his exploration in finding his personal voices, Han Shaogong has 
proved himself a writer of great potential. To quote Xi Xi, since 1985, "like a 
metamorphosed larva, Han Shaogong has finally become a butterfly."^® In a perceptive 
study on post-Mao Chinese literature, Sylvia Chan also holds that Han Shaogong is "one 
of the most promising among the younger generation of post-Cultural Revolution 
writers."27 To trace the artistic development and the shift in the sense of reality in Han 
Shaogong's texts is not only an enjoyable experience but an intellectually enlightening 
one. 
The present undertaking is to venture on a study of the metamorphoses of the 
sense of reality and the respective ways of representation in the prose fiction of Han 
Shaogong written before 1985 and during the period between 1985 and 1986. Such an 
analytical study will certainly involve comparative components. For one can not afford 
to Ignore on the one hand the influence of the nineteenth-century generic convention 
of prose fiction, namely realism, which dominated pre-1949 literature and, after some 
30 years of neglect, returned in post-Mao era and in Han Shaogong's early works. On 
the other hand, the Modernist and Magical Realist techniques which were introduced 
to the mainland indiscriminately under a convenient label of "The Modernist School" 
(xlandaipai), appear to have considerable influence on Han's "root-seeking" works. 
However, the thesis is not going to be an influence study. Rather, it is intended to be 
Xi Xi, preface, Bong gaolicmg 12. \ 
27 Sylvia Chan, in Cheng 633. Also see Cai Yiianhuang, Haixia liangan xiaoshiio de 
fengmao [Features of Chinese Fiction from both Sides of the Taiwan Straits] (Taioei. 
Yadian, 1989) 165. …（^ ‘ 
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ail examination of Han's modes of writing and senses of reality as seen in the light of 
the literary codes defined in the West with necessary modifications. 
The study will show how Han's mode of writing has changed in the course of his 
career from an iconoplastic^® Socialist Realism to the iconoclastic realism, and later 
modernist presentations. In the process of demonstrating his creative modes, I will also 
try to show how Han Shaogong's sense of a unified and rational reality has changed. 
In spite of the epistemological extremities represented by realist and modernist 
codes, they are both discourses critical of their literary precedents and immediate 
realities, although the modernist code is much more radical in its negation. When it 
is hard to comment on realities, Han Shaogong has to extract his own ironic allegories. 
Again, modified Western theories of allegory will serve our purposes. The emphasis of 
the thesis will fall on the iconoclastic attempt of the author; and his allegorical writings 
will be the main focus. 
The end result of such a comparative study, I expect, will cast light on the artistic 
acumen of Han Shaogong on the one hand, and his complex senses of reality presented 
in his texts on the other, thus arriving at a tentative understanding of a writer of the 
third generation on mainland China, who is torn between a people's backwardness and 
its longing for modernity, between the comprehensibility and unintelligibility of realities, 
and finally, between the wish for a unique Chinese mode of writing and the irresistible 
temptation of universal literary qualities in a global community. 
. • This is a word coined by Harry Levin, meaning "image-making." In Levin's 
opinion, realism can only function in an open society which tolerates its "image-breaking" 
(iconoclastic) critics. In a closed society (in this case socialist countries), realism ts 
unable to function since the organs of opinion are all "rigorously controlled by the state." 
Socialist writers and artists "are encouraged to fashion the public image of itself [the 
society], which are disseminated as propaganda and regulated by censorship." See Harry 
Levin, Grounds for Comparison (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1972) 253-254. ‘ 
1 
Realism in the Chinese Context 
It is ineluctable to consider realism when one is going to study modern Chinese 
fiction, although "realism" is a very tiresome subject to many critics. For example, George 
Levine begins his article "Realism Reconsidered" in a low key: 
Realism would seem now to be a tired subject, and to revive it 
is to risk repetition and boredom. Unfortunately, however, the 
word "realism" is only tired, not dead, and whatever it refers 
to seems also more or less alive; certainly the problems raised 
by its meaning in literary contexts pers is t� 
The situation is almost the same in China. In a preface to his recent book, The Many 
t 
Streams of Realism in New Literature (Xinwenxue xianshizhuyi de liubian), Wen Rumin 
expresses the same kind of weariness felt in mainland China: 
1 George Levine, "Realism Reconsidere.d," Essentials of the Theory of Fiction, eds. 
Michael Hoffman and Patrick Murphy (Durham; Duke UP, 1988) 337. 
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"Realism" again! 
More or less one is satiated with this sort of thesis. 
This is pardonable. For quite a long time, "realism" was a term 
which had been worn out by excessive application as the sole 
parameter to evaluate all creative works. To praise a work, one 
had to prove its "realist" affiliations first. If a work was labelled 
"antirealist," it was sentenced to its doom. When the 
boundaries of realism are indefinitely enlarged and its specific 
referent as a creative mode or mentality blurred, it becomes -
anything other than itself. . . . Once realism is held in esteem 
in a dominant way, the agility of literary creation would be 
confined, leading to the "alienation" and "deterioration" of 
realism. Therefore, it is understandable that people detest this 
kind of false "realism" so much so that they do not want to 
discuss it.2 
Although many critics are bored by the "rather obvious and simple-minded" subject and do 
not want to engage their "subtle mind," there are some others who doubt that such a thing 
which is called "realism" has ever existed. In any case, realism as a method or an attitude 
Wen Rumin, Xinwewcue xianshizhuyi cle liiibian [The Many Streams of Realism 
in New Literature] (Beijing: Peking UP, 1988) 1} 
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ill literary creation, did exist and does persist, and is by no means an easy label/ 
Complaints about the elusiveness -- or all-encompassing aspects -- of the term are many. 
Damian Grant's summary of the thorny situation is a typical example: 
Nothing illustrates the chronic instability of the word more 
clearly than its uncontrollable tendency to attract another 
qualifying word, or words, to provide some kind of semantic 
support. The curious reader will not have to adventure far into 
critical literature before coming upon some of the following, 
which I have arranged in alphabetical order since they could not 
be persuaded to obey any other: critical realism, durational 
realism, dynamic realism, external realism, fantastic realism, 
formal realism, ideal realism, infra-realism, ironic realism, 
militant realism, naive realism, national realism, naturalist 
realism, objective realism, optimistic realism, pessimistic realism, 
plastic realism, poetic realism, psychological realism, socialist 
realism, subjective realism, super-subjective realism, visionary 
realism.4 
3 George J. Becker, Documents of Modem Literary Realism (Princeton. Princeton 
UP, 1963) 3. ‘ 
4 Damian Grant, Realism (London: Methuen, 1970) 1. 
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Probably difficulties in defining realism arise in at least three areas. In the first 
place，the term realism, as Raymond Williams points out, has four basic meanings. One 
has to single out the one appropriate to his purpose: 
(i) As a term to describe, historically, the doctrines of Realists 
as opposed to those of Nominalists; (ii) as a term to describe 
new doctrines of the physical world as independent of mind or 
spirit, in this sense interchangeable with "naturalism" or 
"materialism;" (iii) as a description of facing up to things as 
they really are, and not as we imagine or would like them to be 
. . . ; ( i v ) as a term to describe a method or an attitude in art 
and literature -- at first an exceptional accuracy of 
representation, later a commitment to describing real events 
and showing things as they actually exist.^ 
Obviously, in our present study, only the fourth meaning is directly relevant, and we can 
ignore the intricate disputes over the meaning of the term in arts and philosophy. 
Yet when we agree on the basic meaning of realism in literature being that of a 
faithful representation of reality, we have to answer the second question that follows 
immediately: What is reality? 
In George Becker's opinion, there are four kinds of reality: 
5 Raymond Williams, Keywords: Vocabulary of Culture and Society (London. 
Fontana, 1976) 258-59. , 
J I. 
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that of absolute essence as asserted by Plato or the 
Transcenclentalist; that which is unique in individual experience 
and has its essential being out of time, as asserted by Proust; 
that which inheres in external phenomena; and that which has 
its being in some kind of relation between external phenomena 
and perceiving consciousness.® 
Becker believes that realism begins with the third kind, which has remained a prime source 
for literature for a hundred years, and ends with the fourth type, which, nevertheless, "must 
not stray too far from the norm of human experience."^ 
Finally, the historicity of realism should be taken into consideration. Realism never 
exists in vacuum; and, what is more, it is far more dynamic than static. Therefore any 
normative approach will not do justice to its elasticity. To define realism, one has to look 
into its historical context, which is its immediate literary precedent on the one hand and 
extra-literary reality on the o the r , George Levine, when illustrating the unstable process 
and anticonventional impulse of realistic imagination in English fiction, observes that "much 
nineteenth-century realism defined itself against romance."^ Harry Levin warns us against 
6 Becker 36. 
7 Becker 36. 
8 For example, Rene Wellek advises that "we must not rush to consider ultimate 
questions but see this description [of realism] in a historical context as a polemical weapon 
against romanticism." See Rene Wellek, Concepts of Criticism, ed. Stephen G Nichols Jr 
(New Haven: Yale UP, 1963) 241. ’ ‘ 
9 Levine 9. "i 
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Static generalizations: "Since no hard and fast definition of realism will cover all the 
manifestations occurring under its name, we must examine them for its pertinent meaning 
in each case."""�And he quotes Karl Mannheim to support his argument: "Realism means 
different things in different contexts."” On another occasion, he further develops this theme 
by asserting how cultural particularities have shaped different patterns of realism: 
since other cultures were rather less consistently analytic, less 
socially conscious, and less highly centralized, they differed in 
their fulfilment of the patterns that France laid down. Already 
the British, through their innate empiricism, had found their 
way to realism in the eighteenth century; in the nineteenth they 
were sometimes diverted from that course by sentimentality, 
moralizing, and whimsy. The Germans, habitually predisposed 
to metaphysics, were all the. slower to evolve a realistic trend; 
their typical genre was the introspective Bilclungsroman. The 
Russians, all but silenced by a despotic government, discovered 
their humanitarian conscience in the truth-telling voices of their 
men of letters. ^ ^ 
It is only with the above problems clarified can we proceed to discuss realism. 
Harry Levin, The Gates of Horn (New York: Oxford UP, 1966) 64. 
11 Levin 64. 
12 Harry Levin, Grounds for Comparison (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1972) 250. 
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Historically, realism found its way into the novel with the rise of the bourgeois and 
individualism. "Realistic fiction has been a characteristic expression of bourgeois society," 
says Harry Levin.""� "The bourgeois having crept into fiction through the servants' 
entrance, had become the master."""- He also notes that the "period of bourgeois capitalism, 
roughly from 1789 to 1939，happens by no accident to be the heyday of the realistic 
novel."i5 To him, realism represents a new epistemological stance of a rising middle-class, 
who are obsessed with things and individualism. Etymologically, realism means 
"thing-ism."''® In Johnson's dictionary, a citation from Bacon makes this meaning of the 
word "real" crystal clear: "relating to things, not persons."""? Seen in this light, it is not 
surprising that in Robinson Crusoe "man had asserted his mastery over things."记 Harry 
Levin's observation can be corroborated by Levi-Strauss' comments on Renaissance (the 
embryonic stage of capitalism) paintings: — . 
For Renaissance artists, painting was perhaps an instrument of 
knowledge but it was also an instrument of possession . . .， 
rich Italian merchants looked upon painters as agents, who 
allowed them to confirm their possession of all that was 
A Q Levin, The Gates 4. 
14 Levin, The Gates 36. 
Levin, The Gates 81. 
Levin, The Gates 34. 
17 Levin, The Gates 34. 
18 Levin, The Gates 33. i 
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beautiful and desirable in the world.^^ 
The emphasis on thingness certainly runs counter to the literary convention of the romance. 
Realism focuses on the particular and the individual, rejecting the universais. 
Accompanying the rise of the bourgeoisie was the consciousness of individualism. As a 
consequence, realist novels generally focus on individuals, who have proper names (instead 
of historical or type names) and histories of their own. Their personality develops in a 
physical background of particularized time and space. The processes are related by "clear 
and easy" prose, which is considered on the one hand a better referential medium than its 
highly rhetoric precedents and on the other hand accessible to the rising middle-class 
reading public.^° 
In Europe, the rise of realism was also closely related to scientific and positivist 
thinking. Without the new metaphysical support, realism could not have been possible.^^ 
The obsession of realism at that time was common sense.^^ Under the influence of 
Descartes' modern assumption that the pursuit of truth was a wholly individual matter and 
Darwin's doctrine of evolution, man began to think of mastering reality.^^ To express what 
one had observed in an objective -- thus scientific -- way was the first step to truth. Truth 
19 John Berger，Ways of Seeing (London: BBC and Penguin, 1972) 86. For further 
demonstration of this theme, see Berger's discussion on Holbein's paintin^^ "The 
Ambassadors" (1533), on 89-91. "" 
20 Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel (Harmondsworth: Penguine, 1983) 9-65. 
21 Watt 9-37. 
Levin, The Gates 47. 
23 Watt 9-37. \ 
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was no longer transcendental and intangible. It lied in the here and now, accessible to 
senses and analysis. It was with this impulse that writers explored many aspects of reality, 
confident in their ability to show reality. Realism had become the superstition of the age.^ "^  
Writers believed they had found the best way to represent truth; and truth was nothing 
other than tangible facts. Glorifying scientific beatitudes, realism had become an end in 
itself: it is truth. It was with this consensus that realism finally developed its general lines 
of assumption in writing. In retrospect, George Becker has discerned three major points 
of emphasis. 
First, the choice of subject matter is unlimited: 
realism should cover the whole range of human experience, 
should reach to the drawing room as well as the stable, but at 
the same time most human behaviour takes place at a level 
rather lower than that admitted by sterile principles of decorum. 
Where life inhabits there the realist must go if honest 
observation leads him there.^^ 
In Harry Levin's words, "the realists believed that in the arts, as in the sciences, everything 
ought to be studied that elicited human interest." Therefore they explore "the area of the 
unwritten," trying to render ”toute la realite possible” with undaunted enthusiasm， 
24 Erich Heller, "The Realistic Fallacy," in Becker 591-598. 
25 Becker 23，25. 
Levin, The Gates 455-458. 
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Nevertheless, their emphasis lies more in the here and now and the average people. The 
valorization of contemporaneity in fiction is obviously a result of scientism which stresses 
real experience and close observation. The rationale for writing about the common folks 
is quite easy to understand: "the life lived by the greatest number is somehow the most 
real." To record the whole cluster of the majority's experiences guarantees the 
understanding of truth.^® It is in this connection that George Levine thinks that one of the 
primary conventions of realism is its "deflation of ambition and passion, its antiheroism."^^ 
In the same vein, Northrop Frye regards the protagonists in realist fictions as ”low mimetic" 
"heroes", who are "neither superior to other man nor to his environment." They are just like 
anyone of us: we respond to a sense of their "common humanity, and demand from the 
poet the same canons of probability that we find in our own experience."3o 
Second, new subject matters and new ethos demand new techniques". A new tenet 
is therefore upheld: objectivity.^^ Objectivity, according to Wayne C Booth's study of the 
general assumptions of realist fiction, usually indicates three separate yet tightly linked 
qualities: neutrality, impartiality and impassibilite. Neutrality means the author's unbiased 
attitude toward all values, "an attempt at disinterested reporting of all things good and evil." 
Impartiality requires the author "not to load the dice, not to take sides unjustly against or 
for particular characters." "Sometimes this impartiality is made to sound like universal love 
Becker 25. 
28 Becker 26. 
29 Levine 15. 
30 Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1957) 34. 
31 Becker 28. � 
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or pity or toleration." Impassibilite indicates "an unmoved or unimpassioned feeling toward 
the characters and events of one's story."^^ 
The doctrine leads to several results. In the first place, the author has to let facts 
speak for themselves in his stories. Authorial voices are discarded as inappropriate. Or 
in Becker's words, the authorial elbow should not nudge the reader in the ribs.^^ In this 
respect, Gustave Flaubert the reluctant leader of realism has this to say: 
I believe that Great Art is scientific and impersonal,] 
I believe, even, that a novelist does not have the right to express 
his opinion on anything whatsoever.^^ 
Inevitably, as Becker observes, authorial-effacement necessitates reliance on observation 
and documentation. Observed experience thus becomes a sine qua non of realist ideal. 
Physical data begin to dominate: "the place in which people reside, the processes of their 
jobs，the minutiae of daily living were set forth in painstaking detail."^® Again Flaubert's 
words best illustrate this tendency: 
32 Wayne C. Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1987) 67-86. 
33 Becker 28. 
Becker 95. 
35 Becker 95. 
36 Becker 30-31. 
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Let us always bear in mind that impersonality is a sign of 
strength. Let us absorb the objective; let it circulate in us, until 
it is externalized in such a way that no one can understand this 
marvellous chemistry. Our hearts should serve only to 
understand the hearts of other. Let us be magnifying mirrors 
of external truth.^^ 
It is in this sense that Becker says that "Realistic works are characterized by a physical 
density which is often overwhelming."^® When it is realized that absolute objectivity is 
impossible to achieve, writers, eschewing fancy and intuition, concern themselves with the 
pursuit of factual events.^^ 
Third, the philosophical stance of realism is materialistic.'^^ According to Becker, 
the key to understand the position of the realist is the laws of causality, a product of an age 
of scientism. Though writers believe in man's ability to explore and understand reality, 
they hold that "the universe is observably subject to physical causality; man as a part of the 
physical continuum is also subject to its laws, and any theory which asserts otherwise is 
wishful thinking."4i Such a stance entails repudiation and scepticism of the principle of 
idealism. Traditional views are examined and observed in a rigorous way. And this 
37 Becker 93-94. 
38 Becker 29-31. 
39 Becker 34-35. 
4° Becker 34. 
41 Becker 34. � 
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propensity culminates in the pessimistic material determinism of naturalism.^^ It is in this 
connection that Harry Levin thinks that the literary realist is a disillusioned idealist, and 
his method "entail a systematic testing and unmasking of illusions." His undaunted search 
for truth "is iconoclastic by nature," revealing to the audience stark realities.^^ 
As is pointed out earlier in this chapter, the meaning of realism differs greatly in 
different cultural and social contexts in the way realities differ from each other. Realism 
came to China in the late 1910s after it had already spent its force in Europe. The 
introduction of realism in China has its specific historical reasons. Like all historical 
phenomena realism too grew from a multitude of entangled roots. However, there is one 
which is quite decisive. Since the Opium War of 1840, China had suffered from 
continuous political crises, caused by both external imperialist forces and internal turmoil. 
All attempts to reform the country failed disastrously. After the successful political 
revolution of the Nationalists in 1911，the republican government was still too weak and 
not yet ready to run the atrophied China.^^ It is under such a tension of social crisis and 
imrest that the Paris Peace Agreement triggered off the unprecedented antitraditional 
May-Fourth Movement. The movement shows how Chinese intellectuals strove for a 
comprehensive reconsideration of Chinese values. Underlying such a radical iconoclastic 
attempt，according to Professor Lin Yu-sheng's analysis, is a fundamental belief in the 
priority of cultural-intellectual change over political, social and economic changes. Such a 
42 Becker 34-35. 
43 Levin, Grounds 248，253. 
44 Cf. Stephen Chingkiu Chan, "Realism as Cultural and Historical Transformation 
in Post-May Fourth China: Some Preliminary Analyses," Tamkang Review 16.4 (Summer 1986): 363-380. i 
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belief holds that ciiltiiral-intellectual change could best be realized by remoulding man's 
world views, namely his conception of and relationship to both cosmic and human r e a l i t y . 仍 
To the Chinese, the most effective instrument for such a purpose is nothing other than 
literature. The affective and didactic capacities of literary works have never been doubted 
in traditional Chinese literary criticism. It is generally agreed that literature can arouse the 
reader's emotion as well as his intellectual reflections.^® Among the many literary genres, 
quite unexpectedly, the "low" one -- fiction {xiaoshuo) - was considered the medium most 
appropriate for mediating realities. One need not read very far in modem Chinese 
literature to discover that Liang Qichao suggested as early as in 1902 the priority of the 
reform of fiction to that of society and politics.町 Others who took up this theme include 
Wang Zhongqi and Di Pingzi， Their advocations no doubt paved the way for the 
propagation of fiction. During the late Qing period, fiction enjoyed considerable readership 
and its publication business boomed.灼 However, traditional techniques of Chinese fiction 
did not satisfy the May-Fourth intelligentsia. Impatient with everything "old," they began 
to look for new modes of literary expression from the West. Among the many existing 
仍 Lin Yu-sheng, The Crisis of Chinese Consciousness: Radical Antitraditionalism in 
the May Fourth Era (Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1979). Especially Chapter III，26-37. 
46 Cf. Marston Anderson's discussion on this point. Narrative and Critique: The 
Construction of Social Reality in Modem Chinese Literature, diss., University of California at 
Berkeley 1985 (Ann Arbor: UMI, 1988) 28-42, especially 28-30. 
Liang Qichao, ”Lun xiaoshuo yu qunzhi zhi giianxr [On the Relationship between 
Fiction and the Rule of the Masses], Xin xiaoshuo [New Fiction] 1.1 (1902). Quoted in 
Chen Pingyuan, Zhongguo xiaoshuo xushi moshi cle zhuanbian [Changes in the Narrative 
Modes of Chinese Fiction] (Shanghai: Renmln, 1988) 17. 
明 Anderson 21-22. 
Chen 14-22. ‘ 
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European literary codes, it was Realism that attracted Chinese writers. Under the 
influence of social Darwinism, they believed that literary history, like human history, was 
an organic growth and had to develop by stages, namely from classicism to romanticism, 
and then romanticism to realism. Therefore, to revitalize Chinese literature, which was 
both classical and romantic, realism should be promoted.^° 
From the very beginning, realism was assigned by the radical Chinese intellectuals 
a historical mission to revolt against traditional literature before bringing in a spiritual 
revolution. In 1915，Chen Duxiu published his seminal paper on the New Youth, 
"Discussion on the History of Modern European Literature" {Xiandai ouzhou wenyi shitan). 
In the article, Chen, following Georges Pallissier's evolutionary point of view, advocated the 
replacement of idealistic traditional literature with realism so that Chinese literature might 
make progress.^^ His enthusiasm for realism was vigorously expressed in a later article, 
"On the Revolution of Literature" (1917). In his opinion, a new literature should be 
realistic, showing its concern for the nation and society. Its style had to be "simple，" 
”expressive," "fresh," "sincere，" "transparent" and "easy to understand." Only with the 
emergence of such realist literature, he asserted, could Chinese literature catch up with the 
times. Besides, realist methods would make the exposition of contemporary realities 
possible.52 
See Wen 8-14. Also cf. Bonnie S. McDougall, The Introduction of Western 
Literary Theories into Modern China 1919-1925 (Tokyo: The Centre for East Asian Cultural 
Studies, 1971) 147-149. 
51 Wen 9. 
52 Chen Duxiu, Duxiu wencun [Colle.ction of Chen Duxiu's Writings] 2 vols. 
(Shanghai: Yadong Tushguan, 1912) 1: 135-140. ^ • 
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Chen，s .proposal was warmly welcome by Hu Shi (Hu Shih), the first man in modern 
China to call for literary reform. In "Ibsenism" (Yibushengzhuyi, 1918)，once and again Hu 
Shi emphasized Ibsen's individualism and unflagging confrontation with social abuses. He . 
commented: 
The very illness of man is his reluctance to open his eyes and 
have a good look at realities. In a society where it is crystal 
clear that men are thieves and women are prostitutes, we 
choose to describe it as urbane and righteous, full of sages and 
men of virtue. When it is obvious that politics are corrupt and 
bureaucrats degenerate, we choose to eulogize their virtues 
and achievements. When a disease is undoubtedly lethal, we-
choose to say that there is no illness at ail. Nobody is aware 
of the fact that if one is to cure a disease, he has to admit it 
first; if one wants better politics, he ought to realize that the 
existing one is inadequate; if one intends to reform a society, 
he ought to know that the present one is full of thieves and 
prostitutes! . . . Since we are all responsible for the sins of 
society, we.have to tell the truth.^^ 
53 Hu Shi, Hushi wencun [Collection of Hu Shih's Writings] 4 vols (Taipei-
Yuandong, 1953) 1: 629-647. 
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Before any diagnosis was made, I-hi suggested, the patient should be observed first, with 
all his symptoms taken down. As we can see from his statements, Hu Shi's conception of 
realism as expose literature is very obvious. In the same year, Zhou Zuoren also said that 
"realism has to be p r o m o t e d . T h e recommendation of realism as a means to revolt 
against traditional literature and to expose social abuses and injustice soon sparked 
enthusiasm among such ardent proponents for new literature as Qian Xuantong, Liu 
Bannong and Luo J i a l u n ? 
But it was not until the end of 1918 that the conception of Chinese realism began 
to take shape. In December, Zhou Zuoren brought out two articles: "Human(e) Literature" 
de wenxue) and "Common People's Literature" {Pingmin wenxue). In Zhou's opinion, 
human(e) literature was the new literature that Chinese people needed. It differed from 
the traditional and inhuman(e) one in two respects: on the one hand, it respected the good 
and natural instincts of man; while on the other hand it believed in man's evolutionary 
capacity of transcending bestiality and aspiration after ultimate goodness. Such an attitude 
and belief, in Zhou's terms, was hiimanitarianism (rendaozhuyi). It endorsed man's 
self-love and mutual-love. Proceeding from this concept, human(e) literature recorded and 
studied any problem in man's life from a humanitarian perspective. In terms of subject 
matter，human(e) literature had two basic types: (1) Positive literature depicting an ideal 
life; (2) "Sidelong" (cemian) literature which disclosed mundane or even inhuman(e) life for 
the purpose of investigation. Zhou thought that the latter was more important and was 
actually larger in quantity. It helped the reader understand authentic human realities which 
Wen 10. 
55 Wen 10. \ 
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differed drastically from the ideal. The discrepancies would eventually arouse the reader's 
impetus to reform and aspiration for a better life. Lest his "sidelong" literature be mixed 
up with inhuman(e) literature, Zhou hastened to point out a distinguishing criterion which 
bore moral imprints: the author's earnestness. A serious author, Zhou asserted, should not 
deal with negative subjects in a playful way; he had to be either sad or indignant to show 
his c o n s c i e n c e， Z h o u Zuoren's principles have been so successfully established and 
influential that even today writers are easily subject to invectives when they handle "serious" 
subjects in a playful or grotesque vvay.^ ^ 
In "Common People's Literature," Zhou defined "common people's literature" in 
terms of authorial attitude and subject matter rather than readership. He held that this 
kind of literature should be universal and real. By "universal" he referred to the majority 
of the Chinese population, namely common folks，not heroes, gifted scholars and beautiful 
ladies {caizi jiaren). By "real," he meant sincere thoughts and real facts， 
These two articles are significant to the development of realism in China in that they 
have for the first time highlighted the import of man, common man in particular, and his 
relations with society. What is more, Zhou Zuoren's advice of showing a way out of the 
plight of inhuman(e) life has also set down another moral touchstone for Chinese realism. 
56 ^ 
Zhou Zuoren, Zhou zuoren lunwenji [Collection of Zhou Zuoren's Papers], ed. 
Huang Zhiqing (N.p.: Hulwen, n.cl.) 11-30. ， . 
57 For a recent example, see how Long Yingtai (S. Ying Tai Walther), a 
well-known cultural critic from Taiwan, stigmatized Wang Zhenghe's novel, Rose Rose I 
L o � you. See Long Yingtai ping xiaoshuo (Literary Criticism Collected Essays) (Taipei: 
Efya, 1985) 77-82. For an acute analysis of Walther's essay, please see: Wang Dewei 
(David Der-wei Wang), Cong Uu，e clao wang zhenhe [From Liu'e to W a n � Z h e n e h e " 
(Taipei: Shibao wenhua, 1986, 211-233. � ^ 
58 Zhou 1-9. ‘ 
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On another occasion, he went even further to contend that pure exposure did not amount 
to realism, which required directives for life, or at least signs of ideal life.^^ 
Zhou Zuoren's propositions were recapitulated by the Association of Literary Study 
which was founded in 1920. In their manifesto, the Association declared that the purpose 
of literature was "for life" {wei rensheng), and that literature was nothing other than "a task, 
a task that is very pertinent to life." They were strongly against the notion that literature 
and art were simply "games or pastime in one's happiness or frustration."®^ When recalling 
the founding of the Association, Shen Yanbing, better known by his pseudonym Mao Dun, 
admitted that members shared the view that "literature should reflect social phenomena, 
represent and discuss general problems about life." By this time, the humanitarian notion 
of "art for life's sake" has taken shape，】 
The early critical works of two members of the Association, Zheng Zhenduo and Ye 
Shaojun, proposed a literature of both self-expression and exposition of external influences. 
To Ye, self-expression had to be preceded by a period of intensive observation of the 
external world. When writers came to express their observation in words, they should show 
their "sympathy" (tongqing) for others, not merely emotions. Moreover, the process of 
observation was not just a scientific undertaking; it is rather, in Marson Anderson's words, 
a "moral tempering of the observer." Thus, the sympathy shown in their works is imbued 
59 Cf. Wen 20-21. 
Wen 22. 
61 Mao Dun, ''Wenxiie yanjiuhui de cliengli ji qi zhongzhi” [The Foundation of the 
Association of Literary Study and Its Tenets], Zhongguo xiandai wenxueshi cankao ziliao 
Reference Material on the History of Modern Chinese Literature] 4 vols ( B e i i i n a -
Gaodeng jiaoyu, 1959) 1.1: 132-34. ！ ， 
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with moral integrity. Their propensity to moral cultivation in realism to a ccrtain extent 
shows the obsession of modern Chinese w r i t e r s尸 
From the above preliminary survey, it is obvious that in the Chinese context, rule 
one of Western realism does apply, but not rule two. As for the third rule, one has to look 
into Mao Dun's theories. 
Among others, Mao Dun is by common consent the most zealous in promoting 
literary realism in China during the second and third decades of the century, any discussion 
of realism in the pre-1942 period must contain some mention of him.®^ Since this is no 
place to discuss his creative works, the focus will fall on his theoretical propositions only. 
It seems that Mao Dun has never clearly indicated what he means by "realism," nor 
its distinction from naturalism. From the beginning of his career as a literary critic, Mao 
Dun, like other members of the Association, advocated that "literature should represent 
life" and "promote new thoughts." Such an undertaking, he expected, would result in a new 
literature of the common people, which, was all made up by "blood and tears，" hence 
"enlightening the benighted" {zhenlong fakid).^^ But the new tasks of literature would not 
be realized if writers held on to traditional ways of writing which Mao Dun scorned as 
fictitious (xuzao) and close to "book accounting" (Jizhangshi). To overcome these 
weaknesses in skills, Mao Dun called for objective representation based on real experiences 
62 Anderson 45-47. 
63 McDougall 172-189. Also see ”Mcio dun cle maodun” [Contradictions of Mao 
Dun] in Wang 127-147. 
. 6 4 Mao Dun, "Xkinzai wenxuejla de zeren shi shenmo?' [What Is the Responsibility 
of Literati Now?], Mao dun wenyi zcilunji [Collection of Mao Dun's Miscellaneous Papers] 
2 vols. (Shanghai: Shanghai wenyi, 1981) 1: 3-5.“ 
^ .J 
and scientific observation as propounded by the naturalists. As for subject matters, he 
advised that writers, in order to avoid superficial exposition of "social darkness," should 
spend some time to study social, psychological, moral and many other problems from 
scientific perspectives before writing on these topics.^^ However, albeit an impassioned 
advocate of naturalism, Mao Dun is ambivalent toward naturalist determinism.^^ David 
Wang's observation is pertinent here: 
on the one hand, he implicitly accepts the power of heredity 
and environment; yet on the other hand he believes in man's 
capability to challenge his fate in anticipation of a better future. 
As a May-Fourth writer, Mao Tun [Mao Dun] is very conscious 
of his elite position and feels responsible for accelerating social 
political reformation. But he is at the same time frustrated by 
the Philistine thoughts of the upper and middle classes and the 
spiritual inertia of society. His disappointment with social 
abuses . . . leads him to take Zola's gloomy deterministic view, 
which . . . he deals with in a moral rather than biological 
context: the "environment" of contemporary Chinese society is 
morally 
so degraded that no one born into it can be imniune 
65 Mao Dun, ”Ziranzhuy'L yu zhongguo xiandai xiaoshuo” [Naturalism and Modern 
Chinese Fiction], in Mao dun wenyi zalunji 1: 83-99. 
My discussion on Mao Dun is primarily based upon David Der-Wei Wang's 
study. See Verisimilitude in Realist Narrative: Map Tun's and Lao She's Early Novels, disl., 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 1982 (Ann Arb'or: UMI, 1985) 153-196. ， .， 
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from depravity. Yet Mao Tun's elite concept also works to 
make him expect some transformation in the long run, as young 
intellectuals fulfil their potential to overcome outside or 
hereditary limitations . . . . Mao Tun's deterministic vision 
sees man as capable of thinking and acting rather than as a 
biological or pathological case，？ 
The reason behind Mao Dun's ambivalence toward the gloomy view of environmental 
forces is not far to seek. Apart from the sense of mission common to Chinese intellectuals, 
Mao Dun's ambivalence comes mainly from the influence of another master, Tolstoy. 
What has stricken the chord of his heart is the moral ethos shown in Tolstoy's What Is Art? 
(1898)，which was translated into Chinese in 1921 and received with acclaim. Mao Dun 
once confessed: 
Zola's attitude towards life can be summarized as "cool 
detachment," which is in sharp contrast to Tolstoy's warm 
embrace of it; but the works of both are criticisms of and 
reflections on reality. I like Zola, but I am also fond of Tolstoy. 
At one time I enthusiastically propagandized for naturalism. 
Yet when I tried to write novels, it was Tolstoy I came closer 
to.68 
Wang 169. 
68 Wang 157-158. The English translation is Wang's. 
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III fact, like many Chinese admirers of Tolstoy in the period, Mao Dun is impressed by 
Tolstoy's humanitarian concern: 
When Tolstoy speaks about art, he admits that popular art is 
his main concern. . . . Tolstoy believes that if art becomes 
alienated from most people of human society, it is of no use 
and has no creative power. The strength of Tolstoy's popular 
works enabled him to penetrate the whole of Russia. Hence， 
the world acknowledges his view on art and there is no doubt 
that it shows the way to future development.^^ 
Besides，Tolstoy's evolutionary undertones also attract Mao D u n / � T h e r e f o r e it is 
not surprising at all when he declared that Tolstoy was "the most important man in modern 
times."7i With Tolstoy as his model, Mao Dun naturally can not follow Zola's determinist 
view whole-heartedly. For Mao Dun, to quote David Wang again, "whereas Zola is at his 
best in regulating the methods of the naturalist novel, it is Tolstoy who lays bare the 
ultimate end of Chinese naturalism by advocating the principle of 'art for the sake of 
life.，"72 Therefore, it seems natural that Mao Dun has combined the two. While writers 
69 Wang 162. The quotation is Wang's translation. 
See Wang 161. 
71 Wang 162. 
72 Wang 163. ‘ 
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have to rely on Zola's naturalist approach in describing social abuses, they shouJcl also have 
Tolstoyan awareness of man's ability to perceive and improve his condition. Mao Dun's 
sanguine belief in man's evolutionary instinct for a better life finally leads him to a more 
activist Marxism when he has become impatient with Tolstoyan spiritual transformation/^ 
Realism as an acceptable literary method to reflect and criticise life began to show 
signs of decline in the field of literary criticism after the famous "Debate over 
Revolutionary Literature." The debate, which began in 1927 and ended with the foundation 
of the League of the Left-wing Writers in August 1930, is, as Marston Anderson puts it, "in 
many ways a watershed in modern Chinese literature," since it "reveals the nascent 
formulation of almost all the major critical notions that were to dominate literary 
discussion throughout the thirties."?* Relevant to our discussion is the fierce attack directed 
against realism in this short p e r i o d . ” Inspired by the voluntarism of Bogdanov in creating 
a proletarian culture before the victory of the 1917 revolution, which found its followers in 
the Federation of Japanese Proletarian Literature and the RAPP (All-Russian Association 
of Proletarian Writers), the Creationists and Sunnists criticized Lu Xun and Mao Dun for 
their pessimism inherent in their notions of realism. Mao Dun's trilogy, Eclipse {Shi), 
which shows how the intellectuals are disillusioned after the failure of the 1925-27 
Wang 180-191. 
74 Anderson 48. 
75 Cf. Sylvia Chan, "Realism or Socialist Realism?: The proletarian Episode in 
Modern Chinese Literature 1927-1932," Australian Journal of Chinese Affairs 9 (1983): 63. 
Also see Wen 96. ‘ 
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revolution/® was even condemned as "counter-revolutionary."厂，During that period, 
according to Anderson, realism was proscribed for promoting "the false notion that it was 
possible to transcend the class warfare that lay at the base of all cultural phenomena, and 
assure a lofty, disinterested 'objectivity.'"^® 
Impatient with the stagnant situation after the 1927 debacle, the putschist 
Creationists and Sunnists advocated "proletarian literature" as the most advanced and 
revolutionary literature for the time, which was modeled upon the "dynamic proletarian 
realism" propounded by a Japanese Marxist literary critic, Kurahara Korehito. According 
to the new doctrine, reality was conceived as "a dynamic forward movement." Since this 
"forward movement丨’ of reality would eventually bring in a bright future, "dynamic realism" 
diverged from "bourgeois realism" in its glowing optimism/^ Qian Xingcun, one of the 
most vocal among the leftist writers at that time, went so far as to assert that if writers 
could not detect any trace of brightness in reality, they had to invent it: "Brightness is not 
something that drops down from the sky. It is also the responsibility of literature to create 
brightness."®^ 
76 Actually, I hesitate to use the word "revolution" here since the situation between 
1925 and 1927 is very complex. However, this is not the place to discuss history. For lack 
of a better word, "revolution" is used, following Sylvia Chan. For some information, it is 
advisable to read Harold R. Issacs, The Tragedy of the Chinese Revolution (1938; Stand,ford: 
Standford UP, 1951) and Hua Gang, Zhongguo da gemingshi 1925-1927 [A History of the 
Great Revolution 1925-1927] (1931; Beijing: Wenshi ziliao chubanshe, 1982). 
77 Chan 59. 
78 Anderson 48. 
79 Chan 62-63. 
叨 Chan 64. 
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To be sure, Lu Xun and Mao Dun could not agree with the Creationists' and 
Simnists，impetuosity and impertinence. Both of them had rebutted bitterly. What is more, 
to argue for the feasibility of a revolutionary literature, the Creationists and Sunnists held 
that anyone, irrespective of his family background and class origin, could be haloed as a 
proletariat once he was baptised by proletarian ideology. Therefore, writers of petit 
bourgeoisie provenance -- such as themselves -- were also capable of creating proletarian 
revolutionary literature.®^ Once again Mao Dun disagreed with them. His views were 
expounded in a controversial article, "From Guling to Tokyo" {Cong guling dao dongjing, 
1928).82 
The debate was brought to a temporary halt in 1930 when the Chinese Communist 
Party realized that further controversy would repel their sympathizers who sided with Lu 
Xim and Mao Dun. Finally, the CCP decided to stop the debate and "succeeded in 
persuading Lu Xun to join the League of Left-Wing Writers, which was founded under the 
auspices of the CCP in that year. However, in no less than a year, the bellicose left-wing 
writers found a new target. In December 1931, Hu Qiuyuan criticised the notion of 
literature of nationalism promoted by the Nationalist government for reducing literature to 
pure propaganda. He contended that literature should be written from an independent 
standpoint, exposing "social evil and corruption," serving neither the gentry nor the 
proletariat class. The League members, suspecting it a veiled attack on them, mounted 
a campaign to bombard Hu. Su Wen joined in the controversy to shelter Hu, showing his 
81 Chan 62-63. 
82 Mao Dun, ”Cong Guling dao dongjing��(Excerpts) [From Guling to Tokyo], in 
Zhongguo xiandai wenxueshi cankao ziliao, 4 .vols. (Beijing: Gaodem iiaoyu 1959) 1. 251-257. t ^ ' 
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disbelief in any truth other than sensory experience and rejection of deliberate guidance 
of ideology in literary creation. Their effort in freeing literature from the entanglement 
of class struggles gave birth to a derisive term for those who shared their views: the "third 
kind of people" {discmzhong ren)P 
It was during this debate that realism lost its critical teeth. Disagreeing with the 
"third kind of people," Zhou Yang argued that truth could be found not in superficial 
phenomena but in deeper essence, and it was the latter that was worthy of literary 
representation. To find out the essence, one had to rely on Marxism which revealed the 
ultimate truth of the triumph of comimmism in the future.®^ Zhou Yang's argument found 
its vigorous expression in his era-making treatise, "On Socialist Realism and Revolutionary 
Romanticism," which was published in 1933.85 In the article, he followed V. Kirpotin's 
point on authenticity in arts: ‘ 
Authenticity is the premise of all great arts. Authenticity turns 
literature into a weapon to fight against capitalism and hence 
protecting socialism——Socialist realism is dynamic, in other 
words, it reflects reality in its process of development and 
movement. 
83 Chan 64-70. 
84 Chan 67-68. 
85 Zhou Yang's article was originally published in Xiandal [Modern Times] 4.1 
(November 1933), now collected in Zhouyang wenji [Collection of Zhou Yang's Essays], 2 
vols (Beijing: Renmin weivcue, 1984) 1: 101-114. The quotations are drawn from the article. 
Wen Rumin is of the opinion that the article has,ushered in a new era of Chinese realism 
See Wen 138-141. i ‘ 
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And he quoted Liinacharsky: 
Those who fail to see the process of development definitely can 
not discern authenticity, because authenticity has never been 
fixed and inactive: it is always developing by leaps and bounds, 
containing conflicts and struggles. Authenticity means the 
reality of tomorrow, and it should be viewed from this very 
perspective. 
Hence his cumbersome conclusion: 
Only those [literary works] which depict realities through 
essence and types rather than trivial details, giving on the one 
hand an account of all important negative and positive factors, 
on the other hand clear manifestation of the consistent essence 
of the triumph of socialist revolution, and thus imbue readers 
with the spirit to fight for a better future, are really [on] the 
socialist realist road. 
！ 
Zhou Yang's schema is not difficult to understand: the victory of communism will come 
in any case, sooner or later; anything unpleasant or ugly under the sun will automatically 




glory of the future, which will shame the present darkness into nothingness. 
Before he brought his article to an end, Zhou Yang remarked that in a heroic age 
like socialism, the romantic spirit, permeating every corner of the country, was an 
undeniable reality. To write romantically was realistic. Romanticism never stood against 
realism. Rather, it was a "legitimate and indispensable key element to enrich and promote 
socialist realism，Consequently, he concluded: it was only too natural for the writers, 
when moved by the heroic and romantic grandeur of socialist ethos, to compose socialist 
realist literature with revolutionary romanticism. Zhou Yang's ideas to a very large extent 
presaged Mao Zedong's formulation of "socialist realism" (1942) and ”the combination of 
socialist realism and revolutionary romanticism" (1957). 
The heyday of realism ended in 1942 with Mao Zedong's Yen'an Talk. Considering 
literature and literary criticism as political weapons, Mao announced that not all subject 
matters were suitable for literature. Nor were all techniques. Writers and artists should 
expose only the seamy sides of the enemies (those who are against the communists) and 
extol the prowess of the revolutionary masses. They should use no satire, or expose 
literature to criticize the masses. Only counter-revolutionary writers did that. With Mao's 
definitive proclamation realism was deprived of its critical right: 
The eras of the past are gone forever and will never return. 
We must therefore join together with the new masses, without 
86 Zhou Yang 114. 
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the slightest hesitation.®^ 
Since the debates of the 1930，s，the term "realism" has become a discredited concept. 
Its impact is so far-reaching that one can easily discern its traces when reading Mao Dun's 
article, "On Writing about Realities and Independent Thinking" {Guanyu xie zhenshi he duli 
涨ao, 1957)，which totally endorses Mao's principles.®® When Hu Yaobang made his 
speech at a symposium of script-writers held in February 1980, the same problem of how 
to write about reality was still a central concern for him. liu 's intention was to encourage 
a second "blooming and contending," yet his uneasiness towards realist expose literature 
brought him back within the confines of Maoist dogma.^ Once again, writers were 
encouraged to pirouette and entertain the audience with fetters on, though their sizes are 
smaller and weights lighter. ‘ 
From the above survey, we may now come to a preliminary conclusion of the 
meaning of realism in the Chinese context. Whereas realism in the West is indigenous, its 
Chinese counterpart is exogenous. In the West, realism, developed out of an impulse to 
87 Mao Zedong, ”Zai yan'an wenyi zuotanhui sfiang de jianghua” [Talks at the 
Yan， an Conference on Literature and Art], Mao zeclong lun wenyi [Mao Zedong on 
Literature and Art] (Beijing: Renrnin wenxue, 1983) 46-74. Here the English translation is 
McDougalFs. See Bonnie S. McDougall, Mao Zedong's "Talk at the Yan'an Conference on 
Literature and Art": A Translation of the 1943 Text with Commentary, Michigan Papers in 
Chinese Studies No. 39 (Ann Arbor: Centre for Chinese Studies, U of Michigan, 1980) 
84-85. 
88 Mao dun pinglun wenjl [Collection of Mao Dun's Literary Critiques], 2 vols. 
(Beijing: Renrnin wenxue, 1978) 1:126-130. 
的 Cf. Hu Yaobang, ”Zai juben chuangzuo zuotanhui shang de jianghua” [Talks on 
a Forum of Script-Writing], Dang he guojia llngdaoren lun wenyi [Leaders of Party and 
Nation on Literature and Art], ed. Zhonggong zhongyang shujichu yanjiushi wenhiiazu 
(Beijing: Wenhua yishu, 1982) 209-254. ^ 
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pursue truth through mimetic techniques, is an end in itself; in China，realism, carrying a 
historical mission to expose the backwardness and injustice of socicty and to arouse the 
pub l ic�asp i ra t ion for a better life, is only a means to social reform. Therefore from its 
conception in China, realism was laden with explicit ideological elements: as a lever against 
the stifling reality, it should be humanitarian, morally sound and intellectually critical and 
enlightening. As a weapon to fight against enemies, as witnessed at its later stage of 
development, it has to be brought under total ideological control. Mimesis, important as 
it may be, has to give way to affective and, later, political concerns. As the study has 
shown，the gravity of the latter has increased considerably in the 1930s, more so in the 
1940s. Once the critical capacity and revolting impulse of realism is restrained, it loses its 
original glamour and significance. With many subject matters prohibited, realism can 
explore realities no more. 
Realism，in the critical sense of the word, has been absent on mainland China for 
quite a long time since 1949. However, after the political thaw in the early 1980s, realism 
made its return. The critical spirit and humanitarian concern of realism as advocated by 
May-Fourth writers revived. Han Shaogong's early realist works clearly bear out this fact. 
Considering the popularity of Han Shaogong's early realist works on mainland China, it is 




The Revival of Realism: 
Han Shaogong's Early Works 
Like many writers of Scar Literature who began to face the seamy side of the 
socialist regime after the fall of the "Gang of Four," Han Shaogong wrote about the 
mischief done by the Gang and their followers.^ In 1977，Han published two short stories: 
'-Flood in July" {Qiyue hongfeng) and "A Night's Lodging in Qingjiang Village" (Yeshu 
qingjiangpu). Both deal with the struggle between "good" communist cadres and "bad" 
followers of the Gang and some ignorant persons under the Gang's "influence." 
Written in a period when political control on literature was still rigid, the two stories, 
though meant to expose the hardship people had endured, were highly idealized and 
stereotyped. Both tally with the requirement of "dynamic" socialist realism in showing "the 
consistent essence of the triumph of socialist revolution."^ In the sense we have discussed 
1 Han Shaogong once said that the works published before 1980 were written on 
the spur of "expressing the people's will" {weimin qingming). He wanted to "cry out people's 
suffering and their will." See Yuelan (Guangzhou: Renmin, 1981) 266. 
2 See Chapter 1. i 
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in the previous chapter, these two stories are typical socialist realist works. Even Han 
Shaogong himself, when recalling his early writing experience in 1988’ confessed that "before 
1979, [my literary works were] very rigid. To secure a career by my pen, I could not but 
compromise, and wrote what was required by the political s i t u a t i o n . " � As the reader will 
soon find out, the cadres in both stories are unmistakably positive: they are invincible and 
indefatigable.^ And the stories turn out to be hagiologies which end with the indispensable 
happy note: the wicked are punished while the virtuous praised. 
In "Flood in July," Zou Yufeng is a secretary of a certain municipal Party committee, 
who has joined the Chinese Communist Party for many years and fought in numerous 
battles before 1949. However, in 1976, he finds himself a victim of the Cultural Revolution. 
When people criticize and denounce him as a "restorationist" in a public trial meeting, he 
pleads not guilty. As the meeting goes on, Zou spits blood and falls unconscious, partly due 
to the fact that he has not been given any food or water after a whole day's torture. He 
is finally sent to hospital. All this takes place during the peak flood season and the rise of 
the followers of the Gang, represented by Zhang Ming who has the support of Feng Ziqi. 
During Zou's stay in the hospital, Zhang and Feng, arduous in carrying out the 
Gang's instruction to eliminate "capitalist readers," busy themselves with political meetings, 
taking no measures to prevent the coming flood and protect the residents' lives even when 
See Shi Suqing's interview with Han Shaogong, ”Niao de chuanren” [A 
Descendant of Birds], Ba Fang [Eight Dimensions] 9 (June 1988): 147-157. The record of 
the interview is collected in Shi Suqing's Wentan fansiyu qianzhan [Literary Reflections and 
Prospects] (Hong Kong: Mingchuang, 1989) 124-140. The record is also reprinted in Han 
Shaogong, Mousha [Murder] (Taipei: Yuanjing, 1989) 9-29. 
4 Marian Galik, "The Concept of 'Positive Hero，in Chinese Literature of the 1960s 
and 1970s,''Asian and African Studies XVII1981 (Bratislava: Veda, 1981) 27-53, especially 42. i 
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the situation has become extremely dangerous. On the contrary, Zoii Yufeng is very 
concerned about the flood. Driven by a sense of duty, he persuades the doctors to let him 
leave the hospital before recovery. His reason is lofty enough to refuse any objections: he 
is a member of the Communist Party, and a communist will not stay in bed when the town 
is endangered by the flood. When Zou is discharged from the hospital，he has to endure 
tremendous physical pain and fight against the Gang's followers on the one hand and the 
flood on the other. And no doubt the brave gladiator succeeds -- with the enlightened 
masses on his side. The flood is eventually brought under control after Zhang and Feng's 
scheme to deprive Zou of his political power fails. When the story ends, Zou steps on a 
high platform and overlooks the town under the bright sunny sky. Beaming with a sense 
of victory, he sees in a moving train "the strong socialist motherland rumbling forward." 
Apart from the "dynamic forward movement" of the plot, the characterization of the 
story also complies with socialist standards. Zou is a highly idealized character in many 
respects. He has a stereotyped appearance: senior in age and slim in size, he is perceptive, 
vigorous, uncompromising, and keen-sighted like an eagle. His response in specific 
situations are totally predictable. For example, he never fails to confront his enemies with 
extraordinary composure and -- with the support of the masses -- outwit them at every 
critical moment. In spite of his poor physical condition, he accepts the assignment from his 
superiors to protect the town from the flood without the least consideration of the possible 
difficulties. Furthermore, out of a sense of "political duty," he loves an orphaned child the 
moment he learns that the child's parents have sacrificed their lives when securing a grain 
depot from floods. In short, Zou Yufeng is an idealized type rather than a man of flesh 
and blood. We need not look into "negative" figures here, since they are all designed as 
i 
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opposite of positive heroes and, therefore, can be identified quite easily. 
The same rules also hold in "A Night's Lodging in Qin^iang Village." The story takes 
place in the late seventies, after the fall of the Gang. The plot is rather simple. A team 
of workers who undertakes public works has just finished a civil project ahead of schedule. 
On their way to another project site, they arrive at Qingj'iang Village at midnight and stop 
there for a rest. However, in spite of prior notices given by leading cadres, the receptionist 
at Qinjiang Inn refuses to let the workers stay for the night because the inn is full. The 
receptionist's indifference annoys the senior protagonist Chang Qingshan, Associate 
Secretary of the County Party Committee, who dresses like a worker. Without showing his 
identity, Chang keeps his temper and criticizes the receptionist . His reprehension 
exacerbates Wu, a member of the Qingj'iang District Party Committee, who happens to be 
there flirting with the receptionist. To "educate" Chang, Wu summons militiamen to bring 
him back to a branch office of the militia only to discover in the end that Chang is his 
superior. To extenuate his impertinence, Wu offers help. A telephone conference is 
convened instantly, and Chang Qingshan gives instructions through the phone to factories, 
schools and stores to organize a temporary reception team to help the workers settle down. 
In a few minutes the Qingjiang Village "seethes with enthusiasm and excitement" and the 
problem is solved. With the aim of adulation, Wu offers his bed to Chang who has been 
ill for several days. But Chang refuses. Like other young workers, he sleeps on the floor 
of a dining hall. Before the young men go to sleep, he talks about how the "Gang of Four" 
has "poisoned" young people and many other serious problems confronting China. When 
all the young men have fallen asleep, Chang is still awake. In the small hours of the day, 
Chang keeps on meditating, with a lit cigarette in hand. 
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Chang Qingshan is no less typical than Zou Yufeng. He is casual, nimble, observant, 
assertive and lenient. One can hardly guess his social status from his complexion that has 
been darkened by outdoor labours, or from the way he dresses, which resembles a cook of 
any working team. He does not put on airs, even when his identity is disclosed. He 
impresses people by telling them revolutionary stories rather than with his social status. 
The fact that people call him "Comrade Chang" and "Old Chang" instead of the more 
formal "Secretary Chang" is a proof of Chang's amicability. Like Zou Yufeng, Chang is 
untiring. However, as he is handling "contradictions among the people,” his invincibility is 
shown in a different light: he overcomes the "negative" influence of the Gang. Since 
Chang's problems are much easier to handle than those of Zou, it is unnecessary to 
exaggerate his will power. Rather, it is his cordiality that is stressed. 
In both stories, Han draws the contours of supercadres in accordance with 
established rules. In spite of his intention to show the unpleasant sides of a socialist 
country, Han has not forgotten to present realities through "essence": everything sordid will 
be eventually wiped away by the people who are armed with "correct" ideologies. The 
degradation of man is only ephemeral, which can be handily explained away by blaming on 
the Gang. To sum up, we may say these two stories are by and large inconoplastic-
practices. 
Han Shaogong's idealistic attitude changed after 1980. His works became more 
sober，and his scope of vision enlarged to encompass disturbing societal issues once denied 
by socialist realism as inappropriate. In an article published soon after his short story 
"Looking Westwards at the Cogon Land" had won him National Award for Excellent Short 
Stories, Han had the following remarks: 
i 
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When history has bogged down or fallen back, people tend to 
blame their leaders for lack of moral integrity. It sounds as if 
we could avoid catastrophes if our leaders were more 
kindhearted. Reasonable as it may sound, this is not the only 
cause，much less all the causes People want to investigate, 
check the medical record, and see how the malignant tumour 
has grown. . . . Looking around us, we begin to think of our 
senior citizens, who have taught and led u s . 
Quite reluctantly, Han Shaogong admitted that veteran cadres could no longer adapt 
themselves to new circumstances and had lagged behind. Brought up in the revolutionary 
years，they were men of brawn rather than of brains. Some of them were even illiterate. 
Sure, they had been working extraordinarily hard for and in the new state, but they had 
no clear idea of improving the status quo by means of science and technologies. Moreover, 
their patriarchal impetuosity worsens the already bad situation. In bitter disappointment, 
Han felt impelled to dismantle the mysterious legends enshrouding the supercadres: "I can 
no longer suppress the strong desire to depict veteran cadres in their complexities."® He 
questioned: 
5 Han Shaogong, ”Liugei 'maocaocir de sisuo” [Reflections on "Looking Westwards 
at the Cogon Land]. Xinshiqi zuojia tan chuangzuo [Writers of the New Period on Creative 
Writings], eds. Peng Huasheng and Qian Guangpei (Beijing: Renmin Wenxue, 1983) 93. 
6 '' 
Han Shaogong, "Liugd，maocciodi，de ^isuo" 95. 
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Why should we evade the real faces of life? Why must we 
arbitrarily force living prototypes into a certain Procrustean 
bed? Should we either "extol" or "expose" when creating a 
fictional character?^ 
Han came to the conclusion that he would present veteran cadres in a complex way, 
showing them as they were. Deploring their "tragic" backwardness, Han Shaogong was 
uncertain whether or not their loyalty to the Chinese Communist Party and their 
unselfishness still deserve his admiration. Apart from expressing his criticism, he hoped 
his fiction could serve a cathartic purpose.® 
It is under such a complex that Han Shaogong wrote his first story of reflection: 
"Looking Westward at the Cogon Land." According to Han's account, the story is about a 
pathetic economic failure in a rural area during the "Great Leap Forward," of which a 
veteran cadre should be held responsible.. The story is related from the perspective of an 
innocent sentdown youth who has witnessed the tragic drama.� 
Though lyrical in tone, the story is primarily realistic. It touches upon a very 
sensitive aspect of Chinese reality: the intellectual incompetence of provincial leaders. No 
sooner had the short story won a National Award than it provoked a heated controversy. 
To protect the story from political accusation, the editors of People's Literature {Rewnin 
wenxue) who had published the story even declared that they were "ready to die in defence 
7 Han, "Liugei，maocaodi，de sisuo" 95. 
8 Han, ”Uugei，maocaodi，cle simo” 96. 
9 Han, Epilogue, Yuelan 265-270. 
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of，Looking Westward at the Cogon Considering the situation in China at that 
time，Han's first iconoclastic attempt is breathtaking indeed. 
The focus of the story falls upon Zhang Zhongtian (literally Zhang the peasant). 
Like the supercadres in "Flood in July" and "A Night's Lodging in Qingjiang Village," 
Zhang is also a veteran revolutionary who has lived through harsh civil wars. Illiterate, 
imperious and reckless, Zhang blindly follows the "Great Leap Forward" policies and 
pledges to establish a "base area for communism" {gongchanzhuyi genjudi) within three 
years. As a transferee from the army, he does not know much about farming, much less 
agrotechnique. To promote "communism," there is nothing he can think of except endless 
physical labour. His only means to the end is to work with downright foolhardiness. 
Therefore, the narrator-participant grumbles: 
It seemed to strive with might and main in sweat was our only 
duty, and the only means and guiding principle to the e n d . . 
. . A J l this did not seem to have occurred to Zhang. He was 
happy when working in the fields. He worked harder than any 
young man. When he was hungry, he simply ate some raw 
potatoes or carrots. He also brought his two adopted sons who 
were only eight or nine years old to work, each given a small 
harrow. They were orphans saved by him during a flood. The 
10 See Shi 148. "Xiwang maocaocir [Looking Westwards at the Cogon Land] first 
appeared on Renmin wenxue (People's Literature) 10 (1980): 3-18. When the story was 
reworked by some young men into a play in 1982 -- two years after the novella had won a 
National Award, it was prohibited from publig performance because some leadership 
thought that the play had vilified senior veteran 'cadres. 
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kids were not allowed to leave the fields even when they cried. 
Without exception, all cadres were required to take part in the 
field work. The accountant and the secretary had to do 
accounting and write reports after working hours. (YL 132) 
Zhang's primitive method certainly does not yield fruit. But in spite of his 
unsuccessful attempt, he is impatient with and even sceptical of the "scientific approaches" 
proffered by sentdown youths who have at least some scanty knowledge of management 
and farming. As a result, the productivity of the farm decreases, and the morale of the 
production team sags. 
Zhang's ignorance is also found in many other respects. For example, he has once 
mistaken the Indian poet Tagore for a "capitalist." And he does not allow "his adopted 
daughter to read any foreign fiction. What is more, as a "Marxist," he can not even 
pronounce the name Trosky and call those he considers traitors "luotuo-sky" (camel-sky). 
As a Maoist fanatic, he fails to remember the term assigned to one of Mao's archenemies: 
the intelligentsia. When he speaks of them, what springs to his mind is just a sequence of 
irrelevant sounds: ji (machine) xi (west) fenzi (members). Undoubtedly, he does not 
understand the meaning or the implication of these terms. 
However, his ignorance and illiteracy do not affect his paternal authority. No 
dissenting opinions can ever persist. To test the "class consciousness" of the young 
members of the farm, Zhang deliberately plans "manoeuvres" by sending militiamen 
disguised as "counter-revolutionaries" to attack them. Those who fail to pass the test are 




love affairs among young men. Man and woman are not even allowed to sit side by side 
when watching films. Sometimes he goes so far as to organize militiamen to search around 
the farm for "underground" lovers at night. 
Unfortunately, the young protagonist of the story falls in love with Zhang's daughter 
Xiao Yu, and they are caught red-handed during a date. The love affair ends in disaster 
since Zhang does not think that the young man, one year junior than Xiao Yu, is a good 
match. He decides to marry her to an opportunist, Mr. Yuan, who has just been promoted 
committee member of the Party. Unwilling to obey her father and disappointed with her 
lover's subservience to her father's will, Xiao Yu falls ill in extreme emotional disturbance. 
Melodramatically, her illness turns out to be a combination of rheumatic arthritis and 
anaemia, and even cancer. Simultaneous with the decline of the farm, Xiao Yu passes 
away. In despair and anxiety, Zhang falls ill and neglects the farm. Within a year the farm 
is disbanded. Ail the sentdown youths are sent back to cities for other jobs. And Zhang 
is transferred to a primary school. 
The way Han Shaogong handles such a sensitive topic is quite prudent. In the first 
instance, to ascertain the reliability of the story, Han has been very careful with narrative 
techniques. The centre of consciousness of the story is an innocent and sincere young 
man.li His earnestness is clearly shown by the narrator's lengthy and sentimental 
comments on the events he has experienced. Moreover, the story is related by the young 
man in the voice of the first-person "L" The advantage of such a device is rather 
conspicuous. By using the first-person narrator-participant perspective, the story sounds 
” "Centre of consciousness" is a term first used by Henry James. Cf. Wayne C. 
Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction (Harmoncisworth: Penguin, 1987) 23-64. 
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more genuine. It reads like a report from the narrator who has been involved in the 
events，thus creating a "livelier and more direct effect" on the reader, assuring them of the 
probability of the story.^^ Finally, Han Shaogong, being aware of the limitation of 
first-person narration, restrains his depiction of characters to external and observable 
facts. 13 
However, Han Shaogong can not bear to see Zhang suffer. According to the 
narrator's comments, Zhang is a man of good instinct. His lethal fault lies in his 
ignorance and blind belief in irrational dogmas, not in his personality. Out of a delicate 
combination of sympathy and resentment for Zhang, the young man weeps in silence when 
he leaves the farm. After all, the young man is unwilling to inveigh against the old man. 
Instead，he asks: "Time is ticking away rapidly, when will he [Zhang] be able to get rid of 
the ponderous burden fate has laden on him?" Such an attitude is humanitarian indeed, 
using Zou Zuoren's sense of the word. When the young man leaves the farm in a truck 
with his friends, he finds their merry laughters unendurable. In agony and agitation, he 
questions himself: 
What are they laughing at? Their cigarettes? Their prospects? 
Or leaving the Cogon Land? Anyway, laughter clears away 
burdens. Perhaps it is time to laugh, but should everything be 
laughed at now? Does the ambitious undertaking in the Cogon 
12 Mitchell A. Leaska, "The Concept of Point of View," Essentials of the Theory 
of Fiction, ed. Michael Hoffman and Patrick Murphy (Durham: Duke UP, 1988) 2 6 0 . ‘ 
Han Shaogong, ''Liugei，maocciodi，de ,sisuo; 96. 
Land deserve only a merry burial? Although naive ideals have 
caused lacerations, should ideals, sublime goals and aspirations 
be ruthlessly obliterated from real life? -- Why the hell are you 
laughing? (YL 160-161) 
And the story ends with a modicum of hope: 
For so many years the ancient cogon land has buried countless 
twigs，leaves, flowers, sunshine, remains and songs, layers of 
them. Perhaps one clay they will become fine coal and burn. 
(YL 161) 
Needless to say, the cautious reader will certainly notice how the story ends less 
"dynamically" than "Flood in July" and "A-Night's Lodging at Qingjiang Village." 
Han Shaogong's obsession with veteran cadres finds its expression again in "The 
Symphony of Camaraderie" (Tongz/u jiaoxiangyue). This time the rank of the cadre 
concerned is much higher: a State Councillor who is once a general of the People's 
Liberation Army. The backdrop of the story is the well-known Reclamation Campaign 
which actually took place throughout mainland China between 1950 and 1966. The plot 
shows how a supercadre on an inspection tour comes to realize how his men have suffered 
from the plan he has promoted, which he has never learnt from high-flown reports. 
Whether Han's story is purely fictional or factual is beside the point here. What 




another aspect of Chinese realities. According to an official account；^ the Reclamation 
Campaign began in 1950 when Mao Zedong issued an order to summon the People's 
Liberation Army to take part in production and construction works. In 1952, Mao 
endorsed another order of similar nature, approving thirty-one divisions of the Army to 
work as construction teams, among which fifteen divisions were sent to five main army 
reclamation zones located in Xinjiang, Gansii, Ningxia, Jiangsu and Shandong. In 1956, the 
Central Committee of the CCP and the State Council decided to establish the Reclamation 
Department, headed by Wang Zhen, Acting Commander-in-Chief of Xinjiang Military 
Area. The campaign "to declare war against the earth"^^ reached its apex in 1958，after the 
Military Commission of the Central Committee of the CCP and the CCCCP have 
respectively issued two instructions to transfer more soldiers to reclamation projects and to 
send youths to border areas for cultivation. "Volunteer" disabled soldiers also joined the 
campaign. How much manpower is actually involved in such a primitive scheme one can 
hardly tell, since the official source of information remains hazy in this respect. Nor are 
the casualties in such a formidable "action" disclosed. But one can easily detect how these 
soldiers have suffered tremendously by reading between the lines in the official description 
of their amazing optimism. 
In contrast, Han Shaogong's story presents another picture. After the General has 
listened to the report of achievement given by one of his division commander he praises 
them with excitement. In the applause of the audience, the division commander suddenly 
14 Dangdai zhongguo de nongken shiye [Reclamation of Land for Agriculture in 
China Today] (Beijing: Zongguo shehuikexue, 1986) 13-92. For the discussion on the 
Reclamation Campaign between 1950 and 1966, see Chapter I，12-57. 
The title of a poem by Guo Mo mo, see Dangdai zhongguo de nongken shiye 26. 
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breaks into tears and wails to the astonishment of the audience with all his heart. The 
story he sobs out petrifies the general into silence: 
How my men suffered! How much they have suffered! I didn't 
tell you just now, General, you don't know anything about it. 
When we got here, each of us was assigned only half a catty of 
corn starch each day. We had to eat wild herbs, bark, and gnaw 
at sheep's bones. My men became so gaunt that none looked 
like human beings. Some of them were too starved to work and 
complained all day, cursing at the cadres. So I swore at them, 
had them imprisoned, which I knew I shouldn't do. But what 
else could I do? Many, many fell ill out of hunger and d ied . ‘ 
Some slept at night but could never wake up again -- they were 
buried alive by snow-storms. Those who had fainted on the 
fields were not small but legions in number! General! The 
mission was difficult indeed! (FGLT 15) 
In a tremulous voice the division commander continues: 
You have never learnt how my men's frostbitten hands Weeded 
when they built the August-First Reservoir. There was once 
an accident, eight soldiers were killed instantly when an 
explosion backfired . • • . The local residents didn't help us. 
i 
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They were superstitious mobs. They robbed our cars, they 
killed our men . . . . The million catties of grain was in fact 
the yield of our blood. The soldiers had left their hometown 
and followed me here only to endure hardships. They knew 
that our country was poor, and they knew the difficulty I was 
in, they didn't loaf away time, and they . . . . (FGLT 16) 
Sure enough, Han Shaogong is aware of the "social effect"^® of his story, especially when 
the man in charge of the project is such a high ranking official. Therefore, right after the 
division commander has finished his unexpected complaint, Han hastens to add how the 
serious and thoughtful General makes a no less shocking announcement: to found an 
agrotechnical research institute and agricultural school as soon as possible，which is to be 
supervised by the military commissar and a "counter-revolutionary" intellectual who is an 
expert in agronomy. However, no matter how Han has tried to save the General's face, 
the impact of the division commander's revelation upon readers who are used to one-sided 
accounts of an event is not hard to imagine. 
Perhaps out of the author's political consideration, "The Symphony of Camaraderie" 
is less successful than "Looking Westwards at the Cogon Land" in creating realistic 
characters. Unlike Zhang Zhongtian, the General is more or less an idealized person. 
No sooner had Deng Xiaoping declared that the writers could write whatever 
at their own discretion than Hu Yaobang warned them to mind the "social effects" {shehui 
xiaoguo) of their works. Cf. Hu Yaobang, ”Zed juben chuangzuo zuotanhui shang de 
jianghua” [Talks on a Forum of Script-Writing], Dang he guojia lingdaorm lun wenyi 
Leaders of Party and Nation on Literature and, Art], ed. Zhonggong zhongyang shujichu 
yanjiushi wenhuazu (Beijing: Wenhiia yishii, 1982) 209-254. 
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Although their illiteracy and arbitrariness are similar, Zhang has ended in disastrous failure 
while the General remains infallible. What has determined their fate is their official 
ranks- Whereas Zhang is too humble to survive the great social changes, the General is 
always there, giving orders and instructions. Perhaps this is a reality the reader will 
eventually come to realize outside the story. Given the Chinese political circumstances, 
Han Shaogong's brave attempt to show another reality, and his sympathy with the forgotten 
soldiers and the down-trodden dissenting intellectuals to a large extent meet with the basic 
requirements of realism as advocated by his literary precedents of the May-Fourth 
Movement. Regretfully, the realist artistry of the story is attenuated by the infallible 
General. 
As a perceptive critic from mainland China points out, Han Shaogong's early realist 
works are without exception filled with compassion {heitian minren)}'^ Han himself also 
once admitted that his early works were written under the spell of humanitarian concern 
to speak for the people, the down-and-outers in particular.''® As the reader will find out, 
almost all the important characters in Han's early realist works fall within this category. 
Those who immediately come to one's mind include: the pitiable peasant woman Yuelan 
in "Yuelan" (YL 81-98), Xiao Yun's lonely widowed aunt in "Firework Display in the Night 
Sky" {Huohua Hang zai yekong, YL 99-112)，the reticent young man who suffers injustice in 
’In the Inside Rear-View Mirror" (Zai fanguangjlng //’ FGLT 70-88)，the misplaced 
17 Li Qingxi, ”Ta zai xunzhao shenmo?��[What Is He Looking for?], reprinted in 
Zhongguo xiandai dangdai wenxue yanjiu: baokan ziliao xuankan [Studies in' Modern and 
Contemporary Chinese Literature: Selected Reprints of Articles in Journals] 3 (1987): 
200-204. The article is also included in his book recently published: Weivcue de dangdaixing 
Contemporaneity in Literature] (Beijing: Renmin wenxue, 1988) 115-124. 
18 Shi 148. 
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sentdown youth who can not get back to his home city in "Flying Across the Sky" {Fdguo 
/融Vz/z，FGLT 30-53), the forsaken woman Yin Zhi in "The Morning Breeze, the Willow 
Shore" {Na clienfeng, na liuan, FGLT 216-339) and the retarded deaf-mute, so far the most 
pathetic character Han has created, in "Suona Blowing in the Wind" (Fengcul suoncisheng, 
FGLT 123-158). 
But on the whole, Han Shaogong's main focus falls upon peasants and sentdown 
yomhs.i9 Among his early works, the comparatively successful attempt to bring them into 
an organic whole can be found in his more mature realist novella "Echoes" {Huisheng, YL 
162-264). 
The title is a metaphor. It indicates that a random loud call and the hollow 
repercussions it has created in deserted valleys would sound like sonorous and enthusiastic 
communicative interactions to some simple people. But in any case, the echoes will 
eventually fade away when there is no more vociferation. The story "Echoes" tells how the 
preposterous Cultural Revolution finds its meaningless reverberation in an isolated rural 
area called Green Dragon Cave {qinglong clong). 
The main characters of the story include the poor peasant Liu Genman, the young 
political fanatic Lu Dawei and the innocent young country girl Zhu Zhu. The story 
alternates between two sub-plots. One focuses on how the "revolutionary" young student 
Lu Dawei who comes from the city has caused chaos in a peaceful rural area. The other 
shows how Liu Genman has changed during the Cultural Revolution from a timid and lazy 
peasant to a tough scoundrel, arousing a bloody tribal violence in the end. The sub-plots 
are linked together by the third character Zhu Zhu, who loves Lu in secret, without 
19 Li 200-201. 
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knowing that Liu takes a suppressed fancy to her. The story ends up with disaster. To 
protect Lii from an arrow shot when he is trying to stop the tribal fight, Zhii Zhu sacrifices 
herself. At sight of Zhu Zhu，s death, Liu loses his head and turns the fight into a 
slaughter. The story ends when Lii leaves the village and Liu is sentenced to death by the 
government. 
What concerns us here is not the melodramatic sequential plot line, but rather the 
author's conception of Lu Dawei and, more importantly, the poor peasant Liu Genman. 
On the whole, the story is related from the "unbiased" point of view of the omniscient 
narrator, a conventional technique of realism in the West. However, Han has not used the 
more convenient tool of "summary narrative" - "telling," which was once blamed, at least 
in the West, as unrealistic. Instead, he chooses to "render" the story in a dramatical 
Furthermore, he also quotes excerpts of reports from newspapers before certain sections 
of the fictional text. Both seem to invite the reader to make judgements by himself, thus 
creating an "objective" illusion. Refracted through such an objective spectrum, the images 
of Lu and Liu are more persuasive. 
Lu Dawei is an unyielding "revolutionary" fanatic. During his stay at the Green 
Dragon Cave, he is quick to suspect anyone who is pragmatic (Secretary Ding Dengsheng) 
or warm-hearted (Zhu Zhu) as revisionist. Ironically, he has never doubted Liu Genman, 
an illiterate, lazy and mean guy. Instead, he likes Liu at first sight, since Liu is the pariah 
among villagers. To Lu, the poorest is always the most revolutionary. By such logic, Lu 
no doubt considers Liu the mentor and backbone in his revolutionary actions. 
Although Liu has been to big cities, he never likes urban residents, nor understands 
Leaska 251-266. Also see Booth 40-50. 
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their "revolution." However, out of jealousy of rich peasants, he "unconsciously" sides with 
Lu in an "action" to destroy their "four outmoded practices/things" {po sijiu). Because of 
Lu，s respect for him, the villagers, who never really know what is going on, quickly follow 
suit and treat him as a "revolutionary" cadre. In bewilderment and complacency，Liu has 
jumped aboard the "revolutionary" bandwagon. To avenge Secretary Meng's public 
humiliation of his negligence, Liu whole-heartedly approves Lu's suggestion to "criticize and 
denounce" Meng, although he is too scared to attend the public meeting when it is 
convened. As time goes by, Liu discovers that even though nobody knows what Mao 
Zedong has actually said, everyone obeys whatever is claimed to be Mao's words. He 
gradually develops a skill in creating quotations from Mao and uses them as an open 
sesame to power and wealth. 
Han Shaogong's irony is achieved with neutral and impartial juxtaposition of Lu's 
and Liu's motives. And the irony is further strengthened when the motive of the innocent 
Zhu Zhu is involved. In the story, no one can ever understand others; there are only 
misunderstandings. The students from big cities do not know the peasants, nor do the 
peasants appreciate them. Even at the end of the story, communication is still impossible. 
When Lu Dawei leaves the village after being disillusioned by the violence, he meets 
Secretary Ding Desheng on the way. Although Ding's leg is broken by the mob in the 
public trial supervised by Lu of Secretary Meng and himself, Ding, already an old man, 
does not seem to hate Lu. Instead, he earnestly advises Lu to amend, and to spend more 
time in his collegiate study. Not knowing what to say, Lu leaves in silence. 
It is obvious that Han tries to present before readers an objective description of the 




common people of flesh and blood. Some are fooled by the politics, others simply take 
advantage of it. There is no "lofty" motives but folly. Liu Genman's image is significant 
in being a mocking reversal of the dogmatic "revolutionary" figures of poor peasantry. Han 
Shaogong's own words are relevant here: 
I have tried my best to depict the weaknesses of peasantry -- the 
main body of the Chinese people, to show how "feudalistic" [my 
quotation marks] consciousness, cherished by poverty and 
benightedness, has been poisoning the people, and to expose 
how "feudalistic" [my quotation marks] totalitarianism and 
anarchism oppose each other and are unified while tracing 
their origins. From a certain perspective, my attempt can be 
regarded as an act to "demystify" and "deidealize" the people, 
after the "demystification" and "de-idealization" of the individual 
'Mao Zedong]. This would not dampen my passion for the 
people. In fact, what I can give is true love, the love of a 
doctor.2i 
As we have mentioned before, being a realist is iconoclastic in nature. Han's attempt to 
reveal stark facts as he witnesses, especially after so many years of deification, is 
21 Han, Epilogue, Yuelan 265-270. 
香 浪 中 文 大 n j # n ^ ^r 
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unmistakably realistic. What Georg Lukacs has said is applicable to Han Shaogong hcre.^^ 
According to him, realist writers never distort or falsify reality into the framework of their 
Weltanschauung, they "ruthlessly" show what they have seen. In Friedrich Engels，words, this 
is the "the triumph of realism." If viewed from this perspective and with the relatively 
proficient narrative skills taken into consideration one may say that "Echoes', is by far Han's 
most successful realist work. 
Although Han Shaogong has also written a few works about city life and 
bureaucracy such as "Pedestrians in Haste" {Dao slicing ren congcong, FGLT 89-105)，they 
are less readable than his works on rural life of which he is more observant. Therefore 
we have primarily focused our attention on the latter in this chapter. 
To sum up, we may say that Han Shaogong's early works, starting with idealized 
visions, gradually give way to realist concerns for the mundane and societal issues. If we 
follow our definitions given in the previous chapter, we can respectively label them as 
"socialist realist works" and "realist works" according to their epistemological difference. 
But much to our surprise, Han Shaogong's realist impulse to explore the socialist regime 
lasted only shortly. After an interregnum between 1983 and 1984, he came back to the 
literary circle in 1985 with a new face. This time more radical in terms of his iconoclastic 
attempt than his readers and critics could have anticipated. This tantalizing topic, however, 
shall be left for the next two chapters. 
Georg Lukacs, "Marxist Aesthetics ancj, Literary Realism," Michael Hoffman and 
Patrick Murphy 203-217. 
3 
Young Writers In Search of An Identity: 
The Search for Cultural Roots in 1985-86 
Nine years after the fall of the "Gang of Four," Chinese literature of the New Period 
finally came to the point of breakthrough in 1985, when writers of the third generation 
realized their spiritual rootlessness and began to seek their cultural identity. Although there 
was no consensus on the meaning of the word "culture," much less on the means to the 
restructuring of a cultural identity, the writers' proposition of cultural root-seeking had 
undoubtedly triggered heated discussions throughout mainland China. The discussions 
quieted down when a political campaign to combat "bourgeois liberalization" was mounted 
in 1987. Nevertheless, during this short period of time, some outstanding short stories and 
novels were penned to the excitement of the reading public. 
The proposition by indigenous Chinese writers who have never left their motherland 
to seek their cultural roots is likely to sound extraordinary and "illogical" for some readers.'' 
For example, Tang Tao could not help questioning the rationale of the move by Chinese 
1 Tang Tao, "7/ si er xing'' [Leap without,, Looking], Renmin ribao (People's Daily) 
30 April 1986. t 
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writers. While discussing Alex Haley's case, he had this to say: 
I think "root-seeking" should be part of emigre literature, and its 
problems coexist with emigre literature. When there is no 
emigre literature, there certainly will not be any "root-seeking" 
problem -- how and where are the roots to be sought?^ 
Thus, he advised writers to be more pragmatic: 
Gentlemen, are you not Chinese? Are you not living downright 
on the Chinese mainland? Where else are you going to "look 
for your roots"? . . . Forget it! The "root" is the starting point 
of your life, and it lies right under your feet. Be realistic!^ 
To be sure, Tang's common-sense approach can satisfactorily explain away Alex 
Haley's case, but not the Chinese writers'. The situation in China is more complex than 
what Tang imagines. To begin with, let us briefly review the background that has given rise 
to the rush for Chinese culture. 
In a small book published in 1988，The Vogue of Culture in China (Zhongguo 
wenhuare), Wu Xiuyi's succinctly outlined historical account of Chinese intellectual's 
2 See Tang's article. 
o K See Tang's article. i 
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preoccupation with culture in the 198()s helps us trace its origins.^ According to Wu, the 
first conference on Chinese cultural history convened on the mainland since 1949 took 
place in June 1982, and in no time followed by a second one in December. Wu believes 
this is the first time that mainland Chinese scholars of various disciplines join hand to plan 
future interdisciplinary study in Chinese history of ideas. The impact of the conference was 
unexpectedly great. It not only successfully aroused scholars' academic interest in Chinese 
intellectual history but their interest in the nature of culture as well. A fervent debate over 
the meaning of the term "culture" ensued. The contention ushered in more imperative 
topics such as contemporary cultural phenomena in China and the future of traditional 
Chinese culture. Subsequent conferences on contemporary Chinese culture were held in 
1984 and 1985. Among the many topics, the review of Chinese and Western cultures was 
most earnestly called f o r , ‘ 
It is against such a cultural milieu that young Chinese writers began to reflect upon 
the cultural identity of their literary works. In December 1984，a forum on creative writing 
was held in Hangzhou. Writers from northern China such as Li Tuo, Zheng Wanlong, A 
Cheng and Li Hangyu, and writers and critics from the south such as Han Shaogong and 
many others attended the symposium. In retrospect, the meeting, which is now considered 
4 Wu Xiuyi，Zhongguo wenhuare [The Vogue of Culture in China] (Shanghai. 
Renrnin, 1988) 1-41. 
5 By and large the Chinese academic world can be divided into three influential 
groups in terms of their acceptance of traditional Chinese values: the "Academy of Chinese 
Culture" {Zhongguo wenhua shuyuan, 1985) group, the "Towards the Future" {Zou xiang 
weilai) group and the group derisively called "Total Westernizers" which is represented by 
Gan Yang. See Liu Shuxian, Dalii yu haiwai [Inside and Outside Mainland China] (Taipei: 
Yunchen, 1989) 3-36. Also cf. Michael Duke, '^Reinventing China: Cultural Exploration 
in Contemporary Chinese Fiction," Issues and Studies 25.8 (August 1989): 51. 
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a significant "dialogue between the North and South," has direct bearings on the ensuing 
"root-seeking" movement. It is reported that during the meeting, the intricate issue of the 
relations between literature and culture was brought forward for heated discussion.® 
Before we go on to examine the writers' literary propositions, the historical and 
social causes behind such a longing for a cultural identity in China should be considered. 
We all know how the cataclysmic Cultural Revolution has turned China into a wasteland. 
During the Revolution, "non-proletarian" cultures were all denounced and their material 
embodiments such as books and temples met their doom. Under such an irrationally 
destructive spell, traditional Chinese elite culture primarily based on Confucian ideologies 
was suppressed. 
Moreover, many aspects of elite culture -- both traditional and foreign - suffered 
unprecedented ravages. On the one hand, the reading of traditional Chinese intellectual 
and artistic works were prohibited; on the other hand, foreign literary works were hardly 
translated into Chinese for public consumption. Unfortunately, since real proletarians were 
rare in China -_ not to mention their literature, the Chinese people had to undergo the 
constriction of cultural isolation. At that time, only a few "dynamic socialist realistic" 
works were allowed to exist, and to entertain -- if they did -- a mass population. It was a 
time when eight hundred million minds are dominated by the one and only cultural code: 
Maoist "Marxism," which stressed antagonism (continual revolution) instead of traditional 
harmony, anarchy in lieu of moral and social hierarchy/ 
Song Yaoliang, Shinian wenxue zhuchao [Main Trends in Literature of the Last 
Decade (1976-1986)] (Shanghai: Shanghai wenyi, 1988) 277. 
7 Michael Duke thinks this is an attempt to "replace culture with ideoloc^ ” See 
"Reinventing China" 31. i 
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Looking back at this period, one is liable to be upset by the desolation and 
destitution of culture. A keen catch-phrase very popular on the mainland after the fall of 
the Gang well captures the irrationality of the Revolution: da ge wenhua de ming (literally, 
to take culture's life [to murder culture] in a drastic way) -- an acidulous parody of the 
once-glorious phrase "wenhua dageming” or the Great Cultural Revolution. 
More relevant to our discussion here is the deprivation by the Revolution of a young 
generation's opportunity to receive education. Instead of receiving formal education, the 
urban youths were sent down in their adolescence to backward rural areas to "be 
re-educated by the poor and middle peasantry." The rustification campaign, which began 
in 1968 and ended in 1978，involved over sixteen million youths, according to one 
speculation.® During their stay in the backward and harsh countryside, these young men 
were cut off from the main stream of Chinese elite culture and had to face a country folk 
culture which was so unfamiliar to them. 
When they returned to their native cities around 1978, when some of them had a 
chance to study in the university, and when China reopened its door to the rest of the 
world, their re-encounter with elite culture created great impact on their sensitive minds. 
Contrasts between what they had experienced from their sentdown days and what they 
learnt from books and new realities stimulated their imagination and meditation. Han 
Shaogong is one good example, as the study will show. 
The cultural sterility following the Cultural Revolution is best captured by Zheng Yi 
in his article with the engaging entitle "Leaping across the Cultural Fault Area": 
8 Jing Chunming, Huang Yuchong and Chang Hiiimin eds., "Wenge" shiqi guaishi 
guaiyu [Strange Events and Usages during the Cultural Revolution] (Beijing: Qiushi, 1989) 
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It is said that cultural relics found above earth in Jin [the area 
around southern Hebei, north-western Henan and central 
Shaanxi provinces] rank the highest in terms of quantity in our 
country. But after I had travelled along the Yellow River, I 
began to doubt such saying. Whenever I got to a new place, I 
always read its county annals. Well, many of those relics were 
recorded in the annals, yet one could hardly locate any. [Most 
of them were destroyed during the "Great Leap Forward" and 
the Cultural Revolution." 
And he is embarrassed about not knowing a thing about Chinese c u l t u r e : ‘ 
I discovered that no matter how hard I had tried to recall, I 
could not trace any track left on me by a systematic education 
on our culture.9 
A more important factor that has prompted the writers' reflection is the cultural 
shock they experienced when China reopened its door to the rest of the world after some 
twenty years of xenophobic self-isolation. Together with the introduction of a free-market 
economic mechanism and advanced technologies, intellectual and artistic works were also 
9 Zheng Yi, "kuayue wenhua duanliedar [Leaping Across the Cultural Fault Area], 
Wenyi bao [Literature and Arts Gazette] 13 July 4985. ， 
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imported. Much to the writers' -- and their contemporaries' -- astonishment, they found the 
country had lagged behind the rest of the world not only in material aspects but in terms 
of culture as well. The recognition is no less painful than that experienced by their Qing 
precedents, especially when these writers were brought up in a country where the 
superiority of socialism over capitalism has never been doubted. 
Among the many imported literary works, Modernist and Magical Realist ones were 
heartily welcomed. Apart from translations and critical essays mushrooming in literary 
magazines, monographs on Modernism also appeared. Among many others, Selected Works 
of Foreign Modernism {Wciiguo xlandaipai zuopinxuan, 5 volumes) edited by Yuan Kejia, 
Selected Works of Euro-American Modernism {Oumei xiandaipai zuopiwcuan) edited by Luo 
Jiashan, Studies in Western Modernist Literature {Xifang xiandaipai wenxue yanjiu) written by 
Chen Kun and Studies in Jean-Paul Sartre {Sate yanjiu) edited by Liu Mingjiu were received 
with acclaim.io 
Enthusiastic discussions -- and later protracted debates -- over Modernism soon 
followed between 1980 and 1983.^ ^ However, the question of Modernism in China seemed 
to be more confusing and confused than in the West. Aside from the lack of intellectual 
10 Cf. Fudan University Chinese Department ed., Xinshiqi wenyixue lunzheng ziliao 
1976-1985 [A Bibliography of the Controversies on Literature and Arts in the New Period" 
2 vols. (Shanghai: Fudan UP, 1988) 2: 172. Details of the four books mentioned are: Yuan 
Kejia，Dong Hengxun and Zheng Kelii eds. Waiguo xiandaipai zuopiwcuan [Selected Foreign 
Modernist Works], 4 vols (Shanghai: Shanghai wenyi chubanshe): 1 (1980), 2 (1981), 3 
(1984) and 4 (198?). Luo Jiashan ed., Oumei xiandaipai zuopiwcuan [Selected 
Euro-American Modernist Works] (Kunming: Yunnan renmin chubanshe, 1982). Chen Kun, 
Xifang xiandaipai wenxue yanjiu [Studies in Western Modernist Literature] (Beijing: Peking 
UP, 1981). Liu Mingjiu ed., Sate yanjiu [Studies in Jean-Paul Sartre] (Nanling: Guangxi 
Ujiang chubanshe, 1982). 
i i ” Fudan University 172. ^ 
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information and taxonomical precision, the problem concerning the relevance of 
Modernism to Chinese culture complicated matters. Moreover, the interference of 
political criteria compounds the already woolly situation. Hence Geremie Barme 
despondently comments in his review on the event: "A legitimate dialogue on Modernism 
and its relevance to Chinese culture would be a sisyphean undertaking.""“之 
In spite of the skein of ill-argued contention, Barme's humble wish that the debate 
would "validate and encourage individual diversity and a touch more creative license"^^ was 
eventually granted when Chinese young writers were inspired and encouraged by Gabriel 
Garcia Marquez's success. The fact that the Columbian writer won the 1982 Nobel Prize 
for literature is the immediate catalyst to their re-assessment of their own literary m o d e s � � 
12 Z See Barme's introduction to his translation of He Li's summary article on 
Modernism and China, "The Discussion Concerning the Question of Western Modernism 
and the Direction of the Development of Chinese Literature, Being Held in Literary Gazette 
{Wenyibao) and Other Journals and Papers," which originally appeared in Renmin ribao 
(People's Daily) September 13 1983, Rendition 19 & 20 (Spring & Autumn 1983): 44-54. 
According to He Li's summary, there are three major points of controversy: "1) Are we 
going to make a critical evaluation of Western Modernism and take from it what we need, 
or are we to accept it as the future direction of Chinese literature? . . . 2) Are we to carry 
on and develop the outstanding traditions of progressive and revolutionary literature that 
date from the May 4 period, or negate and abandon these traditions? . . . 3) Are we to adhere to and continually pursue the rules that govern art, or are we going to negate them?" 5 
13 Barme 48. 
14 Many Chinese writers were amazed by Garcia Marquez's superb blending of 
local reality with unrestrained fantasy. The way in which he treats the impossible as 
probable and real in his fiction has created great impact on Chinese writers. For example, 
Mo Yan confessed: "After I had read Garcia Marquez's works . . . . I was greatly shocked! 
I felt extremely regretful: Now that literary works are created in such way, why can't we go 
to extremes? How can there be such a literature on earth! Garcili Marquez made me break 
the fetters restraining myself, and decide to go to extremes. When I began to write [novels], 
I had to think of unexpected and unique ways [of representation]. Absolutely no lukewarm 
ways. The projects should be driven to extrejmes." See Shi Siiqing, Wentan fansi yii 
qianzhan [Literary Reflections and Prospects] (Hong Kong: Mingchua?ig, 1989) 109-110. 
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Garcia Marquez's original and creative blending of Modernist techniques and American 
bizarre realities in creating his unique voice is an enlightening model for them. 
Consequently, Chinese writers began to look for indigenous Chinese literary e x p r e s s i o n s ” 
Probably because both Latin America and China belong to the Third World, the 
temptation of American writers' achievement is irresistible to the Chinese. Foreign 
Literature {Waiguo wenxue), a prestigious Chinese official journal of foreign literature in 
translation, dedicated its second issue to the literature in Spanish language -- and 
unexpectedly Latin American writers predominated.^® In a book entitled Selected Short 
Stories by Famous Latin American Writers published in 1982,''^ the first generation of 
Modernist writers such as Miguel Angel Astiirias (Guatemala, 1899-1974)，Jorge Louis 
Borges (Argentina, 1899-1986) and AJejo Carpentier (Cuba, 1904-1979), and the Boom 
writers of the 1960s such as Gabriel Garcia Marquez (1928- ) and Julio Cortazar 
15 Cf. Liu Xinwii, "Cong，dcinzlU wenxueUlao ’hejin wemue"' [From Mono-Literature 
to Alloy-Literature], Zuojia [Writers] 7 (1985): 62. Han Kang holds similar opinion. He 
says, "In fact, 'root-seeking' both opposes and complements to the，global consciousness,' 
it is an inevitably contradictory yet complementary process. Literature must be unique. 
Chinese literature should first intensify its own traits of life-style [^/c] and cultural 
consciousness before it can finally break through its insularity and merge into the currents 
of world literature." Quoted in Zhong Dan, ”Guanyu wenxue，xungen，de duihua” [Dialogue 
on Literary Root-Seeking], Wenyi bao [Literature and Arts Gazette] April 26 1986. 
16 Waiguo wenxue [Foreign Literature] 2 (1980). 
17 Zhu Jingdong and Shen Genfa ed., Lading m^izhou mingzuojia duanpian 
xiaoshuoxuan [Selected Short Stories by Famous,Latin American Writers] (n.p.: Ghanaian 
wenyi chubanshe, 1982). i 
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(Argentina, 1914-1984) are included.^® In 1983, a special collection of Borges' short stories 
in translation was published.^^ In the same year, Collected Short Stories and Novellas of 
Garcia Marquez in Chinese translation appeared.^° 
Apart from translation, critical interest in Latin American writers was also 
impressive. In 1983, a six-day national conference was convened in Xi'an specifically 
dedicated to Garcfa Marquez and Magical Realism.^^ A look at the diverse critical and 
introductory sources collected in a book entitled Study Materials on Garcia Marquez {Jiaxiya 
maerkesi yanjiu ziliao) also gives one the same impression.^^ In 1984, Garcia Marquez's 
magnum opus, One Hundred Years of Solitude, was translated into Chinese尸 
In a recent article by Liu Xiliang, we are told that between 1979 and June 1989， 
over forty novels and collections of short stories by major Latin American Boom writers 
18 According to Gerald Martin, the first generation of Latin American modernist 
writers are represented by Asturias, Borges and Carpentier, the Boom period writers by 
Cortazar, Fuentes, Vargas Llosa and Garcfa Marquez. Martin highly praises the original 
creativity of Borges and Garcfa Marquez. See Journeys through the Labyrinth (London. 
Verso, 1989) 123-169, 197-235. 
19 Boerhesi duanpian xiaoshuoji [Collection of Short Stories by Jorge Louis Borges], 
trans. Wang Yangle (Shanghai: Shanghai yiwen chubanshe, 1983). 
on ^ Jiaxiya maerkesi zhongduanpian xiaoshuoji [Collected Short Stories and Novellas 
of Garcia Marquez], trans. Zhao Deming, Liu Ying et al. (Shanghai: Shanghai yiwen 
chubanshe, 1982). Garcia Marquez's famous works such as "Leaf Storm," "Nobody Writes 
to the Colonel," "A Very Old Man with enormous Wings," "In Evil Hour" and "Chronicle 
of a Death Foretold" are included. 
Waiguo Wenxue [Foreign Literature] 6 (1983): 95. 
22 , Zhang Guopei ed., Jiaxiya maerkesi yanjiu ziliao [Study Materials on Garcfa 
Marquez] (Tianjin: Nankai UP, 1984). 
23 Bainian gudu (One Hundred Years, of Solitude), trans. Huang Jinyan, Shen 
Guozheng and Chen Zhuquan (Shanghai: Shanghai yiwen chubanshe, 1984). 
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were published. To name just some of the completed translation: The President and Men 
of Maize by Asturias, The Kingdom of this World by Carpentier, The Death of Art em io Cruz 
by Carlos Fuentes (Mexico, 1928- )，and almost all the works by Mario Vargas Llosa (Peru, 
1936- ) and Garcfa Marquez. Newspapers and literary magazines also help promote 
modern Latin American literature. Over a hundred novellas and short stories have 
appeared in these journals so far.24 
It is against such a cultural background that Chinese writers began to ruminate over 
the roots of modern Chinese literature. On the one hand, the anxiety of cultural 
destitution caused by the Cultural Revolution urges them to search for the missing link with 
traditional Chinese culture. On the other hand, the sudden advent of exogenous^^ 
"modernity" together with Western Modernism which has international rather than local 
characteristics, imbued them with a sense of identity crisis. Like most third world writers, 
such an anxiety compelled them to define their literary and cultural identity in a rapidly 
changing society.^® 
24 Liu Xiliang, ”Dul，kimei wenxiiere de fansi" [Reflections on the Vogue of Latin 
American Literature], Shijle wenxue (World Literature) 6 (1988): 279-282. 
25 I am using the word "exogenous" in the sense defined by Gilbert Rozman. 
According to his study, there are two kinds of modernization: the indigenous and the 
exogenous. Early modernizing countries, primarily England, France and the U.S.A., belong 
to the first category; latecomers like Japan, Russia (successful ones) and China who rely 
heavily on borrowing foreign models, belong to the second category. See The Modernization 
of China (New York: The Free Press, 1981) 1-17. 
26 Such an anxiety about one's cultural identity in an global era is quite common 
among third world writers. (Here I am using the term "third world" in a general sense.) 
They seem to bother themselves very much about the nationality and internationality of 
their works. For relevant studies, please see U. R. Anantha Murthy, one of India's leading 
contemporary novelists who writes in the Kannada language, "The Search for an Identit}^ 
A Kannada Writer's Viewpoint," and C. D. Narasimhaiah, Chairman of the Association for 
Commonwealth Language and Literature Studies, "Literature in the Global Village: An 
Inquiry into Problems of Response." Both articles are collected in Asian and Western 
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However, the undertaking to find out and represent in literary works one's cultural 
identity is easier said than done. In China, the first problem lies in the obscurity of the 
metaphorical usage of the word "roots." 
As we have mentioned, Tang Tao insists that only emigre writers need to seek their 
roots back in their home country. It does not occur to him that even native writers who 
are not in exile may also feel rootless under certain complex social and historical 
circumstances - in this case mainland China. 
The Chinese are a people comprising many ethnic minorities. It is not unusual that 
these people might some day feel nostalgic and want to go home if they had left their 
hometown to earn a living in big cities. The case of Li Tuo is pertinent here. After living 
in Beijing for many years, Li, a minority writer himself, once wrote to his friend Wure Ertu, 
who is also a minority, saying that he wished to go back to his hometown and "seek his 
roots." Li's case certainly meets with Tang Tao's definition since he is looking for his 
i nd igen i ty .27 
But when writers of Han people talk about seeking their roots, the meaning of the 
Writers in Dialogue: New Cultural Identities, ed. Guy Amirthanayagam (London: Macmillan, 
1982). The former takes a national perspective to examine the embarrassment of an Indian 
writer who writes in his native dialect, yet extremely conscious of the influences of Western 
literature on himself. The latter assumes an international bird's-eye view and analyses with 
ease the achievement of two Indian writers of international status: R. K. Narayan (1906-
) a n d Raja Rao (1909- ). Also cf. Timothy Brennan, "The National Longing for Forms," 
and Doris Sommer, "Irresistible Romance: the Foundational Fictions of Latin America:" 
Nation and Narration, ed. Homi K. Bhabha (London: Routedge, 1990) 44-70, 71-9^ 
Interestingly, the search for a new cultural identity also exists in some post-colonial second 
world literature. For a relevant research on Australian and Canadian literature, see the 
ludd study by Colin Partridge, The Making of New Cultures: A Literary Perspective 
(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1982). 
27 Correspondence between Li Tuo and W^er Retu. See Renmin wenxue (People's 
Literature) 3 (1984): 121-127. i 
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word "roots" is different from that of Li Tuo. It seems to suggest a larger and more 
abstract category: the thing which makes the Chinese Chinese. The meaning of the word 
"roots" is thus defined in Han Shaogong's programmatic article, "The Roots of Literature": 
"Literature has roots, its roots should be deeply planted in the soil of a people's traditional 
culture. If the roots are not deep, the leaves will not be thick." When commenting on the 
works by fellow root-seekers, Han remarks that their works show "a re-recognition of the 
"Chinese] p e o p l e ， A Cheng holds similar opinions. To develop Chinese literature, he 
believes that one should always return to Chinese culture for sources and inspiration. 
Without understanding one's own culture, he asserts, no one can create real masterpieces.^^ 
Now it is quite clear that to the Han writers, the enterprise of "root-seeking" is to develop 
Chinese literature by means of representing the unique essence of Chinese culture.^° 
Here the second question arises: What do the writers mean by the word "culture"? 
The term itself is very complicated, because it has been used to embody concepts in several 
distinct intellectual disciplines and thoughts, as Raymond Williams admits.^^ Can we 
pinpoint its meanings in this context for our discussion? Before we venture into the 
labyrinth of concepts designed by the Chinese writers, a brief exposition of the denotations 
of the term "culture" is in order. 
28 Han Shaogong,�We/vcue de gen'' [The Roots of Literature], Zuojia [Writers! 4 
(1985): 2-5. 
29 A Cheng, ''Wenhua zhiyue zlie renle'r [Culture Conditions Human Beings], Wenyi 
bao [Literature and Arts Gazette] 6 July 1985. 
30 Huang Jichi, Wenxue de chuantong yu xiandai [Tradition and Modernity of 
Literature] (Hong Kong: Wah Hon, 1988) 173. 
31 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vopcibidary of Culture and Society (London-
Fontana, 1976) 97-93. ^ 
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Colin Partridge's terse and lucid introduction to his study from a literary perspective 
of Australian and Canadian new cultures can perhaps serve as our point of departure. 
According to Patridge, culture is man's fabricated environment, representing an original 
(and arbitrary) system of values developed between persons and natural environment. A 
culture's value-system finds its expression in behaviourial patterns and carefully selected 
symbols, whether in the form of narratives or icons.^^ Such a value-system, if interpreted 
in Lao Siguang terms, is the cultural spirit {wenhua jingshen) of a people, underlying their 
beliefs, attitudes, social systems and convention. To study culture, one should comprehend 
the spirit first.^^ 
When it comes to Chinese culture, Jin Yaoji's approach is more sophisticated and 
comprehensive.34 A summary of his ideas will guide us through the maze of the meanings 
of "culture" in the Chinese context. To begin with, Jin advises, one should always bear in 
mind six salient properties of Chinese culture. 
First, variety and heterogeneity. Chinese culture comprises various and even 
incompatible elements such as Confucianism, Taoism, Mohism, Buddhism and Western 
32 Partridge 9-11. The English anthropologist Sir Edward B. Tylor uses the word 
"culture" to refer to the "complex whole" of ideas and things produced by man. Ruth 
Benedict regards culture as a pattern of thinking and doing. The term is also used lately 
to describe "the distinctive human mode of adapting to the environment -- moulding nature 
to conform to man's desires and goals." However, it is generally agreed by anthropologists 
that "culture consists of the learned ways of behaving and adapting, as contrasted to 
inherited behavior patterns or instincts." See ”Culture," The Encyclopedia Americana, 1978 
ed. ‘ 
33 Lao Siguang, Zhongguo wenhua yaoyi [Essentials of Chinese Culture] (Hong 
Kong: Zhongguo renwen yanjiu xuehui, 1987) 1-13. 
34 Jin Yaoji (Ambrose Yeo-chi King), ^Zhongguo xlandaihua yu zhishifenzi [The 
Modernization of China and the Intelligentsia] 2hd ed. (Taipei: Linking, 1988) 105-123. 
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thoughts which were imported since the Ming dynasty. 
Second, culture grows or changes as time goes by; and its manifestation takes on 
different forms in different geographical areas. This is especially obvious in a vast country 
with a long history like China. 
Third，one should make a clear distinction between "formal" and "informal" cultures. 
Formal culture means the written expression of the value-system, informal culture means 
the convention. The former Jin calls "tradition，" and the latter "sub-tradition." Allowing the 
delicate interaction and interpenetration of the two cultures, Jin reminds us that in spite of 
the preponderance of sub-traditions in China, "tradition" is more important in terms of 
quality. He does not agree that the study of Chinese agrarian sub-tradition amounts to the 
study of Chinese culture. Agrarian sub-tradition, in Jin's terms, is only a "part-culture." 
And any part-culture cannot represent a culture in its totality. 
Fourth，Chinese culture lacks "system-ness," with traditions and sub-traditions 
coexisting autonomically. Therefore, when there is any inter-cultural challenge, the ways 
in which they adapt themselves differ. Some continue to grow while others perish. 
Fifth, each culture has dominant cultures and subordinate ones. When a certain 
culture becomes dominant, other coexistent ones automatically retreat into subordination. 
In China, no serious problems will arise out of such coexistence. 
Finally, normative cultures and praxis. If one chooses to study the normative 
discourse of a culture, he is using a philosophical or ethical approach which is qualitative 
in nature. If one examines cultural praxes, he is undertaking a sociological or 
anthropological project which is more quantity-oriented. 
J. 
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Now thai the meaning of the term "culture" in the Chinese context is clarified，Jet 
us see what kind of culture these young writers are looking for. Our focus will centre on 
the propositions of three major initiators: Han Shaogong, Li Hangyu and A Cheng. To 
draw a clearer contour of the movement, similar ideas voiced by their supporters such as 
Zheng Yi and Zheng Wanlong will be discussed as well. 
The vanguard of the movement is Han Shaogong, whose article "The Roots of 
Literature" is now considered a manifesto of the "root-seeking" coterie. A close reading of 
this article, a later one, "In Search of the Intellectual and Aesthetic Superiority of Eastern 
Culture," and his subsequent talks will clarify the meaning of "roots" and "culture."35 
We have pointed out earlier in this chapter that by the word "roots丨，Han means 
"culture." To be more precise, "culture" denotes the intellectual and aesthetic merits 
inherent in Chinese culture. According to Han, Chinese modes of thinking tend to be 
intuitive and pictographic, and Chinese aesthetics values highly subjective expressions. Such 
cultural traits are best expressed in Chu (southern China) culture, whose literary 
culmination is Chu Ci (Songs of Ch a or Ch'u-tz'u, composed between the third century 
B.C. and the second century A.D.). Regretfully, the "mystic, splenclorous, uninhibited, and 
indignant" (shenbi, qili, kuangf'ang, gufen) qualities of Chu culture have disappeared from 
literary realm for a long time. However, its unrestrained vitality has not yet lost; it is 
35 My discussion of Han Shaogong's proposition is based on the following sources. 
Han Shaogong, "Wenxue de gen” and "Xunzao dongfang wenhuci cle siwei he shenmei youshi' 
:In Search of Intellectual and Aesthetic Superiority of Eastern Culture]. The latter was 
published on Wenxueyuehao [Literary Monthly] 6 (1986): 53-54. Also Zhong Dan's report, 
see note 12. ‘ 
36 The translation is Joseph Lau's. See his paper, "Visitation of the Past in Han 
Shaogong's Fiction (draft)；' read at the symposiuiri entitled "Contemporary Chinese Fiction 
and Its Literary Antecedents" held at Harvard University from May 11 to 13 this year. 
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preserved in the lives of the ethnic minorities who live in remote mountains bordering 
Hunan and Guangxi provinces. To revitalize Chinese culture, Han asserts, one has to turn 
to the Chu sub-tradition for nutriment and inspiration. 
Han is fully aware of the iinorthodoxy of his proposition. Nonetheless, he insists 
that informal sub-traditions will help remould the already fossilized culture. And he draws 
examples from Chinese literary history to support his argument. Song Ci (lyric or Tz，u), 
Yuan Qu (aria or Yucin-chu) and the fiction of the Ming and Qing dynasties would not 
have been so prosperous, Han argued, if their authors had not resorted to folk cultures. 
Lest he be mistaken for a narrow-minded cultural antiquarian, Han Shaogong adds 
that such a root-seeking attempt is not impelled by a "cheap nostalgia or provincialism," 
rather it aims to study the Chinese people. Apart from showing the merits, the writers will 
also expose the backwardness of Chinese mentality to criticism. Since superficial social 
criticism will attenuate literary values, Han calls for in-depth representation of cultural 
essence. Only with the representation of a unique cultural identity can Chinese literature 
have a genuine dialogue with world literature. It is hoped that the Chinese culture will be 
regenerated through the reconsideration of Chinese mentality, and the unique Chinese 
characteristics will be affirmed once more. Only with the successful restructuring of the 
Chinese identity in literary works, he believes, can the Chinese free themselves from the 
looming threat of modern Western culture which eliminates indigenity. 
Li Hangyu's ideas are mainly expressed in three essays: "Looking for a Language 
'the style of fiction] from Cultural Backgrounds," "Sort out Our 'Roots'" and "The 
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Embarrassment of ' C u l t u r e . H i s stance is very close to that of Han Shaogong, though 
more radical. 
To him, writers should seek their roots in Han people's folk culture and minority 
sub-cultures, and discard the dominant culture in China -- the "culture of the central plains" 
{zhongyuan wenhua) which is dominated by Confucianism. Li shows little respect for 
Confucianism. In fact, he despises it, holding it responsible for the pauperization of 
Chinese imagination. Here is his bitter attack: 
Sometimes I really detest our own tradition. In all fairness, the 
tradition of Chinese literature is not that good at all. . • . 
Indigenous Chinese tradition opposes to arts in essence. 
Chinese culture is based on Confucianism, which is superficial, 
mediocre, yet very pragmatic. The doctrines of Confucius and 
Mencius are nothing other than political theories and ethics. 
Preoccupied with state administration and man's cultivation, 
they are too busy to care for literature and arts which are 
essentially romantic. If they happen to mention poetry by 
chance, [what they can think of are] just two words: mi xie 
(innocence) -- still ethical and "didactic." That literature should 
be "didactic," philosophy pragmatic, religion secular, politics 
r y y Li Hangyu, ”Cong wenhua beijlng s/iang zao yuyan" [In Search of A Language 
(the style of fiction) from Cultural Backgrounds], Wenyi bao [Literature and Arts Gazette" 
31 August 1985; "Uylli women de gen" [Sort out Our Roots], Zuojia [Writers] 9 (1985): 
75-79; '''Wenhua' de gangcf [The Embarrassment of 'Culture'], Wenxue pinglun (Literary 
Review) 2 (1986): 50-54. • 
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ceremonious, interpersonal relations ethics-oriented -- all these 
have contributed to the foundation of traditional Chinese 
culture. The people bound by such a culture scarcely have 
• • • O Q artistic sentiments. 
For Li, the quintessence of Chinese culture is maintained in sub-cultures other than 
"the culture of the central plains." To revitalize Chinese literature, one has to turn to these 
sources time and again. Without a unique Chinese-ness, how can one call Chinese 
literature "Chinese"? In fact, he warns that the Chinese people is gradually losing its own 
identity in the process of modernization without being aware of it. And this is also what 
has been happening in literature since the late Qing dynasty. Although Li calls for a 
specific literature of the Chinese people, he is painfully aware of the trend of 
internationalization of literature in a global community. Unable to find a way out of the 
dilemma, he can only tentatively introduce the concept of "open national consciousness" 
{kaifangxing de mingzuyislu) for a new Chinese literature. 
A Cheng's advocation tends to be more comprehensive insofar as "culture" is 
concerned. Although he does not define the term in the article, "Culture Conditions 
Human Beings," its implication can be determined by the context. In his opinion, 
literature should represent humanity. Yet humanity is less an innate quality than an 
acquired consciousness moulded by the value-system imposed upon man by the community 
in which he lives. When a writer sets himself to depict humanity, he is inevitably 
conditioned by his own culture, namely the language he employs (which is laden with 
38 Li, ”Liyill women cle gen” 76. 
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values) and the value-system. The more he understands culture, the more successful the 
description is likely to be. Unlike Li Hangyu, A Cheng does not distrust traditional 
Chinese culture. He also differs from Han Shaogong in that he has no special interest in 
regional sub-cultures. 
As we have indicated before, according to Jin Yaoji, a value-system finds expression 
in various forms. Some are formal (normative) while others informal (in praxis). 
Moreover, culture can be studied either normatively (qualitatively) or practically 
(quantitatively). The former is a philosophical approach; the latter a sociological or 
anthropological method. The two approaches complement each other without 
contradictions. Seen in this light, A Cheng's complaint that "our literature usually contains 
nothing other than sociological contents" is in order. Understanding of a people can partly 
be achieved by getting to know the empirical data. What matters is the "cultural spirit," to 
borrow Lao Siguang's term, or the normative and qualitative aspects, to follow Jin Yaoji's 
arguments. Actually A Cheng does not juxtapose "culture" and "society" as two conflicting 
concepts, preferring one to the other, as a critic has proclaimed.^^ 
However, there is one point that A Cheng shares with Han and Li: Chinese 
literature should find its own identity before it can join world literature on an equal 
footing. Such an identity lies nowhere other than Chinese culture. 
Like A Cheng, Zheng Yi's anxious desire to identify himself with Chinese culture 
impels him to embrace the whole cultural tradition incliscriminatingly. In "Leaping Across 
the Cultural Fault Area," he deplores the cultural barrenness caused by the Cultural 
Revolution and the "Great Leap Forward," which have ruthlessly alienated a young 
39 Quoted by Huang Jichi, see Huang 175. 
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generation from traditional Chinese cullure. He even questions the rationality of the 
antitraditional impulse of the May Fourth Movement: 
Recently, when my friends and I had talks [about culture], all 
of us happened to speak of the May-Fourth Movement 
disrespectfully. Undoubtedly, the Movement has brought vitality 
for the country. But on the other hand, has not the movement 
negated too much and affirmed too little [of culture], thus 
cutting off our cultural 
However, Zheng's main concern for culture, like the others, is for the renaissance of 
Chinese literature. To him，the aspiration can by no means be fulfilled by imitating foreign 
models. It can only be achieved by Chinese writers' successful representation of Chinese 
qualities in their works. If this is done, Chinese literature will no doubt "conquer the 
world." 
Driven by a nostalgia for his hometown in Heilon^'iang province, Zheng Wanlong 
joins the main stream of root-seeking. His ambition is to capture in his fiction the 
impression of the exotic, primitive and mysterious life in the village at Heilong River where 
he has spent his childhood. He wishes to present in his fictive world the essence of man 
through his behavioiirial patterns -- which means culture to him. Therefore, he advises 
writer to "cut the 'cultural rock stratum'" right under their feet. However, like his 
contemporaries, Zheng is also haunted by the motif of the identity of Chinese literature in 
See Zheng Yi's essay. 
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a modern (postmodern) world. To be indigenous and international all at once remains the 
central concern of his article.�i 
From the above study, it is clear that the root-seeking movement of 1985 and 1986 
is motivated by both internal and external factors. Internally, with the fall of the "Gang of 
Four" and the denouncement of the anti-cultural practices advocated during the Cultural 
Revolution, the Chinese intelligentsia sensed the serious cultural barrenness. Moreover, 
following the modernization scheme of China and the demystification of Mao Zedong, the 
validity of Marxism, the legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party and the sacredness of 
Socialism were all radically questioned.'^^ As Jin Yaoji has pointed out，Marxism has been 
the only legitimate dominant culture since 1949. Interpreted by the CCP in the name of 
Marxist-Lenninism and Mao Zeclong Thoughts, it has not only successfully replaced 
traditional normative and formal Chinese culture, but suppressed informal sub-traditions 
as well.43 When such a dominant culture is challenged and transgressed by imported 
41 Zheng Wanlong, 'Wo de gen'' [My Root], Shanghai Weiixue (Shanghai Literature) 
5 (1985): 44-46. 
42 For a detailed discussion on ideological aspects, please see Bill Brugger, 
"Ideology, Legitimacy and Marxist Theory in Contemporary China," China: Modernization 
in the 1980s, ed. Joseph Cheng (Hong Kong: Chinese UP, 1989) 1-33. For an empirical 
survey of contemporary Chinese youth's mentality, see Godwin C. Chu, "The Changing 
Concept of Self in Contemporary China," Culture and Self: Asian and Western Perspectives, 
eds. Anthony J. Marsella, George Devos, Francis L. K. Hsu (New York: Tavistock, 1985) 
252-277. In the postscript to the essay, Chu adds that the result of a survey conducted by 
three mainland researchers agrees with his hypotheses. Some points raised by the report 
are pertinent to our study here. To list some syndromes: "inadequate understanding of the 
superiority of the socialist system and insufficient confidence in China's 'four 
modernizations,"' lack of moral fortitude, "a feeling of boredom about politics," "lack [of 
lofty ideals," and material pursuits without "perserving, enterprising spirit." In short, this 
is a disillusioned, nihilistic and material-driven young generation. 
43 See Jin's essay. 
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twentieth century Western cultures, there is literally nothing cultural which may support the 
Chinese in general and the intelligentsia in particular to confront a drastically changing 
world. 
This partly explains why academics were so obsessed with culture in the 1980s. On 
the one hand, it is an effort to recover an identity once rejected by the communist 
government; on the other hand, it is a defensive response to the increasing Western 
influences. The identity crisis of China in the 1980s reminds one of the first traumatic 
encounter between China and the West. Yet unlike their precedents, the Chinese 
intellectuals, especially the younger generation -- the root-seekers in our case -- is 
intellectually rootless. The root-seeking movement, if we have not misread the statements 
of the initiators, is the literary manifestation of of a lost generation's desperate attempt. 
Although it is agreed that a genuine Chinese mode of expression is'needed, the 
means to the goal vary. While Han Shaogong, Li Hangyu and Zheng Wanlong are inclined 
to resort to informal sub-traditions for aesthetic inspiration, A Cheng and Zheng Yi turn 
to formal and normative traditional culture for reincarnation. 
However, Han Shaogong's undertaking is not simply an aesthetic business, it is also 
a didactic one. Apart from recapitulating the intellectual and aesthetic strength of the 
Chinese people, he admits that it is necessary to "expose and criticize the conservative and 
backward consciousness preserved in traditional culture which is still affecting [our] daily 
life."44 He expects his literary works, as he confesses, to serve the purpose of "keeping [the 
Chinese people] in good health and curing [their] illness" {yangshen zfUbing)� Therefore, 
44 Quoted in Zhong Dan's report. 
Han Shaogong, ”Xunzao dongfang wenliua de slwd he shenmd youshr 54. 
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to Han Shaogong, the act of root-seeking is not just a self-reflection of literary modes but 
one of the Chinese culture as well. 
The plight of the Chinese intellectuals and the root-seekers can be best summarized 
by a paragraph written by Gan Yang. When speaking of the revolting impulse against 
orthodox official culture inherent in the vogue of culture in the 1980s, Gan Yang has the 
following comment: 
In other words, our attitude towards traditional culture is not 
only negative and critical but positive and nostalgic as well. 
Similarly, we long for the "modern society," but with anxiety. 
I think, such a complex, inarticulable and often 
self-contradictory feeling will continue to bother us over a long 
period of time, compelling our whole generation of intellectuals 
(at least some of us) to "fight on two fronts": being critical 
towards not only traditional culture but the modern society as 
Although the root-seekers advocate indigenous Chinese literature, willy nilly they can 
not free themselves from foreign influences in an relatively open literary society which has 
been baptised by Modernism and Magical Realism. Some of their works -- at least Han 
Shaogong's -- inevitably bear the imprints of these literary codes. Han's fiction produced 
46 Gan Yang, Prologue, Zhongguo dangdcii wenhua yishi [Contemporary Cultural 
Consciousness in China], ed. Gan Yang (Hong Kong: Joint Publishing, 1989) iii. 
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between 1985 and 1986 exemplifies such a "complex, inarticulable and sclf-contradictory" 
quality, as we will show in the next chapter. 
Han Shaogong's declared preoccupation with Chu sub-cultures is in itself a bold 
decentering attempt. Camouflaged by nationalism, Han deviates from traditionally 
accepted cultural customs and the Chinese Marxist codes. In an era when modernization 
is the talk of the town, his ambivalent and ironic attitude towards his fabricated provincial 
and stagnate world is suspiciously iconoclastic. Although he declares that a new, 
remoulded Chinese mentality will contribute to the "flourishing and take-off {facia tengfei) 
of the Chinese people/? nihilism, pessimism and farce in his root-seeking works seem to 
suggest the opposite. If these works are not negative comments on certain aspects of 
Chinese culture, they are at least interrogations. How Han Shaogong's vision changes in 
his post-1985 works is going to be the subject of the next chapter. ‘ 
47 ''' Han Shaogong, ”Xunzcio dongfang wenhua de siwei he shenmei youshr 54. 
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Allegorical Depictions of the Chinese People: 
Han Shaogong's Search for Roots 
Immediately after the appearance of the controversial article, "The Roots of 
Literature," Han Shaogong published a series of root-seeking works in 1985 and 1986. 
Among them, "Return，" "Papa-pa" and "Woman Woman Woman" stand out as his tours de 
force and have been widely discussed, both at home and abroad. In this chapter, we are 
going to study how these three works differ from his earlier realistic ones in general and 
concentrate on the allegorical meanings of "Papa-pa." 
Although Han Shaogong openly declares that he wishes to create indigenous Chinese 
literary formulation, his radical practice appears to invite the opposite interpretation. 
Sometimes, one even wonder if there is a tension in his works -- i.e., indigenous Chinese 
contents being embodied in exogenous Modernist and Magical Realistic forms. Before we 
go on with our exploration, we have to point out that it is dangerous to use these foreign 
labels without giving them a proper working definition beforehand. What is more, it should 
also be made clear that these labels are employed for the purpose of demonstrating Han 
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Shogong's literary modes. 
The problem of Modernism in China has concerned many scholars, who tackle it 
with various approaches and draw different conckisions.^ The method used in this chapter 
is essentially a synchronic one, aiming to detect some of the modernist features in Han 
Shaogong's works from the existent "identi-kit portrait" -- to borrow a term used by David 
Lodge -- of Modernist works.? Before we move on to Han's fiction, a brief review of the 
Modernist traits is needed. 
In his critical study of European Modernism, "The Ideology of Modernism；' Georg 
/ Lukacs penetrates the philosophy of the movement by tackling its ontological conception 
1 To my knowledge, some articles and books exploring this field have appeared. 
A diachronic survey of Chinese modernism from the 1920s until now can be found in 
"Modernism in Chinese Literature: Past and Present" by Sylvia Chan, a paper (unpublished) 
prepared for the Asian Studies Association of Australia Fifth National Conference held in 
Adelaide University from May 13 to 19’ 1984. For a detailed and comparative study of 
modernist poetry in pre-1949 China, see Leung ？Aesthetics of Opposition: A Study 
of the Modernist Generation of Chinese Poets, 1936-1949, diss. University of California at 
San Diego 1984 (Ann Arbor: UMI, 1986). Gregory Lee centres his focus on Dai Wangshu, 
see Dai Wangshu: The Life and Poetty of a Chinese Modernist (Hong Kong: Chinese UP, 
1989). Leo Ou-fan Lee has written on Taiwan modernist fiction in "Modernism in Modern 
Chinese Literature: A Study (Somewhat Comparative) in Literary History," Tamkang Review 
10.3 & 4 (Spring & Summer 1980): 281-307. For further information about Leo Lee's 
publications on Chinese modernism, see the note to the title of the article. Jeffrey C. 
Kinkley explores Zhang Xinxin's modernist proclivities in "Modernism and Journalism in 
the Works of Chang Hsin-hsin," Tamkcing Review 18. 1,2,3,4 (Autumn 1987 - Summer 1988): 
97-123. William Tay and Anne Weclel]-Wedellsb()rg respectively examine Chinese 
modernism in the 1980s from a comparative perspective in "Wang Meng, 
Stream-of-consciousness, and the Controversy over Modernism," Modern Chinese Literature 
1.1 (September 1984): 7-21 and "Chinese Modernism?," Cologn-Workshop 1984 on 
Contemporary Chinese Literature, ed. Helmut Martin (Koln: Deutsche Welle, 1986) 96-126. 
For monographs on Chinese modernism written in Chinese, see Zhou Jing, Lu Yan, 
Xiandaipai wenxue zed zhongguo [Literature of the Modernist School in China], (Shenyang: 
Liaoning daxue chubanslie, 1986) and Chen Jin, Dangdai zhongguo de 'xiandaizhuyi 
；Contemporary Chinese Modernism] (Beijing: Zhongguo wenlian chiiban gonsi, 1986). 
2 David Lodge, The Modes of Modern Writing (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1977) 45. 
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of condition hiimainc^. Though we might not agree with his negative coinincnts on 
Modernist literature, his insight is impressive. According to Lukacs, while the literature 
of Realism is based on the Aristotelian concept of man as zoon polltlkon, a social animal, 
the Modernist literature is moulded by the Heideggerian notion of human existence as a 
"throvvnness-into-being" {Geworfmhcit ins Dasein). Such an existential conception of 
condition humaine has several immediate results. 
To begin with, such a passive existence implies that man is "constitutionally unable 
to establish relationships with things or persons outside himself," or to "determine 
theoretically the origin and goal of human existence." When there is no significant 
interactions between human beings and between man and the world, the objective world 
becomes inexplicably meaningless, and human actions unfathomably gratuitous. Unable to 
define himself by his environment and interpersonal relations, man soon finds that reality 
is attenuated to subjective speculations. The more reality dissolves, the more disintegrated 
man becomes. The opaque, impenetrable incognito of human existence often leads to 
neurosis. 
Therefore, Lukacs concludes, one finds in Modernist literature three distinct features: 
unknowability of reality, subjectivity and psychopathology. In essence, Modernist literature 
is an escape from reality into "nothingness," an escape which lacks meaning in itself. Unlike 
literature of Realism which shows man in development in a naturally unified world, 
Modernist literature sees man from a static, fragmental, distorted and mocking perspective. 
3 Z Georg Lukacs, "The Ideology of MQxlernism；' The Meaning of Contcmpoiwy 
Realism, trans. John & Necke Mancler (London:(Merlin, 1963) 17-46. 
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Georg Lukacs's brilliant analysis of the Modernist sensibility can be succinctly 
summarized in Lionel Trilling's often-quoted words: "the disenchantment of our culture 
with culture itself," and "the bitter line of hostility to civilization."^ In tune with Trilling, 
Malcolm Bradbury and James McFarlane conceive of Modernism as a cataclysmic upheaval 
of culture which seems to "topple even the most solid and substantial of our beliefs and 
assumptions, leave great areas of the past in ruins • . • ’ question an entire civilization or 
culture, and stimulate frenzied rebuilding."^ 
The discontent in fact has given rise to a new sensibility and stylistic heterodoxy in 
literature. As Harry Levin has pointed out, the Modernist literature is unmistakably 
marked by an "metamorphic impetus," a "reshaping spirit which must continually transpose 
its material and outdistance itself in a dazzling sequence of newer and newest manners."® 
Irving Howe is also impressed by such an aesthetic convulsion. But he deems it the 
"dilemma" of Modernism, because it "must always struggle but never quite triumph, and 
then, after a time, must struggle in order not to triumph.“了 
Diversified in style as the Movement is, certain common features can be discerned 
in Modernist literature and arts. The illuminating essay by Jose Ortega y Gasset, "The 
4 Lionel Trilling, "On the Modern Element in Modern Literature," The Idea of the 
Modem in Literature and the Arts, ed. Irving Howe (New York: Horizon, 1967) 59-82. 
5 Malcolm Bradbury, James McFarlane, "The Name and Nature of Modernism," 
Modernism, eds., Malcolm Bradbury, James McFarlane (London: Penguin, 1976) 19. 
6 Harry Levin, "What Was Modernism?" Refractions: Essays in Comparative 
Literature (New York: Oxford UP, 1966) 271-295. 
7 Howe 13. 
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Dchumanization of Art,"® is relevant and helpful in this regard. To facilitate our discussion, 
a sypnosis of Ortega y Gasset's main points is necessary. 
In Ortega y Gasset's opinion, the first distinct feature of the Modernist literature is 
its uncompromising antipopularity.^ Refusing to please the masses (the hoi polloi, in his 
own words) who enjoy easy aesthetic taste, it aims to entertain in a "difficalt" way the artist, 
literati and a few perceptive readers who possess this "peculiar gift of artistic sensibility." 
In order to achieve this unique goal, "dehumanizing" steps are taken. 
The first step to dehumanize literature is to create emotional distance between the 
fabricated text and the real human world. In Ortega y Gasset's opinion, there are two kinds 
of reality. One is "lived" reality in which readers and writers alike participate; the other is 
"observed" reality, a reality embodied solely in the writer's ideas. To detach literary world 
from the reader's sensual world, the writer is free to represent in literature his ideas about 
a world not dominated by daily people and passions. The customary meaning and ordinary 
behaviour in the lived reality is discarded. Verisimilitude is deliberately denied for the sake 
of art. In short, "Far from going more or less clumsily toward reality, the artist is seen 
going against it. He is brazenly set on deforming reality, shattering its human aspect, 
dehumanizing it." In this respect, the dehumanizing principle sounds congenial to the 
8 Jose Ortega y Gasset, The Dchumanization of Art (Princeton: Princeton UP, 
1968) 3-54. 
9 Harry Levin also notices this antipopiilar quality in Modernist literature. He calls 
it "uncompromising intellectuality." See Levin 292. Paul Goodman also pays attention to 
the deliberate insult of the audience in avant garde literature. Quoted by Howe in Howe 
14. 
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Formalist tenet of defamiliarization or estrangement. 
Such a dehumanizing tendency does not mean to dismiss human forms such as man, 
house and society altogether. Instead, the aesthetic pleasure lies in the metamorphosis of 
human beings, the very process of annulment of human matter. To put it figuratively, 
dehumanization means to paint "a man who resembles a man as little as possible." 
To upset established values and sensibility which stressed human matters, Modernist 
literature and arts seek stylistic and perspectival inversions. To mention a notable few: 
the foregrounding of small events of life in monumental dimensions, the highlighting of the 
outskirts of attention which will otherwise escape notice, and the "realization" of metaphors. 
To realize the metaphor is the most radical dehumanizing measure. In this way, the artist 
"shuts his eyes to the outer world and concentrates upon the subjective images in his own 
mind." And it is in this way that the artist creates an independent literary world where the 
subjective is objectified, the immanent "worldifiecl," and the unreality realized. 
This negative mood towards tradition and reality certainly involves "mocking 
aggressiveness." Caught between the aspiration for artistic novelty and the understanding 
of literary style as a convention, literature itself jests, and most of the time jests about itself. 
Therefore, Modernist literature, like Modernist arts, has an ambiguous air in itself: 
Although very enthusiastic in aesthetic perfection, it grimaces in a suicidal way. While 
aspiring for artistic ideal, it laughs itself off, realizing there is no transcendental importance 
in the attempt. Such a downright iconoclasm leads Ortega y Gasset to conclude: "Art that 
has rid itself of human pathos is a thing without consequence - just art with no other 
Cf. Douwe Fokkema, Elrud Ibsch, Theories of Literature in the Twentieth Centwy 
(London: Hurst; New York: St. Martin, 1978) 14-16. 
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pretences." 
As we have mentioned earlier, reality is not apprehensible to the Modernist, 
according to Georg Lukacs's analysis. James McFarlane also speaks of the difficulty of 
comprehension inherent in Modernist thoughts."*^ With such a mentality, Modernist 
literature tends to avoid absolute and definite points of view. It is in this sense that D. W. 
Fokkema asserts that the primary code detected in Modernist literature is "the awareness 
of the narrator or the lyrical subject of the provisional or hypothetical nature of his point 
of view." Therefore Modernist text "does not claim a general significance; it rather offers 
the possibility of generality. 
With these guidelines we may now approach the new vision in the three stories by 
Han Shaogong which are originally aimed to seek indigenous cultural expressions: "Return," 
"Papa-pa," and "Woman Woman Woman." Although Han Shaogong has warned against 
any attempt to label literary works, he frankly admits that when he set hand to write 
"regular and realistic" works like "Papa-pa" and "Woman Woman Woman," Modernist 
spirits mesmerized him and his wild imaginations escaped his rational control. To help us 
understand his modes, Han's confession deserves a lengthy quote: 
I tried my best to depict the typicality of characters, and to 
11 James McFarlane, ’The Mind of Modernism," Malcolm Bradbury and James 
McFarlane 71-93. 
12 D. W. Fokkema, "The Code of Modernism," Proceedings of the 8th Congress of 
the International Comparative Literature Association (Stuttgard: Kunst iind Wissen, 1980) 682. 
In the article, Fokkema lists ten dominant organizing principles of Modernist texts. 
"Hypothetical point of view" and the "possibility of generality" are the two highlighted here 
since they are pertinent to our later discussion. Also see his Literary History, Modernism and 
Postmodernism (Amsterdam: Benjamins, 1984) . ‘ 
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instill my rational ruminative ideas into words and between the 
lines -- sometimes reflections on society and history, such as in 
the case of "Papa-pa," sometimes meditation on human 
existence, such as in the case of "Woman Woman Woman." 
When done in this way, I felt like doing what realist writers 
were all doing. But as I wrote on, I discovered that very often 
my feeble and dim rational thoughts were overwhelmed by a 
certain atmosphere, cast off by some images, betrayed by a 
sudden, imnameable mood. When a big, golden butterfly flitted 
around, when the squeaks of mice became louder and louder, 
when phoenix-like eaves silently rose before me, I couldn't but 
put down my pen. I felt lost in this strange world, and even" 
disappeared. Thus I thought of Kafka's "A Country D o c t o r , 
Munch's paintingsi4 and the Hunan composer Tan Dun's 
13 The story tells of a country doctor's mysterious nocturnal journey during a 
snow-storm to save a "seriously ill" patient in a village ten miles off. The story is typically 
Kafkaesque: surreal, nightmarish, gruesome and inexplicable. For an English translation, 
see Franz Kafka, "A Country Doctor，" trans., Willa and Edwin Muir, Wedding Preparations 
in the Country and Other Stories (Harmondsvvorth: Penguin, 1978) 119-124. 
14 Edvard Munch (1863-1944), a famous Norwegian painter, is the pioneer of 
Expressionist art which discovered and depicted the inner conflicts of modern man. His 
most famous paintings among his Chinese admirers is "Shriek" (1893). Fredric Jameson has 
a very lucid analysis of the sense of solitariness and angst shown in this painting. See 
Houxiandaizhuyi yu wenhua Ulan [Postmodernism and Cultural Theories], trans., Tang 
Xiaobing (Xi'an: Shaanxi shifandcixue, 1986) 172-181. Han Shaogong once admitted that 
he was deeply moved by Munch's paintings. See Shi Suqing，��Niao de chuanrerf [The 
Descendant of Birds], Ba Fang [Eight Dimensions] 9 (June 1988): 150. 
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m u s i c , 15 e tc . -- all t h o s e f u l l - f l e d g e d M o d e r n i s t works.^® 
It is very obvious that Han Shaogong is fully aware of the modernist proclivities in 
his root-seeking works. Therefore it is not inappropriate for us to consider his works from 
this perspective. To begin with, let us see how the oneiric story "Return" is composed. 
The story is presumably about how a man named either Huang Zhixian or Ma the 
Bespectacled, who for some unknown reasons travels to a village which is at once strange 
and familiar to him, finds himself mistaken for someone else by the villagers he has never 
met before, and subsequently is bewildered about his real identity. The process of losing 
or resuming his equivocal identity is related by a first person narrator "I". The point of 
view is limited to the first person only. Since there is implicit indication of the mental 
derangement of the narrator-participant, the truth of the events he narrates is highly 
doubtful. Judged by the hostility and nightmarishness of the landscape he depicts, one 
could not help suspecting him as a paranoiac, or at least a neurotic. What adds up to the 
15 Tan Dun (1957- )’ a modernist composer of Hunan origin whose skillful blending 
of Modernist techniques and Eastern atmosphere inspires Han Shaogong. See Shi 150. 
After his high school education, Tan Dun worked as a farmer for two years in the 
countryside between 1974 and 1976, where he came into contact with folk music and local 
opera. He received the degree of Master of Arts from the Central Conservatory of Music 
in 1985, now pursuing his doctoral degree in music in the United States. While studying 
at the Conservatory, he won many prizes in music composition contests both at home and 
abroad. His works comprising symphonies, chamber music, ballet music, electronic music, 
music for traditional instruments, songs and film music caused great impacts on the 
Mainland. When performed overseas, they were favourably commented. See the 
biographical note in A Collection of Orchestral Works by Tan Dun, cond. Shao En, Han 
Zhongjie, Shui Lan, Central Philharmonic Orchestra, Selected Works by Chinese Young 
Composers Series, China Recording Co., AL-53, 1986. 
16 Han Shaogong, ”Haozuopinzliuyr [Gooclvvorkism], HonggcioHang [Red Sorghum], 
ed. Xi Xi (Taipei: Hongfan, 1988) 139-140. The,article is an excerpt from a letter written 
to L l i o Xiaoge, see Zuojia [Writers] 11 (1986): 59-63. 
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uncertainty about the story is the absence of historical and geographical reference. Where 
and when and why is Huang or Ma travelling? No one knows, not even the 
narrator-participant himself. His murder or manslaughter of a certain Yang the Dwarf and 
his friendship or love affair with a certain village girl also remain misty throughout the 
story. Whether all these happen in a dream is hard to tell. The significance of these 
events eludes the narrator's comprehension as well. 
The incomprehensibility of the world seems to be both the cause and result of the 
disintegration of his identity. Whichever comes first appears unimportant. It is his 
"thrownness丨，that invites our attention. That the narrator, uncertain of who and what he 
is, does not know why he is there in the village seems to suggest that unknown forces have 
driven him there only to raise these unanswerable existential questions. Modernist 
techniques apart, this kind of existential reflection certainly reminds one of Zhuangzi's 
famous Butterfly Dream parable.^^ 
"Papa-pa" is a novella about the fate of a moribund people who live in a place 
named Chicken Head Village somewhere in the backland isolated from the outer world. 
The plot evolves around Bingzai, the congenitally idiotic son of a country midwife by a 
shady womanish father. Out of ignorance and superstition, the people rely on a shaman's 
verdict and Bingzai's subconscious utterances as oracular predicament in the time of famine 
due to crop failure. Believing that the Chicken Mountain has "eaten up" all the crops of 
the Chicken Head Village and thus fertilize the Chicken Tail Village, the Chicken Head 
villagers decide to blow up the "chicken-head," to which the Chicken Tail villagers for the 
17 Han Shaogong told Shi Suqing th^t he wrote "Return" after he had read 
Zhuangzi's parables and some Modernist works. •’ See Shi 152. 
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same reason object. Feuds take place, followed by violence. The Chicken Mead Village 
turns out to be the loser. With no more food to feed the people, the young migrates while 
the old commits suicide. 
Again, the unknowability of reality also plays a dominant role in "Papa-pa." Suffice 
it to list some notable facts: no one knows the origins of the villagers; whether the moronic 
protagonist's father and another senior villager San Agong exist or not remains a secret 
throughout the story; the books the idiot's uncle reads record events at once true and false; 
the imbecile's mother cries and leaves for wilderness for reasons unknown; his nephew 
behaves gratuitously, etc. Like "Return," the centre of consciousness of the story is 
restricted. But this time the story is not seen through the eyes of a participant, rather that 
of a perceptive but somewhat puzzled observer. 
"Woman Woman Woman" tells the stories of three ordinary women who are the 
narrator Mao Ta's relatives. They are: Mao Ta's paternal aunt Yao Gu (Aunt Yao) or 
Yao Bo (Uncle Yao, meaning Aunt Yao according to a Hunan dialect); Yao Gu's 
goddaughter Lao Hei and her sworn sister, Zhen Gu (Aunt Zhen) or Zhen Xii. 
Yao Gu is a traditional Chinese woman. Frugal, hard-working, self-sacrificing and 
humble, she supports her brother's family and brings up Mao Ta after her brother's 
suspicious death. A sudden stroke suffered during a bath in her old age changes her 
completely. She becomes unreasonably demanding, a pain in the neck for Mao Ta and his 
wife. When Mao Ta can no longer bear her nuisance, he sends her off to their remote 
home village where Zhen Gu's family takes care of her. Then strange things happen. 
While living in the village and behaving as troublesome as before，Yao Gu turns into a 
monkey and later a fish. Finally, like her brother, she dies an unnatural and suspicious 
J： 
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death. Ironically, it is implied that Zhen Gu, a traditional Chinese woman who believes in 
preordained fate and dutifully values kinship, is the suspected murderer. On the day of 
Yau Gil's burial service, the nan.ator somnainbulistically encounters one of the most 
terrifying scenes in contemporary Chinese fiction: legions of wild rats are running all over 
the land and crossing rivers, ominous of an earthquake. 
In flat contrast to these two women, Lao Hei is a modern, insouciant urban nihilist. 
She can dance disco dance for forty-nine hours straight without stop. And she sleeps with 
any man she likes. Abortion does not cause the slightest stir in her moral conscience. 
The cynical narrator's moralities are also questionable. In the end, after Yao Gu's death, 
the narrator comes to terms with his tedious daily life: "After the meal, do the dishes. 
That's it." This is apparently an indication of his spiritual sterility and helplessness. 
In "Woman Woman Woman," the narrator-participant's knowledge about his 
relatives and their (also his) native village is poor. The accounts given by senior villagers 
about his father and aunt are hopelessly hazy. Therefore the narrator knows little about 
his father's background and his presumably suicidal death. Nor is he familiar with his 
aunt's past. Her physical atavistic metamorphosis metaphorically shows their intellectual 
and emotional distance. Moreover, the world in which the narrator lives (both in rural and 
urban areas) is full of bewildering utterances, secret mumblings, inexplainable glances, 
queer noises, outlandish rituals, all beyond his comprehension. The eeriness of the 
environment -- especially the landscape of his home village -- is felt by the narrator in the 
imaginary presence of an elusive "someone" Cyou ge ren' YH 238, 'yige shenmo reif YH 
257). 
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Concurrent with the iinknovvability of reality is the lack of communication among 
people in these three stories. In "Return," the neurotic protagonist apparently can not 
follow the native's dialect. In their conversation, time and again he has to conjecture the 
context of the topic and the meanings of the words they use. In "Papa-pa," Bingzai's 
arrested growth prevents him from making normal human contacts. He can only mumble 
two phrases: "Papa-pa" and "F— your mother." They are used interchangeably, sometimes 
showing his feelings, sometimes expressing nothing at all. Although he is not deaf, it is 
doubtful whether he can understand what people say. In "Woman Woman Woman," Yao 
Gu becomes deaf in her old age. Very often she has to guess what her nephew says and 
replies irrelevantly. 
Insofar as dehumanization is concerned, one can detect its presence in all three 
stories. "Return" is a typical psychopathological case. By foregrounding the abnormal 
condition, the story sheds light on reality: the difficulties a man may confront in his attempt 
to understand his self in the past from the present horizon. "Papa-pa" and "Woman 
Woman Woman" go even further in this dehumanizing attempt. The best concept to 
explain this point is Ortega y Gasset's notion of "realiz[ing] the metaphor."^® 
According to Ortega y Gasset, metaphor is the "most radical instrument of 
dehumanization."19 In Modernist literature, there is a tendency to eliminate "lived 
experience" -- or the "extrapoetical, or real." What is "realized" should be the metaphor --
"an image, the unreality." In Gasset's words, this is a conscious "inversion of the 
conventional] artistic attitude." As a consequence, writer's abstract ideas are realized in 
18 Ortega y Gasset 36. 
19 Ortega y Gasset 35-39. ’ 
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these texts. Objective and empirical rules give way to subjective contemplation. It is in 
this sense that Georg Lukacs deplores the Modernist obsession with the "abstract 
potentiality" of human existence. 
Ortega y Gasset also alerts us to the fact of how metaphor serves as a verbal 
construct to get around certain putative taboos in reality. He has this to say: 
The metaphor disposes of an object by having it masquerade as 
something else. Such a procedure would make no sense if we 
did not discern beneath it an instinctive avoidance of certain 
realities.21 
We will discuss what realities "Papa-pa" has taken pain to approach later. For the time 
being, let us concentrate on the construction of unreality. 
Such a radical Modernist attempt has been achieved by Surrealism in Europe and 
Magical Realism in Latin America.^^ For the purpose of our present study, we shall deal 
with Magical Realist techniques since they are more appropriate for demonstrating Han 
2° Lukacs 21-24. 
21 Ortega y Gasset 33. 
22 For the relations among Modernism, Surrealism and Latin American Magical 
Realism, see Gerald Martin's study, Journeys through the Labyrinth (London: Verso, 1989) 
127-141. According to Angel Flores, Magical Realist writings "approach closely that art 
characterized by Ortega y Gasset as 'dehumai.iized.'" See. his seminal essay, "Magical 
Realism in Spanish American Fiction," HLspanict^S (1955): 191. 
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Shaogong's works in quest ion.之^ 
The gist of Magical Realism, to quote Angel Flores, is the "transformation of the 
common and the everyday into the awesome and the unreal." "It is predominantly an art 
of surprises."24 To be sure, the transformation does not come readily. The awesome and 
the unreal are writers' imaginary products. To shock the reader, the writer has to resort 
to various sources. To help us envision how Magical Realism works, Franz Roh's has 
discerned the following components: myth or legend; fantasy or supplementation; 
defamiliarization; mysticism or magic; meta-narration; open-ending or expansion; 
romanticism; imagination or negative capability.^^ All except meta-narration and 
romanticism seem to have played their parts in the three stories in question. 
Tapa-pa" teems with diablerie. Bingzai's idiocy is said to be the result of the spell 
cast on him by a spider accidentally killed by his mother. Every kind of diabolic magic 
seems to have mingled with reality and becomes part of it. Snakes and rats are considered 
lascivious, the former is obsessed with woman while the latter seduces man. Superstition 
can go so far as to make both villages believe in the geomancer's verdict that the Chicken 
Mountain does eat crops and eliminate waste like a real chicken does. In a mysterious 
way, the stench emitted by rotten leaves and branches in the forest "darkens" the village 
23 See Duke 41. Also cf. Joseph Lau, "Visitation of the Past in Han Shaogong's 
Fiction (draft)," a paper read at the symposium, "Contemporary Chinese Fiction and Its 
Literary Antecedents," held at Harvard University from May 11 to 13 this year. However, 
it should be pointed out that when Han Shaogong wrote "Papa-pa," he had not read Garcia 
Marquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude (Chinese translation came out in 1984). But 
subsequently, he found Garcia Marqiiez very inspiring. See note 11 in Duke 41. 
24 Ortega y Gasset 190. 
Quoted by Scott Siinpkins in "MagicaJ Strategies: The Supplement of Realism," 
Twentieth Century Literature 34.2 (Summer 1988): 141. 
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and makes the inhabitants stink. Things unreal, existing in imaginations, turn out to be 
real. And people act in accordance with such laws. 
In "Woman Woman Woman," queer things happen matter-of-factly. There are 
always unaccountable noises under Lao Hei's bed. When Mao Ta travels on a boat to his 
native town, everybody on the boat is able to see the small Great Wall on the bank, but he 
can see nothing. Yao Gu's somatic atrophy and metamorphosis into a monkey-fish is 
z 
treated like daily events. Yao Gu's shrinkage reminds one of Ursula's final days. Compare 
the following passage with Han's description: 
Little by little she was shrinking, turning into a foetus, becoming 
mummified in life to the point that in her last months she was 
a cherry raisin lost inside of her nightgown, and the arm that 
she always kept raised looked like the paw of a marimonda 
monkey. . . . She looked like a newborn old w o m a n ? 
When the day of burial comes, vast armies of frightened rats, presumably sensing the 
advent of an earthquake, scurry around and cause chaos. Similar things happen the day y 
Ursula dies. That day is so hot that flocks of birds "in their confusion [run] into walls like 
clay pigeons and [break] through screens to die in the b e d r o o m ^ And the phenomenon 
lasts several days. 
26 Gabriel Garcia Marquez, One Hundred Years of Solitude, trans. Gregory Rabassa 
(London: Pan, 1978) 277. 
Garcia Marquez 278. ‘. 
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In "Return," the dialogue between the living narrator T ' and the deceased San 
Agong about the narrator's return to the village calls up in a different manner the episode 
of Prudencio Aguilar，whose offhand verbal insults to Jose Acardio Buendia cost him his 
life. After his death, Aguilar keeps on coming back, appearing in Buendia's courtyard and 
bathroom, meeting Buenclm and (Jrsula as if he is still alive. He even ages. In his old 
age (after his death), Aguilar feels so lonely that he comes back to find Buendia for a long 
chat until davvn.^ ® In the same way, the unreal is depicted as real in "Return." In short, 
the three stories have employed the techniques of what Angel Flores calls "the difficult art," 
which mingles drab reality with the phantasmal world.^^ 
However, we have to point out that the dehumanizing attempt in Han Shaogong's 
fiction is not meant to deny reality. In fact, it takes a devious route to comment on reality. 
The realization of the metaphor, as we will see in "Papa-pa," serves as a stalking-horse for 
the writer to approach taboos. The more magical, the more reality is disguised. On the 
other hand, the negation of conventional realistic mode clearly shows the writer's discontent 
of the ontological view embodied therein. Han Shaogong's obsession with Chinese reality 
has not changed, it is his conception of condition liiimciine and ways of expression that 
make the difference. One should not forget that his style is transmogrified by the 
root-seeking magic. To seek one's roots means to reassess the relations between oneself 
and culture, it is a socially engaged act. Nevertheless, due to the difficulty in understanding 
reality, these stories suggest the writer's hypothetical assumptions. 
Thematically, "Return" deals with an individual's identity; "Papa-pa" a people's fate; 
28 Garcia Marquez 25-26, 70. 
29 Flores 189. 
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and "Woman Woman Woman" the meaning of human existence. Yet the dchumani/jng 
principle has rendered their meanings translucent. Among the three, it is "Papa-pa" that 
has attracted many enthusiastic interpretations because of its grotesque and ambiguous 
30 
qualities. The story deserves a close study not only because of its literary elaboration, but 
its apparent allegorical depiction of the Chinese people as well. If one of the tenets of the 
root-seeking movement is to re-recognize the people from a cultural perspective as Han 
Shaogong has said, then an exploration into the allegorical meanings of "Papa-pa" is 
indispensable. 
It is rather difficult to discuss allegory in terms of "historical genre" or "theoretical 
31 
genre," since allegory as a mode of human expression has survived a long period and 
taken on "very different shapes under pressure of the needs and expectations of different 
30 Han Shaogong once admitted that "Papa-pa" is more popular than "Woman 
Woman Woman" on mainland China. See ”Da meizliou hiiaqiaoribao jizhe 讀"[A Reply 
to the Questions of a Reporter from the American Overseas Chinese Daily], Zhongshan 
Mountain] 5 (1987): 13. Some representative responses to "Papa-pa" include: Li 
Qingxi，"Shuo，Bababa，'' [On Tapa-pa], Dushu [Study] 3 (1986): 49-58. Fang Keqiang, ”Ah 
Q he bingzai: yuanshi xintai cle chongsfmo” [Ah Q and Bingzai: Reconstructions of Primitive 
Mentality], Wenyi lilun yenjiu (Theoretical Studies of Literature and Art) 5 (1986): 9-17. 
Ji Liang, ”Yanjun shenchen de wenhua fernsi” [Solemn Cultural Reflections], Dangdai wentan 
^Contemporary Literary Circles] 10 (1985): 34-35. Liu Zaifu, ”Lun bingzar [On Bingzai], 
Guangming ribao [Giiangming Daily] 4 November 1988. Yan Wenjing, 'Wo shibushi yige 
shangle nianji de bingzai'r [Am I an Aged Bingzai?", Zuopin yu zhengming [Literary Works 
and Polemics] 2 (1986): 65-66. David Der-wei Wong suggests an allegorical reading by 
applying Fredric Jameson's notion of "national allegory," see ”Qirm xing” [On Deformed 
Characters], Zhongsheng xuanhua [Heteroglossia] (Taipei: Yuanliu chuban shiye gufen 
youxiangongsi, 1988) 209-220. Also See Michael Duke 40-45. 
31 Tzvetan Toclorov, The Fantastic (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1975) 3-23. Cf. Shu 
Chin-ten's discussion on the problematic of Todorov's theory, Shu Chin-ten, Allegorical 
Structure in Literary Discourse: Western cm(l Chinese, diss., The University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, 1981 (Ann Arbor: UMI, 198.5) 63-69. 
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generations."^^ Any attempt -- even a scrupulous one -- at generic discussion will ccrtainly 
invoke questions, if not debates. For the purpose of this chapter, we will define allegory 
as a communicative mode of abstract ideas in fictive narrative so as to explain on the one 
hand how Han Shaogong realizes his symbols, and on the other hand the hyp no i a - the 
"reality which is to be found in the 'undersense' or，real meaning' lying beneath the surface 
of the text"33 - of "Papa-pa." 
The word "allegory" derives from Greek allege re in, which is made up of two parts: 
alios, meaning "other;" and agoreuein, meaning "to speak (in public)，" which is from agora, 
an assembly, but also the marketplace or customary place of a s s e m b l y . � � B a s e d on this 
etymological exegesis -- especially the meaning of the first part of the word, Edward Philips 
goes on to define allegory as a device "wherein there is concealed something that is 
different from the literal sense."^^ His definition is very close to that given by Angus 
Fletcher: "In the simplest terms, allegory says one thing and means a n o t h e r，H o w e v e r， 
Gay Clifford adds that allegories always take specific steps to resist being 
"straight-jacketed."^^ In comparison, J. Hillis Miller's definition is more comprehensive. To 
him, allegory 
32 Gay Clifford, The Transformation of Allegory (London: Routledge, 1974) 6. 
S h u 20 . 
34 J. Hillis Miller, "The Two Allegories, “ Allegory, Myth and Symbol, ed. Morton 
W. Bloomfield (London: Harvard UP, 1981) 356. 
35 Lynette Hunter, Modern Allegofy and Fantasy (London: MacMillan, 1989) 152. 
36 Angus Fletcher, Allegory {\x\\'dC'<x\ Cornell UP, 1964) 2. Quoted in Shu 53. 
37 Hunter 152. � 
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means to speak figuratively, or to speak in other terms, or to 
speak of other things in public. . . . The word allegory always 
implies not only the use of figures, but a making public, 
available to profane ears, of something which otherwise would 
• ？ft remain secret. 
However, he continues, although the secret is proclaimed publicly, it is absent from the 
surface, since its literal text does not directly suggest the latent. Such a secret has to be 
reconstructed by listeners based on the hints given and the context of the proclamation. 
When we talk about the communicative function of allegory, it involves two aspects: 
allegorical writing (or speaking) and allegoresLs, i.e., allegorical reading； Any allegory 
presupposes an audience (or readers), without whose participation allegory will not be 
Q Q 
completed. In Frank Kermode's opinion, this kind of communicative relation can be 
described as one between insider and outsider. The one who speaks is the insider and 
conceiver of the truth, the one who listens is the outsider trying to decipher the message 
conveyed.奶 Although one may doubt whether the contribution of both sides to the making 
of allegory is so clear cut, Kermode's dichotomy makes a theoretical discussion possible. 
We all know that the most important way of human communication is through 
language, especially in a developed society. When language is used to refer to the external 
38 Miller 356. 
39 Shu 1-15. 
40 Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1979) 1-21. 
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material world, a one-to-one equivalent relation can be established through expcricnce, 
though in an arbitrary way. But when it is used to carry abstract concepts or ideas, 
problems arise. The signified tend to be elusive and ineffable. To quote Gerard Genette, 
there is a "gap" between letters and meanings. To bridge the gap, figures are introduced.^i 
In fact, figurative - or metaphoric -- usage in language^^ is a way of analogical thought, a 
kind oipensee sauvage that human beings inherit from their ancestors to express themselves 
and communicate.们 In other words, analogical expressions are used to transmit thoughts 
in an indirect way which will otherwise be impossible. Allegory, an "extended m e t a p h o r ， 一 
is just another mode of expression of this rhetoric family. It is in this sense that Robert 
Scholes talks about "the invisible world [ideas] controlling the visible.""^^ 
Once the message is delivered, its decipherment is left with the reader (the 
audience), or the outsider. Naturally, the message requires at the outset a first level 
comprehension -- a "carnal reading" -- by the reader of the visible world inscribed in the 
text. This done, he has to use his knowledge and imagination -_ in Frank Kermode's term, 
"circumcised ears," or in Fredric Jameson's term, an "allegorical resonance" - if he has, to 
41 Gerard Genette, Figures of Litercuy Discourse, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: 
Columbia UP, 1982) 47. 
42 A. F. Scott, Current Literary Terms: Concise Dictionary^ (London: MacMillan, 
1965) 107. 
43 Cf. Terrence Hawkes, Structuralism and Semiotics (London: Methuen, 1977) 
49-58, especially 52. 
44 A Dictionary of Modern Critical Terms, ed. Roger Fowler (London: Routledcre 
1973) 5. ’ 
45 Robert Scholes, Fabulatlon and Mctafiction (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1979) 49-55. 
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detect the latent meaning, "spiritual meaning," or whatever indirectly signified.仍 Once 
figurative expressions are transcocled into discursive interpretations, the job of allegory -_ 
a way, though an inadequate one, of conveying message -- is accomplished. 
Therefore, reading allegorical fiction is different from reading realistic ones. When 
one reads the latter, what concerns him is the story. Usually a reader asks: "What would 
happen next?'"^^ But in reading allegories, the reader is usually attracted not so much by 
the plot as by the unexpressed. Hence the question becomes: "What does it mean?'"^® 
Although allegory is related to fantasy, and the main feature of fantasy is "hesitation 
between two explanations,"卯 hesitation is not necessary in making allegory. Moreover, if 
there is any hesitation, it does not operate on the level of the story {histoir), rather, it works 
on the level of narration and beyond. In allegory, characters, actions and sceneries are 
designed to carry meanings. In brief, they are all symbolic. This is why allegory is 
regarded as an "extended metaphor," "a structural ... symbolism," "a large-scale exposition 
in which problems are conceptualized and analyzed into their constituent parts in order to 
be stated, if not solved."5° 
When we apply this criterion to Han Shaogong's novella "Papa-pa," several features 
detected in the story support our presumption. First, when section II of the story begins, 
46 Cf. Kermode 1-21 and Fredric Jameson, "Third-World Literature in the Era of 
Multinational Capitalism," Social Text 15 (Fall 1986): 65-88. 
47 E. M. Forster, Aspects of the Novel (Harmonclsworth: Penguin, 1974) 41. 
48 For a discussion on the level of events and the ideational level of the narrative, 
see Scholes 49-102. Also see Clifford 2-3. 
49 Todorov 24-40. 
Fowler 5. �‘. 
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the narrator tells us that the story is set in "some villages" located "somewhere in a high 
mountain, above the clouds," and "no one knew where these villages [villagers] came from. 
Some said from Shaanxi, some said from Guangdong, there is no way you can tell." Even 
their tribal epic is not reliable in tracing their origins. In "Papa-pa," as Joseph Lau points 
om，the temporal time frame and the typographical contour are notably absent. "Clearly 
the mode of representation has shifted from the mimetic to the parabolic.”5i 
Second，the story is composed by well-structured symbolic pairs, each imbued with 
relative concepts: the idiot Bingzai and his ignorant tribesmen; the pseudo-progressive 
Renbao and his conservative father Zhongman; the backward village and the developed 
outside world; and finally, Bingzai's absent father, whose name is Delong, meaning 
"virtuous dragon," and the recurrent symbol of the phoenix. Other symbolic actions in the 
story also prompts allegorical interpretations. For example, the grisly description of the 
cannibal feast after a battle, and an earlier adumbration of man-eating by Bingzai's mother 
drying afterbirths in the courtyard for use as tonic. The allusive meaning of cannibalism 
in the Chinese context is all too obvious for any reader who is familiar with Lun Xun's "A 
Madman's Diary." 
Third, as we have mentioned above, the story is recounted from a hypothetical 
perspective. Time and again, the narrator suspiciously keeps on reminding the reader that 
there are many things which he can not understand, leaving interpretative potentials to the 
reader. In this respect, the Hungarian dissident-poet Miklos Haraszti's (1945-) conception 
of the "civilization between the lines" in communist countries is useful. His words are 
worthy of our lengthy quote: 
See Lau's paper. 
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Communication between the lines already dominates our 
directed culture. This technique is not the speciality of the 
artist only. Bureaucrats, too speak between the lines: they, too 
apply self-censorship. Even the most loyal subject must wear 
bifocals to read between the lines: this is in fact the only way 
to decipher the real structure of our c u l t u r e . . . . 
The reader must not think that we detest the perversity 
of this hidden public life and that we participate in it because 
we are forced to. On the contrary, the technique of writing 
between the lines is, for us, identical with artistic technique. It 
is a part of our skill and a test of our professionalism.^^ 
Certainly the mode presupposes the reader's deciphering ability. When reading 
Han Shaogong's seemingly ambivalent stories, one should bear in mind the art of 
"ventriloquism," as Michael Holquist has said on another similar o c c a s i o n ? Apart from 
the above textual details in "Papa-pa," Fredric Jameson's observations of third-world 
52 Quoted in Geremie BarmC "The Chinese Velvet Prison: Culture in the，New 
Age, 1976-1989，" Issues d Studies 25.8 (August 1989): 60. 
53 "Ventriloquism" is a term used by Michael Holquist to denote M. M. Bakhtin's 
allegorical way of communication by saying one thing while meaning another. See "The 
Politics of Representation," Allego/y and Representation, ed. Stephen J. Greenblatt 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins UP, 1981) 163-184. 
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literature in general also encourage allegorical readings of third-world literature.�^ 
One should not forget that "Papa-pa" appeared on the occasion of the Root-seeking 
Movement which, according to Han Shaogong, involves a "re-recognition of the [Chinese" 
people.” And the purpose of writing is "to keep [the Chinese people] in good health and 
to cure [their] i l lness，Han Shaogong once admitted that "the story ["Papa-pa"] is 
socially-committed" and the Chinese readers "are interested in this kind of works."^^ He 
also spoke of his motives of composing "Papa-pa" in a roundabout way: 
The focus of "Papa-pa" is on social history. It penetrates the 
decline of a tribe with Shamanistic cultural background in Chu 
of southern China, where reason and irrationality being both 
absurd, neither the New Party nor the Old Party can save 
54 In Jameson's opinion, third-worid literature differs from first-world literature in 
that it can bring together "the lived experience" of "private existences" and "the abstraction 
of economic science and political dynamics." This is unusual for first-world literature, 
because in Capitalist culture, there is "a radical split between the private and the public' 
between the poetic and the political, between what we have come to think of as the domain 
of sexuality and the unconscious and that of the public world of classes, of the economic, 
and of secular political power." Conventionally, "political commitment is recontained and 
psychologized or subjectivized." On the contrary, "Third-worid texts, even those which are 
seemingly private and invested with a properly libidinal dynamic - necessarily project a 
political dimension in the form of national allegory: the story of the private individual 
destiny is always an allegory of the embattled situation of the public-third-world culture and 
society." Third-world literary works tend to be used as "a powerful instrument for the 
experimental exploration of reality and illusion." They unveil and deconceal "the 
nightmarish reality of things," "stripping away of our conventional illusions or 
rationalizations about daily life and existence." See Jameson 69-77. 
55 See Chapter 3. 
56 '' "Da meizhou ’huciqkio ribao‘ jizhe wen'' 13. 
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them.57 
When we read Han Shaogong's message in the context of the Root-seeking movement, the 
collective and social allusions substantiate our allegorical interpretation. 
Although the story "Papa-pa" appears to focus on the moron Bingzai, its main theme 
is about the fate of a moribund tribe. Their decline is indicated by the symbolic names of 
the places they have lived in their migratory process. First they migrate to the shore of 
Golden Water River, then Silver Water River, and finally Rice Fragrance River, where, 
perhaps after many generations, they suffer from famine because of poor harvest -- not a 
legend this time. Their life deteriorates with their migration. So is their physique and 
intellect. The central figure of the story, Bingzai, is mentally retarded, sluggish, repulsive 
to look at, short and with a disproportionately large head -- a "bastard" in flat contrast to 
his legendary progenitors, who are exceptionally strong and tall (YH 173). His father, 
ironically bearing the name Belong or "virtuous dragon," is lustful and presumably an 
opium-smuggler. Bingzai's cousin, Renbao, is a good-for-nothing, well versed in absurdly 
magniloquent declamation. His name, a binom composed of (homonym of "man") and 
”bao” (literally "treasure" or "darling," but actually means "stupid" in the dialect of the tribe, 
YH 157), best describes his character. The recurrent song about the legend of the 
ever-moving tribe and the inevitable migration of the young people in the end imbues the 
story with collective allusions. 
What is the ambivalent story allegorical of? Michael Duke's comments on this point 
is pertinent here. He says, 
57 ”Da meizhou huaqiao ribao jizhe wen'' '13. 
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Despite a wealth of anthropological detail, the story reads, 
nevertheless, like an allegory of the circular and repetitive 
historical development or non-development of traditional 
Chinese culture.^® 
"Non-development" is no doubt a euphemism for stagnation and backwardness, as 
Joseph Lau has remarked.^^ If the allegorical interpretation of the story as a microcosm 
of the Chinese people holds, we should add two more features: misoneism and the 
uncertainty about the future of a moribund civilization. 
That the story is allegorical of the Chinese people can be proved by the constant 
references to two traditional Chinese symbols: the dragon and the phoenix. The most 
shady yet important figure of the story, Bingzai's father, is named Belong, meaning the 
"virtuous dragon." Being the best singer of jkm, a song of the (Chicken Head Village) tribal 
legend about their ancestral genealogy and.migration, he is summoned to perform his vocal 
skill at important rituals. By preserving the collective memory of the past in his songs, 
Delong serves as the ambivalent link between the tribesmen and their legendary ancestors. 
According to the song jlcm, the phoenix is the patron of the tribe. It guides the tribe's 
migration, helping them find fertile lands. 
However, after many years of inhabitance in the Chicken Head Village, the tribe 
deteriorates. And the images of these two symbols also change. Belong is always seen 
carrying a venomous snake -- a derogatory image of dragon in Chinese folk culture. The 
58 Duke 41. 
59 See Lau's paper. 
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phoenix can fly no more. Consider the highly symbolic passage describing the eaves of the 
ancestral temple: 
The [shape of the] eaves did not look strange at all, they were 
just like a bruised phoenix. Tiles were made by villagers from 
trees and mud in the woods. The tiles made up the phoenix's 
feathers. Perhaps the feathers were too heavy, the phoenix 
could not fly. It could only listen to avian chirping, [listen to" 
silent days and nights [.v/c], and grew old. Nevertheless, it raised 
its head, gazing at a star or cJoucls. It still thought of flying 
away with the roof on its back to a more beautiful and better 
place，like what it had done for the progenitors of the Chicken 
Head villagers. (YH 192-193) 
Besides, the transformation of a phoenix tribe into a chicken tribe is no mere coincidence, 
considering that the chicken is a depreciatory category of the phoenix in the Chinese 
context. 
What are the characteristics of the tribe? The first impression invoked by the 
description of the Chicken Head Village is its seclusion from the outside world. The 
village is located somewhere in a high mountain, enshrouded in clouds. "What happens 
below the clouds does not seem to have anything to do with the villagers." (YH 159) The 
villagers, even the young men, seldom venture to explore the outside world, being afraid 
of diabolic spells purported to be on the ways leading to the outside. They learn about the 
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changes of dynasties from travelling merchants' and opium-mongers' hearsay. Within the 
ken of the story, there is no direct and detailed description of the outside world. The 
outside world and outsiders are unknown to the villagers except Renbao, who is curious 
about new and trivial things but lacks moralities and the will to take action. Even his 
semi-learnt father, Zhongman the tailor, does not have any idea of what iron-soled shoes 
and automobiles are like. 
The second impression is that the villagers are living an agricultural life, without 
much knowledge of other means of living, such as trading. Yet they are content with their 
way of living, refusing to accept imported modern life styles. Zhongman the "gentleman" 
is the representative of these people. Although he does not know what these modern 
things look like, he despises them, indulging himself in the glory and grandeur of the past. 
In short, they lack the wish for a new life. 一 
Thirdly，the villagers are self-deceiving and impractical. Refusing to believe that 
they are the offsprings of a defeated tribe, they ignore an official historian's account for the 
cause of their migration. In their tribal epic, "there is no looming threat of wars," (YH 
164) and "no record of wars and natural calamities, no reek of blood." (YH 198) They live 
in the fictive past, unable to look forward. The past is always better than the present and 
the ancestors wiser than their posterity, as what Zhongman thinks. 
Whether it is seclusion and conservativism that have brought about ignorance or just 
the other way round is hard to tell. But no matter how, ignorance prevails, and its effect 
is devastating. The people's benightedness is vigorously shown by the way they handle the 
famine. When there is a poor harvest, the villagers think they should immolate Bingzai to 
appease the God of Crops. But they give up the idea the minute before they carry out the 
J： 
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ritual. A thunderbolt which happens to crash at the moment when they are just about to 
kill Bingzai scares them. They take it as a supernatural warning against doing any harm 
to "Bing the Immortal" (hingxian). After the incident, they regard the idiot as a prophet. 
When the villagers decide to declare war against the Chicken Tail Village, they consult 
Bing the Immortal for his Yin-Yang prediction. If Bingzai utters "papa-pa," the auspicious 
omen, they will win; if "F— your mother," the negative yin omen, is voiced, they will 
lose. Absurd and ridiculous as it is, the Chicken Head Village people act according to 
Bingzai's random and unconscious utterance. Their armed feud with the Chicken Tail 
Village ends in failure. The scene suggests the foolishness and irrationality of an ignorant 
people when dealing with crisis. 
In contrast to ignorance and foolishness, there is still a weak resisting force of 
knowledge. As we have noticed, the tailor Zhongman is a traditionally educated man. He 
symbolizes the last-ditch effort of residual traditional moral values and outdated knowledge 
in an environment of encompassing darkness of ignorance. Unaware of the dawn of 
another agile civilization in the outside world, he stubbornly adheres to the fossilized 
culture. His obdurate insistence on the nostalgic glorification of the past and irrational 
despise of modern commodities are grotesque and sad comments on a people who fail to 
adapt themselves in the face of internal crisis and external challenges. However, in all 
fairness, his self-annihilation, though somehow out of temper and pedantry, is markedly 
courageous when compared with his incompetent son, Renbao, a pseudo-progressive. 
The solution the tailor finds for the crisis of the tribe caused by both natural 
calamity and superstition is shocking, though the story ends in an ambivalent way. With his 
knowledge of herbal medicine, he prepares poisonous liquid for himself as well as the old 
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and the weak. He also lets his nephew Bingzai drink. His action is symbolic in many ways. 
First, to eliminate obstacles (the old and weak and Bingzai) to a new life (migrating to a 
new place), traditional values -- though an outdated one -- is still needed (Zhongman 
fulfilling his duty). Second, traditional values are to be replaced after the mission is 
accomplished (Zhongman killing himself). 
But the story ends in an equivocal way. What happens to the young people after 
Zhongman dies? Is their fate better or worse? No clear answer is indicated by the narrator. 
We are told that they are moving to "farther and deeper mountains." (YH 198) Does this 
indicate a further decline (isolation) or what? But there is one thing we are certain of: at 
the end the idiot does not die. Children from the Chicken Tail Village meet him by the 
road and "adore" him. "Following him, they clap their hands and shout all together: 
，Papa-papa-pa!" (YH 199) So this is the bloodcurdling ending: traditional values has broken 
down, yet ignorance is still lingering around. There is no imaginary solution to the 
situation; the reader is left with uncertainty and uneasiness. In anxiety and hesitation, we 
begin to suspect whether Fredric Jameson's rather sanguine opinion on the narrative 
closure of third-world literature is true: "by way of a complex play of simultaneous and 
antithetical messages . . . the narrative text is able to open up a concrete perspective on 
the real future."^^ 
The characterization of Bingzai also invites many interpretations. Much to our 
amazement, writers from the mainland confess that they discover the Bingzai in themselves. 
Liu Zaifu recalls with pain how people, including himself, divided complex humanity into 
two opposing groups in the past, just like Bingzai's simplistic yin-yang dichotomy. He 
Jameson 77. 
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believes that this mode of thinking is in essence a cultural sickness of the Chinese people.®^ 
After reading "Papa-pa," Yan Wenjing was petrified with fear and wrote an essay to Han 
Shaogong, telling of how he was disturbed by the moron. He kept on asking himself: "Am 
I an aged Bingzai?" Although Bingzai resembles Ah Q in many respects, Yan thinks that 
the "monster" is more terrifying, "since there is no way you can deal with him."®^ In spite 
of his abnormalities, Bingzai does resembles Ah Q in one respect. Himself a victim of the 
young villagers' sadism, Bingzai, though too imbecile to exercise the psychological 
mechanism of "spiritual victory" conceived by his precursor Ah Q, is also violently 
destructive in nature. Just think how he bites himself and tears his own hair when he flies 
into a rage (YH 166). And the way he tramples down a little child's straw hat after he is 
bullied by older children (YH 178). All these personality traits have inspired Fang 
Keqiang to write an essay on the similarities between Ah Q and Bingza i? 
Insofar as sadism is concerned, it is shocking to find how the Chicken Head villagers 
cook and eat their enemies. Anyone who refuses to eat will be punished by having his jaw 
pierced by a sharp and slim bamboo stick (YH 181). The way Zhongman kills himself, i.e., 
sitting on a sharpened tree trunk, is another extreme of sadist immolation directed at 
oneself -- masochism (YH 175-176). When Zhongman determines to exterminate the old 
and weak tribesmen with poison, we should bear in mind the excessive cruelty and delight 
he obtains by stabbing and burning the mice he finds in his house. Do not forget that he 
drinks the ashes of the burnt mice with water! (YH 174-175) 
61 Liu Zaifu, "On Bingzai," see note 30. 
62 See note 30. 
63 See note 30. �-
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The brutal treatment of the mouse recurs in "Woman Woman Woman.•丨 To 
understand Han Shaogong's hypothetical conception of the Chinese people, we should 
linger here a while on the symbolic meaning of the mice in "Woman Woman Woman." 
When discussing the commotion of rats in the penultimate section of the novella, Michael 
Duke's tentative comments are to the point here. In his words, the 
terrifying experience of vast armies of rats running over the land 
. . . s e e m s to conclude that the Chinese people are just like 
this unresisting hoard of rats being swept here and there on the 
flood tide of their turbulent history.^^ 
A textual analysis supports Duke's opinion. In the last two sections of the novella, 
careful readers will notice the appearance of the image of a "square" (guangchang) in two 
different but related contexts. When the mice struggle desperately to swim across a river, 
The spray spatters about in the river. The assailing splash 
sounds like the prolonged ovation in a certain square. I believe, 
the sound can wear away mountain rocks. (YH 253) 
The creepy sound is heard again by the narrator while he drives his motorcycle on a busy 
highway. Perturbed, he feels "as if standing in the hubbub of a big square (YH 257)." The 
analogy between the commotion of rats and the social turmoil in China is obvious. Seen 
64 Duke 45. ^ 
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in this light, the existence of the Chicken Village tribe can be interpreted as meaningless 
as the hustle and bustle of mice. 
Apart from the allegorical meanings on the level of the story, an implicit significance 
is also found on the level of narration. As the readers will remember, the story is told 
from the point of view of a detached narrator -- this time a much more sophisticated 
narrator than the naive ones in his earlier works. Sometimes the detached narrator is as 
confused by the events in the story as the reader, but at times he gives comments --
obviously the kind of comments one can expect of an educated man. The grotesque and 
even farcical depiction of the characters is of paramount importance. It suggests the 
narrator's sense of superiority over them. Undoubtedly, most of the characters belong to 
the "ironic hero" (if the word is still applicable in this case) in Northrop Frye's hierarchy 
of literary modes.®^ But Bingzai goes even further: he has already sunk far beyond Frye's 
lowest stratum. In addition, the environment they live in is obnoxiously sordid and 
permeated with extraordinary fetid smell. The description certainly shows the narrator's 
complex disgust mixed with compassion toward the Chicken Head villagers. A comparison 
between Han Shaogong's beautifying description of the rural areas in his earlier works and 
the scatological vision in "Papa-pa" shows a striking change. 
We all know the "revolutionary" role played by peasantry in modern Chinese history. 
Among the Chinese Communists, it was Mao Zedong who first saw the poor peasantry as 
Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1971) 33-34. 
Also see Chen Changfang, ”Lun aierma meizJie s/icmgwei dansheng” [On The Beautiful Ones 加 Not Yet Born by Ayi Kwei Armah (Ghana 1939- )]’ CIning-Wal Literary Monthly 18.2 
(July 1989): 35-59. �. 
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a natural "revolutionary" force.®® Mao advocated the importance of peasants over the 
working class in bringing about a communist revolution in China. His famous slogan of 
"encirclement of the city by the country" and his strategy of allocating estates to the 
peasants bear out his peasantry orientation. During the "Great Leap Forward," Mao held 
that the peasant masses could do anything when armoured with correct ideologies. 
In addition to his faith in peasantry, Mao's mistrust of learning and the intelligentsia 
is also a notorious fact. Himself an eager learner,®^ Mao's open admonition against 
learning is somehow puzzling. But this is not the place to discuss his mentality. What 
concern us here are the ensuing cultural barrenness and the suppression of the intellectuals. 
Here are some of Mao's quotations: 
It is evident that to read too many books is harmful ‘ 
We shouldn't read too many books. We should read Marxist 
books, but not too many of them either. It will be enough to 
read a dozen or so. If we read too many, we can move towards 
our opposites, become bookworms, dogmatists, revisionists. 
My discussion on Mao's antagonistic attitude to learning and the intelligentsia 
is indebted to Leszek Kolakowski's study. Main Currents of Marxism, trans P S Falla 3 
Vols (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1978) 3: 494-522. ’ 
67 See Gong Yuzhi, Pang Xianzhi and Shi Zhongqiian, Mao zedong cle dusliu 
shenghuo [Mao Zedong's Studious Life] {Bt\]\x\g:,Scinlicin shuclian, 1986). The authors are 
Mao's secretaries. ‘ 
Emperor Wii of the Liang dynasty did pretty well in his early 
years, but afterwards he read many books, and did't make out 
so well any more. He died of hunger in T'ai Ch'eng.®® 
One need not be a learned scholar to discover the simplistic reasoning in these quotations. 
After our study of Bingzai, all these words only sound too familiar to need any further 
interpretation. 
In "Papa-pa’" the dissent of the intellectual is expressed mainly through the ironic 
mode of narration. By inverting the positions of the glorified peasantry and the repressed 
intelligentsia, a dialogue with the hegemonic ideology is made audible. The exposure of 
the weaknesses of the peasant class, which were extolled as revolutionary heroes out of 
political interests, has been one of Han Shaogong's obsessions. Long before he wrote 
"Papa-pa," he had studied quite intensively on Chinese peasants.^^ Thematically, Han 
Shaogong's grotesque images of the peasants in "Papa-pa" is a more radical and abstract 
version of "Echoes" and some of his earlier works. They are primarily Han Shaogon's 
metaphors realized. In "Papa-pa" w e � c a n hear the ventriloquism of the repressed 
intelligentsia, questioning in an intentionally bizarre way the validity of the orthodox Maoist 
"peasant Marxism." 
68 Quoted in Kolakowski 513. 
He discloses in an article that he has read some "theoretical works" on peasantry 
in order to understand "small-producer's parochialism" such as egalitarianism, asceticism 
and paternalism. See Han Shaogong, 'Wenxue cluiangzuo cle，erlu beifan"' [Opposition in 
Literary Creation], Shanghai wenxue (Shanghai Literature) 11 (1982): 82-85. 
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We may come to a tentative conclusion now. Setting off to find his cultural roots 
for the purpose of regenerating Chinese literature, Han Shaogong is caught in a dilemma, 
and his works - Tapa-pa丨丨 in particular - are fraught with implacable tension. Aiming to 
excavate the glorious aspects of Chinese folk culture, Han only discovers the underside of 
Chinese culture embodied in the behaviourial patterns of the folks. Struggling to create 
an indigenous literary style, Han apparently fails to resist the temptation of Modernism, 
the Pandora's box which was opened in the early 1980s. To address the public, he ends up 
with exoteric tales. Although Han Shaogong refuses to accept labels, we find his 
root-seeking works partake of Modernist qualities. And their meanings can be best 
interpreted when seen in this light. When comparing these works with his earlier ones, we 




Like his contemporaries, Han Shaogong has experienced the cataclysmic social and 
ideological change brought about by the denouncement of Maoist doctrines immediately 
after the Cultural Revolution and the implementation of open-door policy at the dawn of 
the 1980s. Apparently the great change has considerable impact on the shaping and 
metamorphosis of Han Shaogong's literary sensibility. 
Living in the post-Mao era, Han Shaogong is relatively free to explore and write 
about social problems. Though beginning as a disciple of Socialist Realism, Han soon 
finds himself overcome by his realistic impetus to explore forbidden topics and speak for 
the suffering people. Surprisingly, his realist impulse has lasted only shortly. After 1985, 
although he is still obsessed with China, his sense of reality and his mode of representation 
has altered a great deal. His works penned during 1985 and 1986 partake of Modernist 
qualities. The realities he sees and explores are no more unified and explicable than those 
found in his earlier works. Discontented with the cultural barrenness on mainland China 
and worried by the cultural threat from the West, he calls for a reconsideration of Chinese 
culture and the regeneration of indigenous Chinese literature, which results in the cultural 
root-seeking movement in 1985 and 1986. 
Han Shaogong's literary propositions and practice of this period are full of 
ideological and aesthetic tensions. Aiming to find indigenous Chinese literary modes as a 
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protest against crude imitations of foreign literature, he finds himself subconsciously 
extrapolating their techniques. Looking for the merits of Chinese culture, he only discovers 
its seamy side. As a writer highly conscious of stylistic problems, he finds it hard to address 
the general public directly and plainly as a concession. Out of a humanitarian concern for 
the people, he ends up with dehumanizing them in allegories. Han Shaogong's works 
brought out between 1985 and 1986 are paradoxical enough for us to see how a perceptive 
and sensitive Chinese writer tries painfully to resolve the emotional and intellectual 
dilemma in a global community dominated by Western culture. 
No doubt, Han Shaogong's persistent effort in the past ten years has proved himself 
an aggressive and highly self-conscious writer. With the publication of his wondrous 
root-seeking works, Han Shaogong's literary acumen is shown, his allegory is deciphered, 
and his dissenting voice is heard. If the governmental laissez-faire policy on literature can 
persist on mainland China, we have confidence in Han Shaogong's new successes. 
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